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IV 
Abstract 
This thesis presents a refinement calculus for transforming highly abstract specifica-
tions into programs written in a functional programming language. 
Refinement calculi allow the derivation of a program from a formal specification by a 
sequence of correctness-preserving transformation steps. Most refinement calculi target 
imperative programming languages. Functional programming languages are often more 
expressive than imperative programming languages. This expressive power leads to a 
reduced gap between the concepts used to express a problem (as a specification) and the 
concepts used to express its solution (as a program). Thus, a refinement calculus which 
targets a functional programming language can lead to a simpler development process 
which produces a final product more quickly. 
We build a refinement calculus for functional programs by adding specification con-
structs to a functional language and examining transformations over the resulting language. 
This thesis complements other work in the area in two major ways. Firstly, we 
investigate the addition of truly-nondeterministic, rather than underdetermined, choice 
constructs to a functional language. These constructs allow specifications which are 
more abstract and which admit more implementations. Secondly, most refinement calculi 
for functional programs add erratic choice constructs to a functional language. We 
investigate the addition of both demonic and angelic nondeterminism to a functional 
language. Demonic and erratic choice are similar: given a number of alternatives, they 
choose any one. In contrast, given a number of alternatives .".ngelic choice always makes 
the "correct" choice, if one exists. Angelic choice is difficult to reason about, but allows 
the concise specification of powerful parallel constructs. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The most significant problem in producing software for safety critical systems is ensuring 
the correctness of the software produced. Two substantial contributions toward solving 
this problem are the development of: 
• refinement calculi for software derivation [Bac80, MoR87, Mor87], and 
• highly expressive functional programming languages such as Hope [FiH88] and ML 
[MTH90]. 
Refinement calculi These allow the derivation of a program from a specification by a 
sequence of correctness-preserving transformation steps. The proof that the final prod-
uct satisfies its specification is thus reduced to showing the correctness of each of the 
refinement steps. 
The goal of a development in a refinement calculus is to start with a specification at 
a high level of abstraction that captures only the essential properties of the system and 
transform this to program code. A key factor in a refinement calculus's ability to achieve 
this goal is the use of a single wide-spectrum language that covers both specification 
and program code [BEH87, Par90]. A well designed wide-spectrum language allows 
specifications which are concise and which give maximum freedom to the developer 
when choosing an implementation. Development in a refinement calculus proceeds via 
transformations which replace (possibly non-executable) specification constructs with 
(executable) programming language constructs. Thus, at any stage of the development the 
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object being reasoned about is usually a mix of specification and programming constructs 
written in the wide-spectrum language. 
Functional Languages Imperative languages deal with the transformation of an abstract 
machine from one state to another. In contrast, declarative languages deal with the 
evaluation of expressions that do not influence the state they are evaluated in. Functional 
languages are a type of declarative language which have facilities for constructing and 
manipulating mathematical functions. 
Functional languages are often more expressive than imperative languages, largely due 
to their ability to use higher-order constructs. This increase in expressive power leads to 
a reduced gap between the concepts used to express a problem (as a specification) and the 
concepts used to express its solution (as a functional program). An additional advantage 
of functional languages over imperative languages is their simpler, cleaner semantics. 
Aim 
The goal of this thesis is to create a refinement calculus for developing programs in a 
functional language. This calculus should allow: 
• Flexibility in specification. That is, specifications to be written in a number of ways. 
• Abstract specifications. That is, development to start with a specification which 
gives maximum freedom to the implementor. 
• Concise transformations. Specifically, it should allow large transformations to be 
expressed concisely. 
• Simple justifications. That is, transformations to be justified with simple laws and 
using simple proofs. 
These goals are achieved by adding specification constructs to a functional language 
and examining refinements over the resulting language. All of the refinement calculi ref-
erenced above use wide-spectrum languages whose executable constructs are imperative 
Three advantages of targeting a functional language follow. 
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• The reduced gap between problem and solution afforded by functional languages 
m.eans that fewer development steps are required than in a development which 
targets an imperative language. 
• The higher expressive level of functional programming languages means that the 
individual refinement steps typically achieve more. 
• Much of the work in the development of functional programs has concentrated on 
the transformation of an abstract program written in the functional programming 
language into a more efficient program in the same language [Bir87, Bir89, Dar82]. 
A refinement calculus for a functional language allows a specification of a problem 
to be written at a high level of abstraction that is not necessarily an executable 
program. This high level specification is then transformed into functional code. 
Overall the use of functional languages can lead to a simpler development process which 
produces a final product more quickly. 
Initially, it was also hoped that the simple semantics of functional languages would 
allow a refinement calculus for functional programs to have a simpler semantics than a 
refinement calculus for imperative programs. Unfortunately, this is not the case for the 
calculus described in this thesis, mainly due to the combination of higher-order facilities 
and nondeterminism found in the calculus. 
Related work 
The refinement calculi of Back [Bac80, BaW89], Morgan [Mor90, MoR87] and Morris 
[Mor87, Mor89] are all based on the work of Dijkstra [Dij76]. Each of the calculi creates 
a wide-spectrum language by extending a simple imperative programming language with 
specification constructs. The semantics of both the programming constructs and the speci-
fication constructs of this language are given in terms of Dijkstra's weakest preconditions. 
The correctness of program transformations is also characterised in terms of weakest 
preconditions. A large number of refinement rules which capture both traditional design 
intuitions and guarantee correctness have been proven using this characterisation. These 
rules range from simple laws which introduce local variables to complex laws which show 
that recursive procedures are correct. 
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In [Bir87, Bir89, Dar82] Darlington and Bird describe correctness preserving trans-
formations between functional programs. The languages used in these formalisms can 
manipulate higher-order functions. These higher-order functions allow powerful trans-
formations to be expressed more concisely than they can be in the imperative refinement 
calculi. However, the languages used in these formalisms are executable. This means that 
many useful specification constructs are not included in the languages because they are 
complicated or impossible to implement. This lack of specification constructs means that 
it is difficult to write specifications at a high level of abstraction in these formalisms. 
The creation of a refinement calculus for functional programs via the addition of 
specification constructs to a functional language can overcome this problem. In [Mee86] 
Meertens discusses transformation in a functional language which has been extended 
with specification constructs. He shows that the transformations possible in the work of 
Darlington and Bird are also possible in his language. 
Other formalisms which add specification constructs to a functional language include 
the work of the CIP group [BEH87, Par90], Hoogerwoord [Hoo89], and Norvell and 
Hehner [NoH93]. These approaches differ slightly in the notation they use, their treatment 
of undefined values, and the way they give semantics to their languages. In particular, the 
CIP group gives a model based semantics for the meaning of an expression and proves 
transformations correct with respect to this semantics. In contrast, the approach taken by 
Hoogerwoord and Norvell and Hehner is to embed nondeterministic expressions into a 
simple logic and give the semantics of expressions as axioms of this logic. 
In other work related to the addition of specification constructs to a functional language, 
de Moor [Moo92b] and Backhouse [BVW91] present calculi for manipulating relations. 
They use these relations as specifications for nondeterministic behaviour and show that 
the transformations possible in the functional calculus have parallels in relational calculi. 
Novelty 
The refinement calculus presented in this thesis complements the work of Meenens, 
Hoogerwoord, the CIP group, and Norvell and Hehner in two major ways. Firstiy, these 
formalisms all add underdetermined choice constructs to a functional language. This 
thesis investigates the addition of truly-nondeterministic, rather tiian underdetermined 
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choice constructs to a functional language. These constructs allow specifications which 
are more abstract and which admit more implementations. This greater expressive power 
is achieved by allowing lambda abstractions to nondeterministically choose results. That 
is, separate applications of the same argument to the one lambda abstraction can yield 
different results. This means that lambda abstractions in the extended language are not 
necessarily functions in the mathematical sense. For this reason the extended language is 
called an expression language rather than a functional language and lambda abstractions 
are called operators rather than functions. 
Secondly, this thesis investigates the addition of two kinds of nondeterminism to 
a functional language. The functional refinement calculi of Meertens, Hoogerwoord, 
the CIP group and Norvell and Hehner construct wide-spectrum languages by adding 
erratic choice constructs to a functional language. This thesis constructs a wide-spectrum 
language which has both demonic and angelic choice constructs. Demonic and erratic 
choice are similar: given a number of alternatives, they choose any one, even if it causes 
the rest of the expression not to terminate. In contrast, given a number of alternatives 
angelic choice always makes the "correct" choice, if one exists. For instance, angeUc 
choice will never choose an alternative which will cause nontermination of the rest of the 
expression, if other acceptable choices exist. Angelic choice is difficult to reason about, 
but allows the concise specification of powerful parallel constructs. 
The ability to have both demonic and angelic choice in the one specification also makes 
this work novel when compared to de Moor and Backhouse's relational calculi. Although 
relations can be used to model both demonic and angelic behaviour, they can not model 
both simultaneously. 
The thesis also augments the work on the imperative refinement calculi by giving a 
weakest-precondition-style semantics for the evaluation of expressions. This creates a 
refinement calculus for expressions which is similar in style to the imperative refinement 
calculi. Indeed, many of the specifications and refinement rules expressible in the imper-
ative refinement calculi have parallels in the expression refinement calculus. However, 
the expression refinement calculus allows higher-order specifications to be manipulated: 
something which the current versions of the imperative refinement calculi can not do. 
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Overview 
This thesis creates an expression refinement calculus by combining ideas from functional 
program transformation and imperative refinement calculi. It is assumed that the reader is 
familiar with these two approaches to program transformation. Some knowledge of how 
domain theory can be used to give semantics to functional programs and how weakest 
preconditions can be used to model imperative programs is also desirable. 
Chapter 2 introduces terminology for discussing functional programming languages, 
refinement calculi, and issues related to their combination. 
Chapter 3 presents the expression refinement calculus. Specification constructs are 
added to a simple functional language and refinement of expressions in the resulting 
language is discussed. 
Chapter 4 compares the expression refinement calculus with other transformation-
style development methods. The aim is to justify the choice of constructs and the kind 
of refinements allowed. This comparison examines the impact of the novel aspects of 
the calculus (true nondeterminism, angelic nondeterminism and higher-order constructs) 
on specification and refinement. Following this. Chapter 5 contains a refinement which 
illustrates a novel use of angelic nondeterminism: as an abstraction for parallel evaluation. 
This refinement also serves as an example of refinement on a larger scale than the examples 
presented in earlier chapters. 
We follow the lead of the imperative refinement calculi and give a weakest-
precondition-style semantics for the expression refinement calculus. This allows the 
justification of the refinement rules introduced in earlier chapters and provides a basis 
for other laws to be proved. Chapter 6 gives an overview of the mathematics needed to 
describe the semantics and Chapter 7 presents a semantics for the expression refinement 
calculus. Chapter 8 shows how this semantics can be used to prove refinement laws. 




In [S0S9O, S0S92] S0ndergaard and Seftsoft point out that there are a number of ways 
of interpreting specification extensions to functional languages. This chapter introduces 
terminology for discussing these interpretations and properties of functional languages, 
specification extensions to functional languages and valid transformations between ex-
pressions. 
2.1 A Simple Functional Language 
Figure 2.1 contains a syntax description of the executable (and deterministic) subset of 
the expression language. This section informally describes this language. 
In the sequel, we use E,F to represent arbitrary expressions, T, U to represent 
arbitrary types, and 5 , C to represent arbitrary boolean expressions. 
Integer and boolean expressions The language has the usual operations on integers: 
+ — addition 
— — subtraction 
* — multiplication 
/ — integer division 
mod — integer remainder 
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I if BoolExpr t hen Expr else Expr 
I (A /c?eni : Type • Expr) 
j fi'xpr Expr 
I (// /(fenf : Type • Expr) 
I (let Ident : Type = Expr in Expr) 
Type ::= Z 
Type X Type 
seq Tj/pe 
Type -^ Type 
- identifier 
- integer expression 
- boolean expression 
- pair expression 
- sequence expression 
- conditional expression 
- lambda abstraction 
- application 
- recursive definition 
- let expression 
- integer type 
- boolean type 
- pair type 
- sequence type 
- lambda abstraction type 
Figure 2.1: Syntax of the executable subset of the expression language 
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and booleans: 
A — conjunction 
V — disjunction 
-• - negation 
Boolean expressions can also be built using comparison operators: 
<, > — less-than, greater-than 
^ , ^ - less-than-or-equal, greater-than-or-equal 
=,^ — equality, inequality 
The first four of these can only be used to compare integer expressions. The operands of 
the equafity and inequality operations can be any expressions which do not evaluate to 
functions. 
Pair expressions Ordered pairs take the form (x, y). The first and second elements of 
an ordered pair are returned by the fst and snd operators respectively. 
Sequence expressions Sequences are written as lists of expressions separated by com-
mas and surrounded by angle brackets. For example, 
0 is the empty sequence, 
(x) is the singleton sequence containing x, and 
(1,2,1) is a three element sequence. 
Operators involving sequences include 
— concatenation of sequences s and t. 
— length of sequence s. 
— the nth element of sequence s (assuming 0 < n ^ #s). The 
first element in a sequence s is s(l) . 
— head (firstelement) of 5 (assuming s --/^ {)). 
— tail (all but first element) of s (assuming s ^ ()). 
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Conditional expressions A conditional expression takes the form 
if B t hen E else F . 
If the expression B evaluates to true then the whole expression is equivalent to the 
expression E. If B evaluates to false then the whole expression is equivalent to the 
expression F. 
Types The type of an expression gives information about the kind of value it can evaluate 
to: If expression E has type T then evaluation of E will return a result in the set of values 
T. Figure 2.1 describes the syntax of types in the expression language. Integer and 
boolean types are denoted by Z and B respectively. For types T and U, 
T X U — is the type of tuples with first element of type T and second 
element of type U, 
seq T — is the type of sequences with elements of type T, and 
T -^ U — is the type of lambda abstractions which take arguments of 
type T and return results of type U. 
Section 2.2.4 describes how the type of an arbitrary expression can be calculated. 
Abstraction and application Functions of one argument are introduced using lambda 
abstractions of the form (Ax: T • E). For example, 
(Ax : Z » X -M) 
denotes a function which adds one to its integer argument. The scope of the identifier x is 
delimited by the parentheses surrounding the expression. 
Application of functions to arguments is denoted by juxtaposition. For instance, 
(Ax : Z « x -h 1)2 
denotes the application of (A x : Z • x -M) to 2. If the argument in an application is not 
of the type expected by the function then the application fails to terminate. For example 
(Ax : Z • X -f 1) true 
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fails to terminate. 
Functions can be higher-order in the sense that they can take functions as arguments 
and can return functions. For example, 
( A / : Z - . r . / l ) 
is a function which takes a function / of type Z -^ ^ T as argument and returns the result 
of applying that to 1. Another example is 
(Ax : Z » (Ay : Z » X + y)) 
This function takes integer x as argument and returns the function 
(A y : Z • X -(- y). 
Application associates to the left, so for example, (/ x y) is parsed as ((/ x) y). 
Recursive definitions These take the form (/// : T • E), where E is an expression 
which may contain (a recursive call to) the identifier / . For example, 
{p. fact : Z ---> Z • (A X : Z • if X > 0 then x * {fact (x - 1)) else 1)) 
defines a factorial function. 
Let expression Let expressions introduce names for expressions. A let expression of 
the form 
(let x:T = EinF) 
binds the expression E to the name x in the expression F. It is an abbreviation for the 
application 
{\x:T*F)E. 
Let expressions can be recursive. For example, 
let fact : Z - - > Z = ( A x : Z » i f x > 0 then x * {fact (x — 1)) else 1) in fact 5 
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evaluates the factorial of five. A recursive let expression of the form 
(let x : T = EinF) 
is an abbreviation for 
( A x : T •F){pix:T mE). 
We often write f : T = F when defining the function / independently of its use. If an 
expression E uses an identifier/ defined in this way then it is taken to be an abbreviation 
for 
let / : T = F in £; . 
2.2 Specifications and Refinement 
The traditional view of specifications and program code is that the former describe what a 
system is to do and the later describe how the computer should do it. Transformation-style 
development methods extend this view. They consider program code to be a special type 
of specification: namely one which is executable on a computer. This view allows the 
notions of code and specification to be unified and allows both to be written in the one 
wide-spectrum language. Transformation-style development methods then give rules for 
replacing one specification E with another specification F such that F is "at least as good" 
as E. The aim is to allow transformations such that F is closer to being an executable 
program than E, or if E is already executable, such that F is more efficient than E. 
There are a number of different program transformation methods in existence. Each 
of these differs in what they take "at least as good" in the last paragraph to mean and the 
type of specifications they allow. This section introduces some terminology for discussing 
these differences in the context of expression evaluation. 
2.2.1 Values and Evaluation 
An expression can be thought of as specification for a computation which returns a value^ 
and does not change the environment it was computed in. This computation is called an 
'We also use the word result as a synonym for value. 
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evaluation. 
Values 
We follow the nomenclature of S0ndergaard and Seftsoft [S0S92] and divide values into 
two categories: simple and complex. The simple values consist of integers, booleans, 
sequences and ordered pairs. The complex values are lambda abstractions. 
For example, the expressions 
6, 2-^4, (A X : Z • X + 4) 2, fact 3 
all evaluate to the same simple value and 
( A x : Z « x + l) , (Ay : Z « (Ax : Z « x + y)) 1 
both evaluate to the same complex value. 
Termination 
Not all evaluations terminate. For example, 
abort J, = {n X : T • x) 
specifies an evaluation which never terminates. Similarly, the expression 
let partial-fact : Z ' ^ Z 
= ( A x : Z » i f x 7 ^ 0 then x * {partial-fact (x — 1)) else 1) 
in 
partial-fact y 
specifies an evaluation which terminates when y is a non-negative integer but fails to 
terminate otherwise. 
We often say that expression E "aborts" or is equivalent to abort when evaluation of 
E fails to terminate. 
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2.2.2 Environments 
The evaluation of an expression containing free identifiers depends upon a type envi-
ronment which assigns a type to each free identifier. For example, evaluation of the 
expression 
X + 1 
does not make sense in a type environment where x has type B, but can proceed in a type 
environment where x has type Z. 
Type environments are modelled as total functions from identifiers to types. The set 
of all type environments is denoted O. For </> G O, <?l>(x) is the type of identifier x and 
((/> © {x 1-^  T}) is the type environment such that for y a distinct identifier to x, 
((^©{xH^ r})(y) - (/.(y) 
and 
{<f>®{x^ T}){x)= T 
The notation used above is from the Z specification language [Spi92]. We use Z notation 
whenever describing mathematical objects such as O. A summary of this notation can be 
found in Appendix D. 
The evaluation of an expression containing free identifiers also depends upon a value 
environment which assigns a value to each free identifier. As an illustration, consider 
evaluation of the expression 
X + 1 
in a type environment which binds x to Z. This evaluates to 2 in a value environment 
where x is bound to 1 and evaluates to 3 in an value environment where x is bound to 2. 
Thus, evaluation of an expression JE^  in a value environment a can be tiiought to proceed 
by first replacing all of the free variables in E with their bindings in a and then evaluating 
the resulting expression. 
Value environments are modelled as total functions from identifiers to values. The set 
of all value environments is denoted T.. A value environment a is said to respect a type 
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environment (j) if, for all identifiers x, the value a{x) is of type (/"(x). The set of all value 
environments which respect a type environment (p is denoted S^. 
In the functional language given in Section 2.1 the evaluation of applications can be 
viewed in terms of environments. Evaluating 
(Ax : T • E) F 
in type environment </> : O and value environment a I'L^is the same as an evaluating E in 
type environment (</> © {x H-> T}) and value environment (a © {x i-^  v}), where v is the 
result of evaluating F in environments </> and a. 
For the sake of brevity, when discussing the evaluation of expression E in type 
environment (f> and value environment a we often write "evaluation of E in environment 
(</>, cr)" or just "evaluation of E in environment cr" when the type environment is obvious. 
We also often abbreviate the term "value environment" to just "environment". 
2.2.3 Nondeterminism 
An expression is deterministic if separate evaluations in the same environment always 
give the same result. In contrast, an expression is nondeterministic if separate evaluations 
in the same environment can give different results. Expressions constructed from the 
functional subset of the expression language presented in Section 2.1 are deterministic. 
2.2.4 Calculating Types 
The type of an expression containing free variables is calculated with respect to a given type 
environment. Not every expression can be given a type in an arbitrary type environment. 
We assume that there is a function 
type(^)(<^) 
which returns the type of E in (p, if one exists. It satisfies the following inference rules: 
• identifiers: 
X G Ident 
tyj>e{x){(j)) = (f){x) 






















E){<f>) = Z type(F)(</.) = Z 
[ for 0 one of +, - , *, / , mod ] 
E 0 F ) ( 0 ) = Z 
i?)(0) = B type(F)(<^) = 
[Ooneof A,V ] 
EQF){(I>) = E 
E){4>) = 
E){4>) = B 
E){<l^) = Z type(F)(,^) = Z 
[Ooneof < , > , ^ , ^ ] 
EQF){<P)^ 
E){(f)) = T tyTpe{F){<f)) — T T is not a lambda abstraction type; 
EQF){<I>) = E O o n e o f - , ^ 
E){<f>) = T tYpe{F){4>) = U 
{E,F)){cj>)=Tx U 
E,){<f>)= T ... type(E„)(<?^) = T 
(F,,...,£:„))(</)) = seqT 
E){(l)) =. seq T tyipe{F){(f>) = seq T 
E^ F){<l>) = sQqT 
E){(j)) = seq T 
#E){(f>) = Z 
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type(£;)(</>) = seq T type(F)((/.) = Z 
type{E{F)){<J>) =. T 
tYpe{E){(f>) = seq T 
type{head E){(l)) = T 
type{E){4>) = seq T 
type{tail E){(1)) = seq T 
type(F)(</.) = seq T type{F){<j>) = seq T 
type(F prefix F)((^) = B 
• conditional expressions: 
type(5)((/.) = B type(F)(0) = T type(F)(v!>) = T 
type(if 5 then F else F){(t>) = T 
• abstractions and applications: 
type(F)(<?!.©{xK^ T})= U 
type(Ax : T • E){(j)) = T-^ U 
type(F)(</.) =T-^U type{E){4>) = T 
type(F E){<i>) = U 
type{E){(l)) = T type(F)(<^ © {x H^ T}) = C/ 
type(let x : T = E in F){(f>) = U 
• recursive definitions: 
type(F)(0©{xH-> T})= T 
type(//x : T • E){(j)) — T 
An expression E is typable in (j) if type(£')(</>) is defined by one of these rules. 
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2.2.5 Executable Expressions 
An expression built using the functional language described in Section 2.1 is executable if 
it contains no free variables and it is typable. Examples of executable expressions include: 
• the nonterminating expression abort-^ - {l^f '• T • f), and 
• higher-order functions like map: 
map : ( r —> [/) ^ seq T --^  seq <7 
^ \f : T ^ U • Mist : seq r • 
'inist = {) 
t hen () 
else (/ {head list)) ^ {map f {tail list)) j 
and comp (function composition): 
\ 
comp {u^ K)'-> ( r ^ u)-^ {T-^ V) 
( A / : U -^ V •Xg: T ^ U • \x: T • f {g x)) 
2.2.6 Meaning of Expressions 
Weakest preconditions 
We give meaning to expressions by using an analogy with the weakest precondition se-
mantics given to constructs in the imperative refinement calculi. This analogy is illustrated 
in Table 2.1. In this table, {S -^ T) denotes the set of monotonic total functions from 5 to 
T and Val represents the set of all values. Monotonic functions are defined in Section 6.2 
and a formal definition of Val is given in Section 7.1. 
Statements in imperative languages can be viewed as objects which take a state as 
input and return a state as output. In [Dij76] Dijkstra models statement execution using 
a total monotonic function from sets of output states (predicates) to sets of input states 
(predicates). This function is called the weakest precondition predicate transformer for 
the statement. 
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Input Output Model 
Imperative Statement statci states {Fstatco ^ Fstate^) 
Expression environment value (IP Val —> PZ) 
Table 2.1: Analogy between Imperative Language Statements and Expressions 
Similarly, expressions can be viewed as objects which take an environment as input 
and return a value as output. This suggests that we can model evaluation of an expression 
using a function similar to a weakest precondition which maps sets of results to sets of 
environments. 
In [DiS90] Dijkstra and Scholten define weakest preconditions by classifying compu-
tations under control of an imperative program into a number of categories. We follow 
their lead and classify an evaluation under control of an expression E into three mutually 
exclusive categories with respect to a set of results S: 
• category "eternal" — the evaluation fails to terminate; 
• category "finally 5 " — the evaluation returns a value in the set S; and 
• category "finally S" — the evaluation returns a value not in the set S. 
For a given set of values S and environment (<?i>, cr), a single evaluation of expression 
E in {(f), a) falls into exactiy one of these categories. Tht semantics of E are said to 
be known "sufficiently well" if for a given set of values S, and environment {(f), a) it 
is possible to surmise the set of categories that evaluations of E fall into. Note that 
different evaluations of E in the same environment may fall into different categories due 
to (possible) nondeterminism in E. 
For (f): O, let 
{wp.E)^ : (P Val ^ PZ^) 
be the weakest-precondition-style function mentioned in the analogy above. For a set of 
values S, 
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{wp.E)^{S) is tht set of all environments a G S,^  such that every evaluation 
of E in a is guaranteed to belong to the class "finally 5". 
As an example, consider evaluation of the expression x in type environment </>. An 
evaluation of x is guaranteed to terminate with a value in a set S if it is started in an 
environment a, where a{x) G S. That is, 
{wp.x)^{S) = {a:I.^\a{x)eS} 
Meaning function 
Since weakest preconditions for expressions (as we have defined them) are functions from 
sets to sets they must be reasoned about using set theory. This can be cumbersome. A 
more convenient way of giving meaning to the evaluation of expression E is to associate 
it with a meaning function: 
{{E))^ : Z^ -> (P Val -^ Bool) 
where Bool is the set of booleans. The intention is that 
{wp.E),{S) = {a:Z,\{{E))^{<j){S)}. 
Meaning functions have the advantage of being boolean-valued. This means that they 
can be reasoned about using predicate calculus. For instance, in terms of the example 
used above, for a G Z^, 
{{x))^{a){S)^a{x)eS . 
Meaning functions can be interpreted as follows. For a : E^ and S : P Val, 
{{E))^{a){S) is a boolean expression which holds true of only those sets of 
values S and environments a such that every evaluation of i? in cr is guaranteed 
to belong to the class "finally 5". 
Specification constructs 
One of the advantages of using weakest preconditions to give semantics to expressions is 
that as well as being able to model normal deterministic programming constructs they can 
also model nonexecutable and nondeterministic specification constructs. That is, weakest 
preconditions can be used to give semantics to wide-spectrum languages. 
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2.2.7 Correctness 
Suppose a specification E is transformed to a specification F. This transformation 
guarantees partial correctness if for every environment {(f), a) and set of values S, 
• evaluation of F does not terminate in that environment, or 
• {{E))^{a){S) => {{F))^{a){S), that is, if E is guaranteed to achieve a value in S 
then F is also guaranteed to achieve a value in S. 
It follows from the first criterion for partial correctness that a terminating specification 
can be transformed to a nonterminating expression. 
In contrast, a total correctness transformation from E to F guarantees that for every 
environment {(f), a) and set of values S, {{E))^{cr){S) =^ ((F))^(cr)(5). That is, if E 
is guaranteed to achieve a value in 5 then F is also guaranteed to achieve a value in 
S. In a total correctness view an expression whose evaluation in environment a is not 
guaranteed to always terminate is indistinguishable from an expression whose evaluation 
never terminates in environment a. 
2.2.8 Refinement 
A refinement is a type of transformation which guarantees total correctness. 
Refinement of expressions can be characterised by the meaning function (()) as follows: 
expression E is refined by expression F in type environment (/>, written E C.^ F, if E and 
F have the same type in (f) and for all environments cr : Z^, and all sets of values S, 
{{E)),{a){S) =^ {{F)),{a){S) . 
That is, E \Z^ F if for all cr G Z^, whenever E is guaranteed to evaluate to a value in the 
set S from environment u then F is also guaranteed to evaluate to a value in the set S 
from cr. 
In the sequel we often write E Q F and {{E)){a){S) when the type context is obvious. 
In the simple functional language described in Section 2.1, E Q F if for all environ-
ments a, whenever the evaluation of £" in cr is guaranteed to terminate with result v, so is 
the evaluation of F in a. For example, 
partial-fact C. fact 
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Section 2.4 discusses refinement in the presence of nondeterminism. 
Two expressions are refinement equivalent, E Q F, exactly when E Q F and F Q E. 
Compositional properties The refinement relation is a partial order. That is, refinement 
is 
• reflexive: F C £" for every expression E; 
• antisymmetric: for all expressions E and F,if E Q F and F Q E then E Q F; 
and 
• transitive: for all expressions E, F,and G,if E Q F and F Q G then E Q G. 
These properties allow the refinement relation to capture die notion of stepwise refinement: 
to prove that a specification Ei is refined by a program En it is sufficient to find a series 
of intermediate specifications such that Ei Q E2 Q ... Q En. 
We write C[Ei, ...,En] for a n-place expression language constructor which builds 
a new expression from the component expressions E\,.. .,En. For example, lambda 
abstraction is a one place expression constructor which builds an expression of the form 
(Ax: T • E) from the expression E. The refinement relation is said to be monotonic 
with respect to a n-place constructor C in its ith place (where 1 ^ z ^ n) if E, Q E'i 
implies C[E\,...,£',,...,£'„] C C[Ei, . . . , £ " , , . . . , En]. A similar definition exists for 
the notion of a constructor being anti-monotonic in its ith place. 
Knowing the monotonicity of constructors allows refinement to follow a top-down 
strategy: if C is monotonic in its ith place then C can be refined by refining Ei. All of the 
constructors in the functional language described in Section 2.1 are monotonic with respect 
to refinement in all of their places. However, in Chapter 3 specification constructors are 
introduced which are not monotonic in all of their arguments. 
2.2.9 Entailment 
Entailment is an ordering between boolean expressions that is related to the refinement 
ordering. For boolean expressions B and C, B entails C in type environment (f), written 
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B ^^ C, iff for all environments cr : L^, 
{{B)),{a){{true}) ^ {{C))4a){{true]) . 
For example, if (f>{x) — Z then 
X > 2 ^^ X > 1 . 
As with the refinement relation we often drop the type environment subscript on ^ when 
the intended context is obvious. 
If B ^ C then B is said to be stronger than C and C is is said to be weaker than 
B. Some of the specification constructs introduced in Chapter 3 have boolean expressions 
as sub-components. These constructors are often refined by weakening or strengthening 
these components. 
2.3 Strictness 
Strictness is a property of an expression language concerned with the way the application 
of a function to a nonterminating argument is evaluated. 
An expression language is strict if nontermination of the argument in a function ap-
plication guarantees nontermination of the whole application. That is, in a strict language 
an evaluation of 
(Ax: T • 1) abor t J. 
always fails to terminate. 
An expression language is non-strict if application of a function to a nonterminating 
argument does not necessarily fail to terminate. For example, in a non-strict language 
(Ax : T •!) abor t J, 
may evaluate to 1. 
2.4 Nondeterminism 
The literature discusses a number of types of nondeterministic construct. These constructs 
can be distinguished by the way they resolve nondeterminism and the restrictions they 
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place on their arguments. 
2.4.1 Angelic and Demonic 
In a total correctness setting, two types of nondeterminism can be distinguished: demonic 
and angelic. 
A demonic choice between expressions E and F is written E^F. This expression 
evaluates to the result of evaluating E or the result of evaluating F. Demonic choice is 
only guaranteed to achieve a value in a set of values 5 if both its arguments are guaranteed 
to achieve a value in the set 5. In terms of the meaning function, 
{{E^F)){a){S) = {{E)){a){S) A {{F)){a){S). 
An angelic choice between expressions E and F is written E () F. When choosing 
between E and F an angelic choice always makes the "correct" choice if one exists. That 
is, if a "correct" choice means returning a value in the set S, then EOF will do so if 
either E or F is guaranteed to achieve a value in the set S. That is, 
{{E 0 F)){a){S) = {{E)){a){S) V {{F)){a){S) . 
Angelic choice is often said to be clairvoyant: it can see what is required of it and 
adapt to to the situation in which it is placed. To see this, assume tiiat E is guaranteed to 
achieve a value in the set S, 
am^KS) 
and F is guaranteed to achieve a value in the set T, 
m)H{T). 
Under these assumptions, if we ask E (} F to achieve a value in S it will do so: 
{{E 0 F)){a){S) 
Similarly, if we ask E () F to achieve a value in T it will do so: 
{{E 0 F)){a){T) 
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The clairvoyance of angelic choice is sometimes misinterpreted as an ability to achieve 
impossible tasks, such as choosing a value in both S and T above when S and T are 
disjoint. This is not a property of angelic choice. For instance, it is not necessarily true, 
that if {{E)){a){S) and {{F)){a){ T) then E 0 F is guaranteed to achieve a value in both 
S and T simultaneously. That is, 
{{E 0 F)){a){S n T) 
does not necessarily hold. 
The difference between angelic and demonic choice is explained in [S0S92] by exam-
ining the way they make choices in the presence of possible nontermination. Consider the 
expression 
if E t hen abor t else 1 
If E evaluates to true then the whole expression aborts. If E evaluates to false then the 
whole expression evaluates to 1. 
One of the properties of angelic choice is that it avoids nontermination of the sur-
rounding expression whenever possible. That is, in 
if {true (} false) then abor t else 1 
the choice {true 0 false) never evaluates to true and the whole expression is equivalent 
t o l . 
In contrast to angelic choice, one of the properties of demonic choice is that it can not 
guarantee termination of the surrounding expression if nontermination is possible. For 
example, 
if {true ^ false) t hen abor t else 1 
is equivalent to abor t . 
Given the above definitions of demonic and angelic choice it is possible to prove that 
in an expression language with both angelic and demonic constructs, E C. F if 
• for all environments a, whenever the evaluation of E in a is guaranteed to terminate, 
so is the evaluation of F in a; and 
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• F has no more demonic nondeterminism than E; and 
• F has no less angelic nondeterminism than E. 
Thus, examples of refinements include 
partial-fact Q factorial 
( 1 | 2 ) C 1 
1 C ( 1 0 2 ) 
2.4.2 Erratic 
Many expression languages add an erratic choice constructor to a functional language. 
This constructor is usually described in the following operational terms: when an erratic 
choice is encountered the evaluation returns a result based on the outcome of a "coin toss". 
In a total correctness setting erratic choice is indistinguishable from demonic choice. 
2.4.3 Bounded and Unbounded 
A nondeterministic choice is bounded if there are only a finite number of results it can 
evaluate to. For example, if we write [ 1 x : T \ B]for the demonic choice between values 
of type T which make the boolean expression B true then 
[ 1 X : Z I 1 ^ X ^  10] 
is bounded. It can only evaluate to an integer between 1 and 10. 
A choice is unbounded if, there exists an environment, in which the expression can 
possibly evaluate to any of an infinite number of values. For example, 
[ D X : Z I true] 
is unbounded since it can evaluate to any integer. 
2.4.4 Restrained and Unrestrained 
Nondeterministic constructs can also be categorised by the type of values they make 
choices over. 
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In Section 2.2.1 we defined simple values to be integers, booleans, sequences and or-
dered pairs and complex values to be lambda abstractions. If a nondeterministic construct 
can only choose between simple values then it is said to be restrained. If a nondeterministic 
construct can choose a complex value then it is said to be unrestrained. 
2.5 Identifier Bindings and Values 
This section discusses language properties related to the way identifiers are bound to 
values. 
2.5.1 Degree 
The degree of a language measures its ability to bind simple and complex values to 
identifiers. A first-order language only allows identifiers to be bound to simple values 
such as integers and booleans. A higher-order language allows identifiers to be bound 
to both simple and complex values. Thus, a higher-order expression language allows 
lambda abstractions to take other lambda abstractions as arguments and return lambda 
abstractions. 
2.5.2 Singular and Plural Semantics 
Chapter 3 extends the functional language with specification constructs. Some of these 
constructs are nondeterministic. The addition of nondetermiiism to a functional language 
requires a thorough re-examination of what a value is. Specifically, it raises the question 
of whether a value can be nondeterministic. 
If environments are restricted so that identifiers can not be bound to nondeterminis-
tic expressions then the language has a singular semantics. In this style of semantics 
nondeterministic choices are not values. 
In contrast, a plural semantics allows environments to bind identifiers to nondetermin-
istic expressions. This means that nondeterministic choices are values. 
In a language with plural semantics distinct occurrences of the same identifier in the 
same scope may evaluate to different results. A consequence of this is that some tradi-
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tional mathematical equivalences between expressions no longer hold. As an illustration, 
consider the expression 
X — X . 
In an environment which binds x to 112, this expression is equivalent to 
( M 2 ) - ( l | 2 ) 
which can evaluate to - 1 or 0 or 1 depending on how the nondeterminism is resolved. 
However, in a language with singular semantics x - x would always evaluate to 0. 
We call identifiers in a language with plural semantics p/wra/ identifiers and identifiers 
in a language with singular semantics singular identifiers. 
2.5.3 Underdetermined and True Nondeterminism 
Just as the distinction between singular and plural semantics is based on the question of 
whether nondeterministic choices are values, the distinction between underdetermined and 
truly-nondeterministic choice is based on the question of whether a lambda abstraction 
with internal nondeterminism such as 
( A x . ( x - f l ) | ( x + 2 ) ) (2.1) 
is a complex value or not. We call such lambda abstractions operators rather than functions 
since they are no longer functions in the mathematical sense. 
In a language with underdetermined semantics operators are not values. In a language 
which combines this view with a singular semantics a lambda abstraction with internal 
choice is equivalent to a choice between lambda abstractions. That is, in such a language 
expression (2.1) is equivalent to a choice between lambda abstractions, all of which are 
functions. 
In contrast, in a language with truly-nondeterministic semantics operators are values. 
In this semantics a lambda abstraction with internal choice is not, in general, equivalent to 
a choice between lambda abstractions, nor is it, in general, a function in the mathematical 
sense. 
The differences between these views is more fully explained in Sections 3.10.2 and 4.3 
Chapter 3 
Expression Refinement Calculus 
In this chapter we extend the functional language presented in Section 2.1 with specifica-
tion constructs and examine refinements over the resulting language. 
Overview 
The nondeterministic expression language is an extension of the functional language with 
the following properties: 
• it is higher-order and strict; 
• it has angelic and demonic choice constructs; 
• the nondeterminism in these constructs is both unbounded and unrestrained; and 
• it has a singular semantics that allows truly-nondeterministic lambda abstractions 
to be specified. 
Other extensions to the functional language are possible. Chapter 4 contains justifications 
for the choice of extensions used in this thesis. 
The syntax of the expression language is given in Figure 3.1. The rest of this chapter 
discusses each of specification constructs which extend the functional language. As each 
new construct is introduced, we discuss how a type can be given to the construct, present 
refinement laws involving the construct and give small examples illustrating use of the 
construct during specification and refinement. A larger example of refinement can be 
found in Chapter 5. 
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if BoolExpr then Expr else Expr 
(A Ident : Type • Expr) 
Expr Expr 
{p Ident : Type • Expr) 
(let Ident : Type = Expr in Expr) 
Expr [] Expr 
Expr () Expr 
[ |] Ident : Type | BoolExpr • Expr] 
[ 0 Ident : Type \ BoolExpr • Expr] 
BoolExpr^>- Expr 
BoolExpr ^> Expr 
tvy[Ident : Type \ BoolExpr] 
if (B 2 : l..n • BoolExpri -> Expn) fi 
Z 
B 
Type X Type 
seq Type 
VType 
Type -^ Type 
- identifier 
- integer expression 
- boolean expression 
- pair expression 
- sequence expression 
- set expression 
- conditional expression 
- lambda abstraction 
- application 
- recursive definition 
- let expression 
- demonic choice 
- angelic choice 
- demonic specification 
- angelic specification 
- assumption 
-guard 
- try expression 
- alternation 
- integer type 
- boolean type 
- pair type 
- sequence type 
- set type 
- lambda abstraction type 
Figure 3.1: Syntax of the expression language 
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Refinements are presented as a series of transformations justified by refinement laws. 
For example, 
E 
C "Justification of this step" 
F 
C "Justification of this step" 
G 
Most of the specification constructors which extend the functional language are mono-
tonic with respect to the refinement relation. However, some of the constructors are 
anti-monotonic with respect to refinement and some are only monotonic in some of their 
arguments. These issues will be discussed as each constructor is introduced. 
Refinement laws are written in the form 
Law (Title) If side condition then 
E\ZF 
n 
This says that if the side condition holds then expression E is refined by expression F. 
3.1 New Operations 
Section 2.1 described operations in the simple functional language which involved inte-
gers, booleans, pairs and sequences. The expression language expands the collection of 
operations on these types and adds expressions denoting sets of values. 
3.1.1 Quantifiers 
The expression language extends the collection of operations which build boolean expres-
sions with existential and universal quantification. For example, 
( 3 x : T » / x = l ) a n d ( V x : T » / x > 1) 
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are valid expressions in the expression language. 
The type of these new boolean constructors is defined as follows: 
type(5)((/) e {x h^ T}) = Bool 
- - [ for 9 one of V, 3] 
type(9x : T • B){(f>) = Bool 
3.1.2 Sequence Comprehensions 
Specifying large compound values such as sequences in the simple functional language 
can be clumsy. For instance, a specification for the sequence of even natural numbers 
between 1 and some bound A^  and ordered by < is 
/i even : Z -^ seq Z • A ra : Z • \ 
^ if n> N then () else (n) ^ {even {n-\-2)) j 
The expression language allows sequences such as this to be specified more concisely 
using sequence comprehensions. If A'^  is a natural number and £" is an expression which 
may contain free occurrences of identifier i then 
{i : I..N • E) 
is a sequence comprehension which specifies a sequence of £"s such that i ranges from 1 
toA^. 
For example, the sequence of even natural numbers less tiian or equal to N, ordered 
by < can be specified using a sequence comprehension as 
{i: l..{N/2)» i*2). 
The tail operator on sequences can also be specified using a sequence comprehension. 
Provided / is a non-empty sequence, 
tail lQ{i: ! . . ( # / - 1) • l{i-\-I)) . 
Sequence comprehensions are typed according to the following rule: 
type{E){(l) e {i ^ Z}) = T 
type{{i:l...N*E)){(f>) = seqT 
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3.1.3 Set Expressions 
The formal languages such as Z [Spi92] and VDM [Jon90] benefit greatiy from the ability 
to use sets in specifications. For this reason the expression language allows expressions 
involving (possibly infinite) sets and the usual operators on them: 
U — union 
n — intersection 
\ — difference 
G — member 
For example, 
{2,x + l } a n d 5 ' U { l } 
are expressions in the expression language. 
Set comprehensions 
Sets can also be specified using comprehension s. For set expression S, boolean expression 
B and arbitrary expression E, 
{x: T\B • E} 
is a set comprehension which specifies the set of all E's such that x satisfies B. For 
example, 
{n:Z\n e {1,2} • n -f 1} 
specifies the set {2,3} and 
{n : Z I n € N A nmod2 = 0 « n} 
specifies the set of all even natural numbers. 
A comprehension of the form {x : T \ B} abbreviates {x : T \ B • x}. For integers 
yV and M we let {N..M) abbreviate {n : Z \ N ^ n ^ M}. 
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Other data as sets 
The Z notation defines sequences in terms of sets [Spi92]. This can also be done in the 
expression language. For example, a sequence of type X can be modelled as a set of 
ordered pairs of type {{I..N) x X) for some natural number A'^  such that each number 
between 1 and N occurs in exactly one ordered pair. Using this model, the sequence 
(11,10,12) is represented by the set {(1,11), (2,10), (3,12)}. 
By defining sequences in this way it is possible to define sequence comprehension in 
terms of set comprehension. If A'^  is a natural number then 
{i : I..N • E) = {i :Z\ie I..N • {i, E)} 
Other data structures such as bags and relations can be added to the expression language 
by defining them in terms of sets and ordered pairs in a similar way. 
Types 
The types of expressions involving sets are defined as follows: 
tyipe{Ei){<f)) =T ... type{E,){<f)) =T ... 
type{{Eu...,Ei,...}){(f>) = VT 
type{E){<l)) = l]T tyj)e{F){(f)) = U T 
t y p e ( ^ 0 F ) ( < ^ ) = . U r 
[ for 0 one of U, n ] 
type{E){(f)) = T type(F)((?i) = U T 
type{E e F){<l>) = 
type{B){(f) ®{x^ T]) = E tyj>e{E){(f> ® {x ^ T}) = U 
type({x: T \ B . E}){(f>) = V U 
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3.2 Choice 
The expression language has both demonic and angelic choice constructs. 
Some properties of choice hold for both demonic and angelic choice. When this is 
the case we write N to indicate either demonic or angelic choice, with the proviso that 
throughout a single equation N stands for the same choice. 
3.2.1 Properties 
Both angelic and demonic choice are monotonic with respect to the refinement relation in 
both of their arguments. They are also idempotent, commutative and associative. 
Law 1 (algebraic properties of choice) For arbitrary expressions E, F and G 
E ^ EQE 
E ^ F QF ^ E 
(£ M f ) N G • £ N (F txi G) 
n 
As mentioned in Section 2.4, expressions are refined by reducing their demonic non-
determinism and increasing their angelic nondeterminism. 
Law 2 (remove demonic choice) 
E\iF HE 
Law 3 (introduce angelic choice) 
E Q EOF 
n 
The type of a choice is calculated as follows: 
tyve{E){cf>) = T type{F){(f)) = T 
t ype (F N F){(f)) = T 
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3.2.2 Choice and Basic Operations 
Many of the basic operations on the data types of the simple functional language distribute 
over both types of choice. For example, 
( 2N3 ) -H4g (2 + 4) N (3-h4) 
However, choice does not necessarily distribute over the specification constructs in-
troduced in this chapter. For example, in general, 
{Vx: T • BOC) 
is not equivalent to 
(Vx: T » 5 ) 0 ( V x : r . C ) . 
This is because the first expression is guaranteed to be true if for all values of x, i? is true 
or C is true, but the second expression is guaranteed to be true if for all values of x, B is 
true, or, for all values of x, C is true. 
3.3 Value Expressions 
Some of the refinement laws introduced in this chapter require expressions to be de-
terministic (only evaluate to one value'.) Value expressions are a syntactic category of 
expressions which are guaranteed to be deterministic. They are distinguished as follows: 
• a value is a value expression, for example 6 and (Ax : Z • x + l ) a r e value 
expressions; 
• an identifier is a value expression; and 
• an expression built from value expressions using the basic operators on integers, 
booleans, pairs, sequences and sets is a value expression. 
'Note that the expression language allows Uuly-nondeterministic lambda abstractions to be specified 
This means that lambda absu-actions with internal nondeterminism like (Ax • 1 N 2) are values and 
hence deterministic. Examples such as this illustrate the inadequacy of the term "deterministic" in a 
truly-nondeterministic language. 
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No other expressions are value expressions. For example, 
6 2 + 4, ( A x : Z » x + l), (A x : Z • 1 M 2), and (1,2) ^.s 
are value expressions, but 
(A X : Z • X + 4) 2, fact 3, and 1 M 2 
are not value expressions. 
3.4 Specification Expressions 
Specification expressions are the expression language equivalents of the specification 
statements found in the imperative refinement calculi [Bac80, MoR87, Mor87]. For 
boolean expression B, a specification expression has the general form 
[P^x : T \B • E]. 
This chooses a value for x from T which makes B true and evaluates E with x bound to 
this value. For example, 
[N X : Z I x^  - 3x + 2 = 0 • x] 
specifies a value which is one of the integer roots of x^ — 3x + 2. Intuitively, this is 
equivalent to the expression (1 N 2). 
Specifications of the form [N a: : T \ B • x] can be abbreviated [M x : T \ B]. 
3 A.l Properties 
A demonic specification is refined if its predicate is strengthened since this reduces the 
amount of demonic nondeterminism in the specification. 
Law 4 (strengthen demonic specification) IfB' ^ B then 
[lx:T\B»E]\Z[^x:T\B' •£] 
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An angelic specification is refined if its predicate is weakened since this increases the 
angelic nondeterminism in the expression. 
Law 5 (weaken angeUc specification) IfB ^ B' then 
[Ox:T\B»E] C [(}x:T\B' •£] 
a 
The next law allows a specification expression to be simplified to a value. 
Law 6 (one point rule) IfE is a value expression of type T which contains no free x then 
[\><\x:T \x = E]QE 
Section 3.5 discusses why this rule requires that Ehta value expression. 
The following refinement illustrates a simple use of these laws: 
[ I X : Z I x^  - 3x + 2 = 0] 
Q "strengthen demonic specification (Law 4), 
since x = 1 ^  x^  - 3x -|- 2 = 0" 
[|x :Z I X = 1] 
• "one point rule (Law 6)" 
1 
Specification expressions of the form [N i : r | B • E] are monotonic with respect 
to refinement of E. Further, if the choice is angelic then the specification expression 
is monotonic in B. If the choice is demonic then the specification expression is anti-
monotonic in B. 
The following law allows a value to be nondeterministically assigned to a local iden-
tifier. 
Law 7 (introduce local specification) Provided E contains no free x and (3 jc: T • fi), 
E • Mx:T = [Mx.T\B]mB^E 
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The {B >^ ) part of the expression on the right of the-Q is called an assumption. 
Assumptions give context information to expressions and are described in Section 3.7. 
Specification expressions are generalisations of the choice constructs. The following 
law provides a connection between specification expressions and the choice constructs. 
Law 8 (choice - specification connection) For boolean value expressions B and C, 
[^x:T \B\J C •E]n\Mx:T\B*E\ N [Mx:T \C •£] 
Note that, like Law 6, this law requires that some of its sub-expressions are value expres-
sions. The reasons for this are discussed in Section 3.5. 
The type of a specification expression is calculated as follows: 
type(5)(<^ e {x K^  T}) = E type{E){(f) ® {x ^ T}) = f/ 
type([M x\ T\B • £;])(</>) = U 
3,4.2 Extreme Specifications 
Consider the specification 
[N a; : Z I a ^ X ^ fe] . (3.1) 
Assuming that a and h are integers, this chooses a value for x between a and h. However, 
there are environments in which there are no values satisfying this specification, for 
example when a > 6. In these environments the specification acts differently depending 
on the type of nondeterminism involved. 
Demonic specifications are always guaranteed to terminate. This means that, if the 
choice in expression (3.1) is demonic then the specification is guaranteed to terminate when 
a > h even though there is no value satisfying the predicate. In this case the specification 
is said to be infeasible or miraculous [Mor88] or partial [Nel89] or unimplementable 
[NoH931. 
Infeasible specifications can never be refined to code. Hence, it is useful to be able to 
check a specification for feasibility. A demonic specification [ | x : T \ P]is feasible if 
( 3 x : r | P ) . 
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The "most infeasible" expression of type T is 
magic J — [ I ^  • ^ 1 false] . 
This is also the most refined specification of type T in the sense that it refines every other 
expression but is not refined by any other expression, magic j , is also the unit of demonic 
choice and the zero of angelic choice: 
magicj, IE O E 
magicj, 0 E Q magicj. 
Angelic specifications are always feasible, but are not guaranteed to terminate. If the 
choice in expression (3.1) is angelic then the specification fails to terminate in states where 
a > b. The "most nonterminating" specification of type T is 
[Ox: T \ false] 
which is equivalent to abor t j . . abor t j . is the unit of angelic choice and the zero of 
demonic choice: 
abor t J, OE Q E 
abor t J. fl E • abor t j . 
3.5 Nondeterministic Boolean Expressions 
Note that Law 6 (one point rule) requires the ^ in [ N x : T | x = E] be a value expression 
and Law 8 (choice - specification connection) requires boolean expressions to be value 
expressions (and hence deterministic). At first glance, one would expect these rules to 
also hold for nondeterministic expressions. However, this is not the case. To see why, 
consider the boolean expression x = 112. The following theorem shows that this boolean 
expression is never guaranteed to be true in the expression language: 
Theorem 3.1 
{x= 1^2)= false 
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Proof: A formal proof of this theorem requires the semantic definitions given in Chap-
ter 7. For this reason we postpone it until Chapter 8, where we also formally prove many 
of the refinement laws. 
In outiine, the proof argues that since the expression language has a singular semantics, 
X can not be bound to a nondeterministic value. This means that there are no values for j 
which make it equal to 1 [] 2. It follows that x= 112 is never guaranteed to be true. 
a 
Now, suppose the one point rule allowed E to be nondeterministic and consider, 
I 
• "one point rule (Law 6)" 
[ | x | x = l] 
C "strengthen demonic specification (Law 4), since false ^ x = 1" 
[ fl X I false] 
• "strengthen demonic specification (Law 4), 
since x = 1 [] 2 is equivalent to false by Theorem 3.1" 
[ | x | x = l[12] 
• "one point rule (Law 6) (incorrect version)" 
112 
To see why this contradiction occurs, consider a specification expression of the form 
[ N X : T \ B]. This makes a choice between all of the values for x from T for which B is 
guaranteed to be true. If B is nondeterministic then it is rarely guaranteed to be true. For 
instance, we argued above that x = 1 12 is equivalent to/a/se. Hence, [ | x : T | x = 1 12] 
is equivalent to [ M z : T | false] rather than 1 12. 
Examples such as this show that nondeterministic boolean expressions are difficult 
to reason about when embedded in specifications. For this reason, some expression 
refinement calculi restrict the syntax of expressions so that nondeterministic boolean 
expressions can not appear in specifications. The expression language described in this 
thesis takes a different approach. It allows nondeterministic expressions to be expressed 
but restricts the applicability of some refinement laws involving boolean expressions. 
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3.6 Application and Nondeterminism 
3.6.1 Folding and Unfolding 
A rule that is often used to reason about functional programs is called the fold / unfold 
rule: for any expressions D and E, if type(£')(^) = T then 
(Ax : T» D)EQ^D[E/x] 
Applying the rule from left to right is called unfolding a lambda abstraction. When applied 
in the opposite direction it is called folding a lambda abstraction . 
In a nondeterministic language with singular semantics the combination of nondeter-
minism and the fold / unfold rule can lead to contradictions. For example, 
fl 
• "unrestricted fold" 
(Ax : Z.O) (112) 
• "arithmetic (assuming singular semantics)" 
(Ax : Z « x - x ) (1|2) 
• "unrestricted unfold" 
(112)-(112) 
• "choice distribution" 
( 1 - 1 ) 1 ( 1 - 2 ) 1 ( 2 - 1 ) 1 ( 2 - 2 ) 
• "arithmetic and idempotency of | " 
- i f l O B i 
To avoid contradictions such as this the fold/ unfold rule is restricted in the expression 
language so that it can only be applied to value expressions. 
Law 9 (fold / unfold over values) IfE is a value expression and tYpe{E){(f)) = T then 
{\x:T •D)EQD[E/x] 
a 
This law would not allow the first and third steps above since choices between value 
expressions are not value expressions. 
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3.6.2 Distribution Laws 
The following laws allow the distribution of application over choice and vice-versa. 
Law 10 (distribute application over choice) 
(Ax : 7 • £) (C M D) • {{Xx :T • E)C)M {{\x:T • E) D) 
n 
Law 11 (distribute choice over application) 
{F M G)E={FE) M {GE) 
D 
Similar laws hold for specification expressions: 
Law 12 (distribute application over specification expression) Ify is not free in D, 
{Xx:T •D)[My:U\B»E]U[My:U\B»{\x:T •D)E] 
u 
Law 13 (distribute specification expression over application) Ifx is not free in E, 
[Mx:T \B •F]E^[Mx:T \B tF E] 
n 
To illustrate the use of these laws consider the operator 
pair-apply: {T--^ U)-^ {T x T)-^ {U x U) 
Xf : T-^ U •Xp: Tx T • {f {fst p),f {snd p) ) 
This operator applies its first argument to both elements of an ordered pair. The laws 
defined above allow transformations such as 
pair-apply ((A x : Z • x + 1) [] (A x : Z • x + 2)) (1,2) 
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D "application associates to the left" 
( pair-apply ((A x : Z • x -h 1) |(A x : Z • x -f- 2)) ) (1,2) 
D "distribute application over choice (Law 10)" (t) 
{{pair-apply {Xx :Z» x + I)) ^ {pair-apply (Ax : Z • x -\-2))) (1,2) 
• "distribute choice over appHcation (Law 11)" 
{pair-apply (Ax : Z • x + 1) {1,2)) ^pair-apply (Ax : Z • x + 2) (1,2)) 
• "fold / unfold over values (Law 9), multiple times" 
(1 + 1,2+1)1(1+2,2 + 2) 
• "arithmetic" 
(2,3)1(3,4) 
The refinement step marked (f) holds since the definition of pair-apply is a lambda 
abstraction. 
Note that Laws 10 and 12 are not in the form 
F ( C M L > ) g F C N F D 
and 
Fl'^^x : T \B • E]Q[Mx : T \ B • F E] 
for arbitrary F. This is because these laws do not necessarily hold in a language with both 
demonic and angelic nondeterminism^. To see this consider, 
((A X : Z • X + 1) 0 (A X : Z • X + 2)) (113) (3.2) 
It can be refined as 
((Ax : Z » x + l)0(Ax : Z » x + 2)) (1|3) 
• "incorrect version of Law 10" 
( ( (Ax:Z»x + l)0(Ax : Z » x + 2 ) ) l ) | 
(((Ax : Z . x + l)0(Ax : Z » x + 2))3) 
• "distribute choice over application (Law 11)" 
((Ax : Z . x + 1) lO(Ax : Z « x + 2 ) 1)1 
^They do hold, however, if only one type of nondeterminism is present in the language. 
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( ( A x : Z . x + l ) 3 0 ( A x : Z . x + 2 ) 3 ) 
• "fold / unfold (Law 9), four times" 
(203)1(405) 
or as 
((A X : Z • X + 1) 0 (A X : Z • X + 2)) (1 fl 3) 
• "distribute choice over application (Law 11)" 
( (Ax :Z«x + l)(lfl3))0 
( ( A x : Z . x + 2 ) ( l f l 3 ) ) 
• "distribute application over choice (Law 10)" 
((Ax : Z « x + l ) l f l ( A x : Z « x + 1 ) 3 ) 0 
((A X : Z • X + 2) 1 fl (A X : Z • X + 2) 3) 
• "fold / unfold (Law 9), four times" 
(2fl4)0(3fl5) 




However, these expressions are not equivalent. To see why, recall that a demonic choice 
is only guaranteed to achieve a value in a set of values S if both of its arguments are 
guaranteed to achieve a value in S and an angelic choice is guaranteed to achieve a value 
in S if either of its arguments are guaranteed to achieve a value in S. Thus, expression (3.3) 
is guaranteed to achieve a value in S if 
{2eSv3eS)A{4eSw5eS) 
and expression (3.4) is guaranteed to achieve a value in S if 
{2eSA4eS)v{3eSA5eS) 
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This means that expression (3.3) will achieve a value in the set {2,5} but expression (3.4) 
will not. 
Examples such as this show that the generalised versions of Laws 10 and 12 can lead 
to contradictions. However, it is possible to give conditions under which the generalised 
laws are safe. See Section 9.3 for details. 
3.7 Annotations 
Annotations give context information to expressions. There are two types of annotation: 
assumptions and guards. 
3.7.1 Assumptions 
If B is a boolean expression then {B::^ E) denotes an assumption. If B holds then this 
behaves like the expression, E, otherwise it aborts. 
An assumption is refined if its predicate is weakened since this makes it terminate in 
more environments. 
Law 14 (weaken assumption) IfB ^ B' then 
{B^ E) Q {B'^ E) 
D 
The assumption {true>- E) is equivalent to the expression E. Thus any assumption can 
be removed by weakening its predicate to true. 
Law 15 (remove assumption) 
{B^E) C E 
a 
Assumptions can be used to annotate expressions with information about identifiers. 
For example. 
Ax : Z « (x € N ) : ^ X - 1 (35) 
is a function which returns an integer one less than its argument if its argument is non-
negative, otherwise it is not guaranteed to terminate. 
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Types as assumptions Types give context information to the expressions which follow 
them. This suggests they can be used to introduce assumptions: 
Law 16 (type assumption) 
{Xx : T • E) a {Xx : T • X e T >- E) 
[^x:T\B»E]Q[Mx:T\x^T::^B*xeT^E] 
For instance, 
(Ax : Z« E) 
g 
( A X : Z » X G Z > - £ ; ) 
is a valid transformation using this rule. 
3.7.2 Try 
As mentioned in Section 3.4.2 demonic specifications are not guaranteed to be feasible. 
Infeasible specifications are not implementable. For this reason demonic specifications 
are often prefixed with assumptions which guarantee their feasibility. For example, 
( 3 n : Z » / n = x ) > - [ f l n : Z | / n = x] 
specifies an integer such that / n is x,if one exists, otherwise it fails to terminate. 
A try expression is an abbreviation for this type of combination of an assumption and 
a demonic specification: 
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Using this abbreviation the above example can be written 
try[n : Z | / n = x] 
Other specification formalisms have constructs similar to try which guarantee the 
feasibility of specifications. For example, Morgan allows specification statements with 
implicit preconditions [Mor88] and Norvell and Hehner define a generalised try expression 
which asserts the feasibility of any expression [NoH93]. 
3.7.3 Guards 
Guards are similar to assumptions. For boolean expression B and expression E a guard 
is written {B^>E). If B holds then this is equivalent to E, otherwise it is equivalent to 
magic J,, where type( £•)(</») = T. 
A guard is refined if its predicate is strengthened since this makes the expression 
terminate (miraculously) more often. 
Law 18 (strengthen guard) IfB' ^ B then 
{B^E) C (5'—>£) 
n 
The guard {true^>E) is equivalent to the expression E. Thus a guard can be 
introduced at any time. 
Law 19 (introduce guard) 
E E (5—>£) 
a 
3.7.4 Properties 
When talking about annotations in general we use the notation of [NoH93] and write 
B:^^E 
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to indicate either a guard or an assumption. 
An annotation of the form B>-^E is monotonic with respect to refinement in E. If 
the annotation is an assumption then it also monotonic in B. If it is a guard then it is 
anti-monotonic in B. 
The context information supplied by annotations can be used during refinement. 
Law 20 (strengthen annotated demonic specification) IfP A Q' ^ Q then 
P^^>[lx:T\Q] Q P^->Ux:T\Q'] 
a 
Law 21 (weaken annotated angelic specification) IfP A Q ^ Q' then 
P^^>[Ox:T\Q] Q P^:^>[Ox:T\Q'] 
a 
For example, writing n\ for the factorial of n, 
(n G N A n ^ 1) : ^ n! 
• "one point rule (Law 6)" 
(n 6 N A n ^ 1) > - [flx : Z I X = n!] 
C "strengthen annotated demonic specification (Law 20), 
since n € N A n ^ l A x = l ^ x = n!" 
( n G N A n ^ l ) ^ [ f l x : Z | x = l] 
• "one point rule (Law 6)" 
(n € NA n ^ 1) : ^ 1 
C. "remove assumption (Law 15)" 
1 
Normally we will not go into as much detail when doing refinements such as this. In 
future we will just jump from the first line to the last line with a justification of the form 
"if n G N A n ^ 1 then n! is 1". 
The following laws give conditions under which annotations can be split and combined 
and distributed over the language's constructs. 
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Law 22 (split / combine annotation) Provided B and C are boolean value expressions, 
{B A C)^^^E • B^^^C^^^E 
n 
Law 23 (distribute annotation) Let Fg be an expression built from expression language 
constructs and the expression E such that Fg is monotonic with respect to refinement ofE. 
IfB is a boolean expression then 
B:^->FE Q B^^FE[B^^^E/E] 
Note that the substitution in FE[B'::^^>E/E] is Z substitution, not syntactic substitution. 
This means that identifiers in Eg which are free in B are renamed in Eg to avoid capture. 
For example, 
(Ax: T • E)[x ^ 1 ^ - > E / ^ ] 
is 
{Xy: T.x^l>->E[y/x]) 
Law 23 is usually used as follows 
B:^FE 
• "distribute annotation (Law 23)" 
B>- FE[B^ E/E] 
Q "remove assumption (Law 15)" 
FE[B>- E/E] 
For example, 
{n eN An> l):^ n\ 
C "If n G N A n > 1 then n\ = n * {n - 1)!" 
(n G N A n > 1) ::^ n * ( n - 1)! 
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C "distribute annotation (Law 23); remove assumption (Law 15)" 
n*((n G N A n > 1) >- (n - 1)!) 
Q "weaken assumption (Law 14)" 
n * ( ( n - 1 G N) >- (n - 1)!) 
• "fold / unfold over values (Law 9)" 
n * ((A n : Z • (n G N) ^ n!) {n - 1)) 
The type of annotations is defined by the following rules: 
type{B){(f)) = B type(^)(<^) = T 
tyj>e{B:^^E){(f)) = T 
type{E){^ ® {x ^ T})=M 
type(try[x : T | E]){^) = T 
3.8 Alternation 
An alternation is a form of conditional expression which may contain more than two 
branches. An alternation is written as a demonic choice between guarded expressions 





- > ^ 1 
->£^ 
^En 
where 5i . . . 5„ are boolean expressions and E\.. .Endie arbitrary expressions. This can 
be abbreviated to if (fl ? : l..n • B, - > E'i) fi. 
When an alternation is evaluated in a given environment a number of guards may be 
true. If none are true then evaluation of the alternation aborts. If only one guard is true 
then the corresponding expression is evaluated. If more than one guard holds then one of 
the corresponding expressions is chosen demonically and evaluated. 
An alternation can be introduced at any time, provided at least one of the guards holds. 
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Law 24 (introduce alternation) 
(Vi : l..««5,) :^E C if (fl/: l..« • 5,-—> £) fi 
D 
The (V i : l--^ • ^i) in this definition takes the disjunction of all of the guards. (V i : 
l..n • B,) differs from {3i : l..n • 5,) in that the i subscripts on the guards in the 
former represent indices for the Bi expressions and in the latter they represent identifiers 
appearing in the Bi expressions. 
3.8.1 Refining Alternations 
An alternation is monotonic with respect to refinement over the sub-specifications Ei, but 
neither monotonic nor anti-monotonic with respect to refinement over the guards. This 
means that if B{ ^ Bi it is not necessarily true that 
if Bi - > ^1 I ^ - > £i fi 
is refined by 
if B{ —> £;, I Sz —> £^ fi 
For example, a < b - I ^ a ^ b, so a ^ b -^ b n a < b - I -^ b,hut 
i f a ^ 6 ^ 6 f l 6 ^ a - > a f i 
is not refined by 
i f a < 6 - 1 ^ 6 | 6 ^ a - > a f i 
since the second alternation aborts when a = b - \. 
When refining the E, sub-specifications in an alternation, the guards can be assumed. 
As an example, let a U 6 represent the maximum of the two integers a and 6 and consider 
Xa:Z»Xb:Z»aUb /o^>j 
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Since either a ^ borb ^ a holds. Law 24 can be applied and the body of expression (3.6) 
becomes 
if a ^ b -^ aUb 
fl 6 ^ a —> a U 6 
fi 
Concentrating on the first branch of the alternation. 
a ^ b -^ aU b 
Q "if a ^ b then a U ft is 5 
a ^ b -z> b 
The second branch can be refined symmetrically to a ^ b —> a. Hence the refined 
specification is 
A a : Z » A 6 : Z « i f a ^ 6 — > 6 [ ] 6 ^ a — > a f i (3.7) 
Notice that if a and b are equal then either branch of the alternation can be taken. 
Although an alternation is not monotonic or anti-monotonic with respect to refinement 
of its guards, the following law gives conditions under which an alternation is refined 
when the guards are altered. It is similar to Law 17.9 in [Mor90]. 
Law 25 (refine guards) / / 
1. (Vi : l..n • Bi) ^ (V/ : L.n • C,), and 
2. for each i in \..n, {\Ji :l..n»Bi)^ (C, => Bi) 
then 
if (fl/: l..n»Bi->Ei)fi C if (fl/: l..« • C,--> £.) « 
n 
False guards can be eliminated from an alternation, and true guards can be used to 
refine alternations. 
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Law 26 (false guard) 
if (fl / : l..n • fi,- —> Ei) Ifalse —> F fi • if (fl/ : l..n . 5,- —> £,) fi 
D 
Law 27 (true guard) 
if (fl / : l..n • B, —> Ei) fl true —> F fi C F 
a 
3.8.2 Conditional Expressions 
A conditional expression is an alternation with two disjoint, complementary and deter-
ministic guards. 
Definition 1 (conditional expression) IfB is a boolean value expression then 
if fi—>F fl - B^>F fi • if fi then E else F 
Hence conditional expressions can be introduced using the following law (a combination 
of Law 24 and Definition 1). 
Law 28 (introduce conditional expression) IfB is a boolean value expression then 
F C if fi then B ::^ E else -^ B ^ E 
The following laws follow from Laws 26 and 27. They allow the simplification of 
conditional expressions with false and true tests. 
Law 29 (false test) 
if/a/.se then F else F D F 
a 
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Law 30 (true test) 
if true then F else F Q E 
To illustrate the refinement of an alternation to a conditional expression consider 
expression (3.7) once again: 
A a : Z » A 6 : Z « i f a < 6 — > 6 f l 6 ^ a — > G f i 
Suppose the executable subset of the expression language was implemented in such a way 
that the less-than operator (<) was more efficient than the less-than-or-equal-to operator 
(^). Then the following refinement would be a sensible way to implement the alternation 
in expression (3.7). 
(3.7) 
C "refine guards (Law 25)" (f) 
if a < fe —> 6 
fl 6 ^ a ^> a 
fi 
• "Definition 1 (conditional expression)" 
if a < 6 then b else a 
The side conditions of the refinement step marked (f) are 
1. (G ^ 6 V 6 ^ a) ^ (a < 6 V 6 ^ a) 
2. a < b ^ a ^ b and b ^ a =^ b ^ a. 
These both hold trivially. 
3.8.3 Why Alternation? 
The above examples illustrate the use of alternation during refinement. However, they 
raise the question: why not use conditional expressions in place of alternation? There are 
three reasons for alternation being useful. 
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Firstly, alternations allow the solution of some problems to be expressed more naturally. 
For example, in the refinement of expression (3.7) above, an alternation allowed the 
symmetry of the problem to be expressed in its solution. Also, the multiple branches of an 
alternation can be used to express the division of a problem into more than two sub-cases. 
Conditional expressions must be nested to achieve this. 
Secondly, alternations allow the deferral of refinement decisions about the order of 
evaluation of guards. For example, in the refinement of expression (3.7) above, the 
decision about whether to use < or ^ as a test was deferred until after the rest of the 
expression was refined. 
Finally, the conditional expression is not the only type of deterministic conditional 
construct which implements alternation. Many languages allow conditional constructs to 
have any number of overlapping guards by imposing an ordering on their evaluation. In 
[ScR92] Schwenke and Robinson show that alternation is a good abstraction for this type 
of construct. 
3.9 Recursion 
3.9.1 Well Orderings 
A well ordering on a set P is an ordering < on P such that 
• any two elements in P are comparable via <, and 
• every nonempty subset of P has a least element. 
For example, the natural numbers are well ordered by <, but the integers are not well 
ordered by < since Z does not have a least element. 
A well-ordered relation is a relation which well orders the union of its domain and 
range. For example, 
<N= {n,m : N \ n < m} 
is a well-ordered relation. 
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3.9.2 Introducing Recursion 
Consider the following specification of a factorial function 
A n : Z » n e N ^ n ! 
One possible refinement of this specification is: 
Xn:Z» n eN^^ n\ 
Q "introduce conditional expression (Law 28)" 
Xn:Z»neN^^ifn^l then (n ^ 1) ^ n\ 
else {n > 1) >— n\ 
• "distribute annotation (Law 23); remove assumption (Law 15); split/combine 
annotation (Law 22)" 
A n : Z • if n ^ 1 then (n G N A n ^ 1) ^ n! 
else (n e N A n > 1) : ^ n! 
If 0 ^ n ^ 1 then n! is 1. Hence the first branch of this alternation can be refined to 1. 
If n is greater than 1 then n! equals n * {n — 1)!. Hence the second branch can be 
refined as follows: 
(n G N A n > 1) > - n! 
C "If n G N A n > 1 then n\ = n * {n - 1)!" 
(n G N A n > 1) ::^ n * (n - 1)! 
Q "weaken assumption (Law 14)" 
(n - 1 G N) > - n * (n - 1)! 
C "distribute annotation (Law 23); remove assumption (Law 15)" 
(n - 1 G N) > - n * ((n - 1 G N) > - (n - 1)!) 
• "fold / unfold over values (Law 9)" 
(n - 1 G N) ^ n * ((A ri : Z • (TZ G N) ^ n!) (n - 1)) 
Summarizing, the refinement so far is 
(An : Z » n G N > - n!) 
C (3.8) 
A n : Z « i f n ^ l then 1 
else (n - 1 G N) > - n * ((A n : Z • n G N : ^ n!) (n - 1)) 
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Thus, the specification ( A n : Z « n G N ^ n ! ) h a s been refined to a specification 
which contains (A n : Z • n G N ::^ n!) as a sub-specification. Such a refinement is 
called circular. The following law gives conditions under which circular refinements can 
be used to justify the introduction of recursion. 
Law 31 (introduce recursion) Let 
• F[X] be an expression built from expression language constructs and the expression 
X; 
• let <^bea well-ordered relation; and 
• Vxbea value expression dependent on x. 
IfF[X] is monotonic with respect to refinement ofX and 
{Xx:T*E)Q{Xx:T. F[(V, <^x) >-{Xx :T • E) V,]) 
then 
{Xx:T •E)Q {pname :T^U •{Xx:T •F[nameV^])) 
where, U = type(F)(</. ® {x ^ T}). a 
For example, since 
(An : Z » n G N ^ n!) 
C "From (3.8)" 
A n : N » i f n ^ l then 1 
else (n - 1 G N) > - n * ((A n : Z • n!) (n - 1)) 
C "distribute annotation (Law 23); remove assumption (Law 15)" 
A n : N • if n ^ 1 then 1 
else n * ((n - 1 G N) ^ (A n : Z • n!) (n - 1)) 
• "weaken assumption (Law 14); with <C= {n, m : N | n < m}" 
An : N« 
if n ^ 1 then 1 
else n * ((n — 1 <C n) >— (A n : Z • n!) (n — 1)) 
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Law 31 can be applied with 
F[X] = if n ^ 1 then 1 else n * X 
< = {n,m :N \ n < m} 
and ( A n : Z » n G N > - n ! ) can be refined to 
pfact : Z -^ Z • {X n : Z • if n ^ I then 1 else n * {fact {n - 1)) 
3.9.3 Reasoning about Recursion 
Consider the following specification: 
{fifact : Z - ^ Z » {X X : Z « i f a ; > 1 then x * {fact {x — I)) else 1)) 2 
This is obviously equivalent to 2. However, none of the laws we have seen so far allow us 
to show this. The following law allows reasoning about reciu-sively defined functions. 
Law 32 (unfold recursion) 
(/// : r . F) • E[{fif : T . E)/f] 
a 
For example, writing FACT for the recursive definition of the factorial function, this law 
can be used to show 
FACT 2 
• "unfold recursion (Law 32)" 
(A X : Z • if x > 1 then x * FACT {x - I) else 1) 2 
• "fold/unfold over values (Law 9)" 
if 2 > 1 then 2 * FACT ( 2 - 1 ) else 1 
• "arithmetic, true test (Law 30)" 
2 * FACT 1 
• "unfold recursion (Law 32)" 
/ \ 
2 * A X : Z • if X > 1 then x * FACT {x - 1) 
\ else 1 yf 
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• "fold/unfold over values (Law 9)" 
2 * if 1 > 1 then 1 * FACT (1 - 1) else 1 




3.10.1 Operators as Values 
One of the novel aspects of the expression refinement calculus is that its lambda abstrac-
tions are truly-nondeterministic. This means that nondeterministic lambda abstractions 
such as (Ax : Z • (x + l) |(x-f2))are values and can be manipulated using Law 9 (fold 
/ unfold over values). For example, 
pair-apply (Ax : Z • (x + 1) |(x -|- 2)) (1,1) 
• "fold /unfold (Law 9), twice" 
( (A X : Z . (x -Fl) I (x -F 2)) 1, (A X : Z . (x + 1) I (x + 2)) 1 ) 
• "fold/unfold (Law 9), twice" 
((1 + 1)11(1-^2), (1 + 1)|(1-H 2)) 
• (2i3,2|3) 
• "Choice distributes over the operators in the functional language" 
(2,2)1(2,3)1(3,2)1(3,3) 
The first step above would not possible if the expression language had an underdetennined 
view of operators. 
3.10.2 Refining Operators 
Consider the operator 
A x : Z . ( x - M ) | ( x - K 2 ) (3 9) 
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Using the rules that we have shown so far, the only way to make progress toward imple-
menting this expression is to remove the choice internal to the lambda abstraction. For 
example, one refinement of the expression is 
Ax : Z » ( x + l ) [ ] (x+2) 
Q "introduce conditional expression (Law 28)" 
A X : Z • if X mod 2 = 0 then (a; + 1) fl (x + 2) else (x + 1) fl (x + 2) 
Q "remove demonic choice (Law 2, twice)" 
A X : Z • if X mod 2 = 0 then x + 1 else x + 2 
Other refinements of expression (3.9) include 
(Ax : Z » x + 1) 
(Ax : Z » x + 2 ) 
(A X : Z • if X < 10 then x + 1 else x + 2 ) 
All of these refinements can be expressed in the form 
Ax : Z « if P x t h e n x + l e l s e x + 2 (3.10) 
where P is a (mathematical) function from the integers to the booleans. We show how 
this general form can be used in a characterisation of underdetermined choice. 
Firstly, for types T and U we need to characterise the subset of operators in T -^ ^ f/ 
which are also mathematical functions. In the Z specification language the set of all such 
mathematical functions from T to U is written T —> [/. As we shall see in Chapter 7, 
however, the elements of T -^ C/ are not modelled by elements of T -^ U. For this 
reason we write Func{ T, U) rather than T ^ U for the set of mathematical functions 
between T and U. 
It is possible to show that if an expression E is refined by a number of expres-
sions F\,... ,Fn then it is also refined by the demonic choice between them, namely 
Fl fl . . . I F„. It follows that specification (3.9) is refined by the choice between all of the 
functions with the general form of expression (3.10): 
Ax : Z * (x + l ) | ( x + 2 ) 
C 
[ fl P : Z --> B I P G Fwnc(Z, E) • (A x : Z • if P x then x + 1 else x + 2)] 
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This choice between mathematical functions is called the underdetermined refinement of 
(A X : Z • (x + 1) fl (x + 2)). The following law allows us to make this kind of refinement. 
Law 33 (nondeterministic to underdetermined choice) 
(Ajc:r .FDF) 
[ fl P : T -^ E I P G Func{T, M) • {Xx :T • if P x then F else F)] 
D 
It can be generalised to specification expressions as follows: 
Law 34 (nondeterministic to underdetermined specification) Ifx is not free in B, 
{Xx:T.[y:U\B])) 




U:T^U\feFunc{T,U) A{yx:T •fxe {y : U \ B}) • 
{Xx:T.E\fx/y]) 
a 
These laws allow a lambda abstraction with an internal demonic choice to be refined to 
a demonic choice between lambda abstractions, each of which achieves one of the desired 
effects for all inputs. For example, 
( A x : Z . [ B y : Z | y > x ] ) 
C "nondeterministic to underdetermined specification" 
[fl/ :Z"->Z l / G F«nc(Z,Z) A (Vx : Z • / x G {y : Z | j/ > x})] 
Here, 
( A x : Z . [ f l 2 / : Z | y > x]) 
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is a truly-nondeterministic operator which returns a value greater than its argument. 
Separate applications of it to the same argument may return different values, but they will 
always be greater than the argument. In contrast, 
[ B / : Z ' ^ Z | / G Func{Z,Z)A (Vx : Z « / x > x)] 
is underdetermined. It specifies a choice between functions, each of which return values 
greater than their arguments. Separate applications of one of these functions to the same 
argument will always return the same result. 
In a language which has singular semantics and underdetermined choice rather than 
truly-nondeterministic choice Laws 33 and 34 would be refinement equivalences rather 
than refinements [Wie89]. However, in the expression refinement calculus presented in 
this thesis they are not in general equivalences. The reason for this becomes obvious when 
a higher-order operator is applied to a nondeterministic lambda abstraction as in. 
pair-apply (A x : Z • (x + 1) fl (x + 2)) (1,1) 
In a language with underdetermined choice this can be refined as follows 
(3.11) 
pair-apply (A x : Z • (x + 1) fl (x + 2)) (1,1) 
• "(underdetermined version of) nondeterministic to underdetermined choice 
(Law 33)" 
flP : Z ' - ^ E I P G Func(Z,E) • 
(A X : Z • if P X then E else F) 





|] P : Z -v^  Bool I P G Fwnc(Z,E) • 
V (A X : Z • if P X then x + 1 else x + 2 ) , 
• "distribute application over specification expression (Law 12)" 
fl P : Z --> Bool I P G Func{Z,B) • 
pair-apply (A x : Z • if P x then x + 1 else x + 2 ) 
• "distribute specification expression over application (Law 13)" 
fl P : Z -^ Bool I P G Func{Z,M) • 
pair-apply (A x : Z • if P x then x + 1 else x + 2) (1,1) 
g "fold / unfold (Law 9), twice" 
(1,1) 
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fl P : Z -> Bool I P G Fnnc(Z, E) • 
(if P 1 then 1 + 1 else 1 + 2, if P 1 then 1 + 1 else 1 + 2) 
g "arithmetic" 
[flP: Z -^ Bool I P G Func(Z,E) • 
(if P 1 then 2 else 3, if P 1 then 2 else 3)] 
g "P is a function, so P 1 gives the same result in both places it appears" 
(2,2)fl(3,3) 
Alternatively, in a language with a truly-nondeterministic view, refinement of expres-
sion (3.11) can proceed as on page 60: 
pair-apply (Ax • (x + l)fl(x +2)) (1,1) 
g "fold/unfold (Law 9), twice" 
((A X . (x + 1) i(x + 2)) 1, (A X . (x + 1) fl (x + 2)) 1) 
g "fold /unfold (Law 9), twice" 
((l + l ) f l ( l+2) , ( l + l)fl( l+2)) 
g (2n3,2fl3) 
g "Choice distributes over the operators in the functional language" 
(2,2)ll(2,3)fl(3,2)D(3,3) 
This example suggests that die difference between a language with underdetermined 
nondeterminism and a language with true nondeterminism can be described in the follow-
ing way. In the former language an application of the form 
F{Xx: T» E) 
resolves the nondeterminism in its argument prior to application. In a truly-
nondeterministic language the nondeterminism in the argument is resolved when (Ax: 
T • F) is applied within F. 
Finally, it should be noted that angelic versions Laws 33 and 34 also exist. They show 
refinement in the other direction. That is, 
[OP: T -^ E I P : Func{ T, E) • (A x : T • if P x then E else F)] 
g 
(Ax : r » F O F ) 
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and 
[Of : T^ U\f £ Func{T, U) A {y X : T • f x £ {y : U \ B})] 
C 
(Ax: r . [ O y : U \ B]) 
Chapter 4 
Justifications and Comparisons 
This chapter compares the expression refinement calculus with other transformation-style 
development methods. The aim is to justify the choice of constructs and the type of 
refinements allowed in the expression refinement calculus. 
The first section compares a number of development methods, including the expression 
refinement calculus in terms of properties of the wide-spectrum languages they use. 
Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 discuss novel styles of specification and transformation which 
are possible in the expression refinement calculus but which are not possible in some of 
the other development methods. 
4.1 Comparison 
In Chapter 1 we stated that the aim of this thesis was to construct an expression refinement 
calculus which allowed flexibility in specification, abstract specifications, and concise 
transformations with simple justifications. No development method achieves all of these 
goals perfectly. Table 4.1 contains a comparison of a number of transformation-style 
development methods in terms of properties which influence their ability to meet these 
goals. This comparison is by no means complete. The aim is to provide context for a 
discussion of the properties which enable the methods to achieve the goals mentioned 
above. The methods being compared are: 
• "Back" - the style of refinement calculus for imperative programs outlined in 
[BaW89]. Other similar refinement calculi for imperative programs are described 
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Table 4.1: Comparison of transformation-style development methods in terms of properties 
in[Mor90,Mor87]. 
• "Bird" - the style of function transformation described in [Bir87, Bir89, Dar82]. 
• "CIP" - the specification and program transformation calculus developed by the 
CIP group [BEH87, Par90]. 
• "Hoogerwoord" - the expression specification and transformation formalism de-
scribed in [Hoo89]. 
• "Meertens" - Meertens' extensions to Bird's work [Mee86]. 
• "Norvell" - the expression specification and transformation calculus described in 
[NoH93]. 
• "Ward" - the expression refinement calculus described in this thesis. 
Each column in the table represents a property which influences the various methods' 
abilities to achieve the goals mentioned above. The rest of this section discusses these 
properties. 
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4.1.1 Target Language 
Each development method produces code in a different programming language. The 
"Style" column in Table 4.1 describes the style of the language which each method targets. 
An "imp" entry means that the target language is imperative, and an "exp" entry means 
that the target language deals with the evaluation of expressions (normally a functional 
language). Note that the CIP method can produce both functional and imperative code. 
Many of the expression specifications and refinements presented in Chapter 3 have 
parallels in imperative refinement calculi. For example, in Morgan's refinement calculus 
[Mor90] a program which places the maximum of two integers a and b in the variable x 
can be specified as 
X : [true, x — a U b] 
and can be refined as follows. 
X : [true, x = a U b] 
g if a ^ b ^> X : [a ^ b,x = aU b] 
fl 6 ^ a ^ > X : [b ^ a,x = aU b] 
fl 
Q if a ^ b -> X : [a ^ b,x — a] 
fl 6 ^ a —> X : [b ^ a,x = b] 
fl 
g if a ^ 6 —> X :— a 
fl 6 ^ a —> X := b 
i 
This refinement is similar to the refinement of 
Xa:Z* Xb:Z» aUb 
in Section 3.8. This similarity raises the following question: what advantages are there in 
a development method targeting a functional language rather than an imperative language? 
There are two advantages: functional languages have singular identifiers and allow higher-
order constructs to be manipulated. 
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Singular identifiers 
In a language with singular identifiers distinct occurrences of the same identifier in the 
same scope always represent the same value. For example, the identifier x in 
x2 + 3x + 2 
denotes the same value in both places it occurs. However, identifiers in imperative 
languages may represent different values in different places in the same scope. For 
example, x in 
X : = X + 1 
represents different values before and after the assignment operator. 
Identifiers in imperative languages are more difficult to reason about than singular 
identifiers. This is often argued as one of the advantages of functional languages over 
imperative languages. 
Higher-order constructs 
The "Higher-order" column in Table 4.1 distinguishes those methods which target higher-
order languages from those which target first-order languages. 
All of the methods which target functional languages allow higher-order functions 
to be defined. Higher-order languages are more expressive than first-order languages. 
This greater expressive power leads to a considerably reduced conceptual gap between a 
problem and its solution, and to a simpler, more concise final program. A development 
method which targets a higher-order language has the advantage that 
• the reduced gap between problem and solution requires fewer development steps 
during refinement, and 
• the higher expressive level of the language means that the individual refinement 
steps typically achieve more. 
Section 4.2 discusses transformation rules involving higher-order specifications. 
It should be noted that higher-order extensions to imperative programming languages 
do exist. However, these extensions are often incomplete, as in Modula-2 [WeE87], or have 
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compHcated semantics as in ALGOL-68 [LiM71]. Imperative extensions to functional 
languages also exist. For example. Standard ML [MTH90] allows plural identifiers to be 
declared and manipulated. However, the combination of plural variables and higher-order 
values present in these languages can be difficult to reason about. 
4.1.2 Correctness 
The "Correctness" column in the Table 4.1 discriminates between those methods which 
only allow total correctness transformations and those methods whose transformations 
only guarantee partial correctness. 
One of the desirable properties of a development method listed above is that it be able 
to prove implementations totally correct with respect to specifications. It should be noted 
that if a partial correctness method is used to produce code, then it is still possible to prove 
total correctness by providing an "after-the-fact" proof of termination of the code. For 
example, i f ( A n : Z » n G N : : ^ n ! ) was transformed to 
pfact : Z --^ Z • {X n : Z • if n ^ I t hen 1 else n * {fact {n — 1)) 
using partial correctness transformations then it is possible to prove that this recursive 
definition terminates whenever {Xn : Z • n e N :^ n\) terminates. Typically, this proof 
would appeal to a general termination theorem of the form: 
Theorem 4.1 (Termination) Consider {pf : T -^ U • X n : T • E). If 
• the arguments to this function form a well-founded set ordered by <, and 
• every recursive call t o / within F is of the form/ n' for n' < n, 
then {pf :T --^ U • Xn:T • E) is guaranteed to terminate when applied to elements of 
the well-founded set. a 
In our example, this theorem can be applied since the natural numbers form a well-founded 
set ordered by < and n - 1 < n in this set. It follows that, 
pfact : Z ' - > Z « ( A n : Z » i f n ^ l then 1 else n * {fact (n - 1)) 
is guaranteed to terminate for all inputs in N. 
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The conditions under which Theorem 4.1 holds are similar to the conditions under 
which Law 31 (introduce recursion) can be applied. This suggests that developing an 
implementation using partial correctness transformations and then proving termination in-
volves the same amount of work as developing the implementation using total correctness 
transformations. The difference between the two approaches is that if partial correctness 
transformations are used during development it is possible to produce code which can not 
be proved totally correct. If the aim is to prove total correctness then this development 
must be thrown away and another attempted. In contrast, in a development which uses 
total correctness transformations termination is guaranteed. Also, when possibly non-
terminating constructs are being developed, the details which guarantee termination are 
introduced into sub-specifications during the development. These details often guide the 
developer's choice of transformation. 
Norvell and Hehner's method is novel with respect to correctness. Its transformation 
rules only guarantee partial correctness. However, specifications in this method can 
contain timing constraints. Using these constraints it is possible to specify termination. 
In such cases the transformation rules force the developer to produce terminating code. 
4.1.3 Abstract Specification 
Two of the goals for a development method were the ability to write specifications in a 
number of ways (flexibility in specification) and the ability to write specifications which 
give maximum freedom to the implementor when choosing an implementation (abstract 
specifications). There are a number of properties which influence the method's ability to 
allow flexible and abstract specifications. 
Non-executable specifications 
Some useful specification constructs can not be implemented or are difficult to implement 
in their full generality in programming languages. As an example, consider the boolean 
expression x e S. This can be partially implemented by enumerating every element of S 
and returning true if x is encountered, or false if every element is enumerated and x is not 
encountered. This is only a partial implementation since if x is not in S and S is infinite 
then its evaluation will not terminate. 
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However, constructs such as set membership are desirable if abstract specifications 
are to be written. For this reason the expression language allows specifications to contain 
operators which are not necessarily executable, such as set membership, existential quan-
tification and universal quantification. The "Non-exec." column in Table 4.1 distinguishes 
those methods which allow non-executable constructs in specifications. 
Context information 
Abstract specifications need to provide concise context information about the assumptions 
they make about the environment. This context information has two roles: it describes the 
environment in which the specification is meant to operate and describes what happens 
when the specification operates outside this environment. This type of information can 
be expressed concisely using constructs similar to the guards and assumptions of the 
expression language. The "Annot." column in Table 4.1 distinguishes those methods which 
allow specifications to contain context information in the form of guards or assumptions. 
Nondeterminism 
The "Nondet." column in Table 4.1 describes the type of nondeterminism allowed in 
each of the methods. A "dem + ang" entry means that the language has both demonic 
and angelic nondeterminism. An "erratic" entry means that the language has erratic 
nondeterminism. In a total correctness setting erratic nondeterminism is indistinguishable 
from demonic nondeterminism. The expression refinement calculus is unique among all 
of these methods in the fact that it adds angelic choice to a functional language. Section 4.4 
discusses novel uses of angelic nondeterminism during specification and refinement. 
In [HaJ89] Hayes and Jones argue that nondeterminism is essential for abstract spec-
ifications. To see this, consider the problem of sorting a sequence of ordered pairs of 
natural numbers by the first number in the ordered pair. A specification of this problem is 
sort : seq(Z x Z) ^ seq(Z x Z) 
A in : seq(Z x Z) • 
[lout : seq(Z x Z) | is-perm{in, out) A is-ordered{out)] 
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where, 
• is-perm{in, out) is a predicate which is true precisely when the sequences in and 
out are permutations of each other; and 
• is-ordered{out) a predicate which is true precisely when out is sorted on the first 
elements of all of its pairs. 
This specification is nondeterministic in the sense that an evaluation of 
sort {{2,\),{2,2),{\,Q)) 
can yield either ((1,0),(2,2),(2,1)) or ((1,0), (2,1), (2,2)). 
A sort of this type is stable if pairs with identical first elements maintain their original 
order. The first evaluation above is unstable and the second is stable. This means that, 
sort can be implemented by both a stable sort, such as insertion sort (isort), or an unstable 
sort, such as quicksort (qsort). 
In contrast, a specification of the sorting problem in a deterministic language such 
as Bird's, by definition, must always achieve the same result for a given input. It is 
impossible to write a deterministic specification of sort which could be implemented by 
both insertion sort and quicksort. This is why nondeterministic constructs are essential if 
the developer is not to be over-constrained. Other examples of specifications which are 
necessarily nondeterministic can be found in [Hen82]. 
Ti*ue Nondeterminism 
Hayes and Jones also argue that true nondeterminism rather than underdetermined choice 
is essential if specifications are not to over-restrain implementors. The "True Nondet." 
column in Table 4.1 distinguishes those methods which allow truly-nondeterministic 
higher-order values to be specified. Section 4.3 contains a discussion of true nonde-
terminism. In particular, it discusses why true nondeterminism is essential for abstract 
specification. 
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4.1.4 Summary 
In summary, the expression refinement calculus is novel when compared to the other 
methods in the following major ways. 
• Unlike the refinement calculi for imperative programs, it allows the specification of 
higher-order constructs. 
• It allows truly nondeterministic operators to be specified. 
• It allows both angelic and demonic nondeterminism to be present in the one speci-
fication. 
The rest of this chapter discusses the advantages of these novel aspects in greater detail. 
4.2 Higher-Order Transformation 
The development methods of Bird and Meertens concentrate on specifying systems in 
terms of a collection of known higher-order functions which capture common patterns of 
computation. Development laws in these methods transform inefficient combinations of 
these functions into more efficient combinations. For example, one of the simplest laws 
involves the map and comp functions (defined in Section 2.2.5): 
Law 35 (map - composition distribution) 
comp {mapf) {map g) • map {compf g) 
To see how the second specification can be more efficient than the first, suppose an 
evaluation of the specification map f s was implemented by iterating over every element 
in the sequence s and applying / to it. Then the specification 
comp {map f) {map g) s (4J^ 
represents an evaluation which makes two passes over the sequence s. The first pass 
applies g to every element of s and the second pass applies / to every element of the 
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result. In contrast, the specification 
map {comp f g) s (4.2) 
only makes one pass over s, applying g and then / to each element as it goes. This 
means that, an evaluation of e.^ .pression (4.2) has the potential to be more efficient than 
an evaluation of expression (4.1), especially if {comp f g) can be implemented more 
efficientiy than separate applications of / and g. 
Development laws such as Law 35 work at the high-level of abstraction afforded 
by higher-order functions. This allows them to describe large transformations more 
succinctly than is possible in the imperative refinement calculi. To see this, consider how 
expression (4.1) could be implemented in an imperative language. One possibility is as the 
sequential composition of two f o r loops: the first loop applies g to each element of 5 and 
the second loop applies / to each element of the result. Similarly, an imperative equivalent 
for expression (4.2) could consist of just one f o r loop which applies g and then / to each 
element of the sequence. Thus, in the imperative refinement calculi. Law 35 would be 
represented by a prolix rule expressing the equivalence of the sequential composition of 
two f o r loops with another for loop. Contrast this with the simple one line description 
given in Law 35. 
A number of significant transformations have been carried out using development rules 
involving higher-order functions such as Law 35. For examples see [Bir87, Bir89, BiM87, 
Dar82, Mee86]. 
4.3 True Nondeterminism 
Section 3.10.2 discussed the notions of underdetermined and true nondeterminism. This 
section elaborates on the distinction between them and discusses advantages and disad-
vantages of each. 
4.3.1 Abstract Specification 
Consider the specification 
pair-apply {Xx : Z • (x + 1) | (x + 2)) (1,1) . 
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In Section 3.10.2 we showed that in a language with underdetermined choice this is 
refinement equivalent to 
(2,2)1(3,3) 
and that in a language with truly-nondeterministic choice it is refinement equivalent to 
(2,2)1(2,3)1(3,2)1(3,3). 
This suggests that, in general, truly-nondeterministic lambda abstractions permit more im-
plementations than underdetermined lambda abstractions. That is, truly-nondeterministic 
operators are desirable since they give a specifier greater flexibility when writing specifi-
cations. 
It can be argued that true nondeterminism is not only desirable, but essential for abstract 
specification when specifications are built using layers of abstraction. Section 4.1.3 
contains the following specification for a lambda abstraction which sorts a sequence of 
ordered pairs of integers by the first number in the ordered pair. 
A in : seq(Z x Z) • 
[D out : seq(Z x Z) | is-perm{in, out) A is-ordered{out)] 
Consider the problem of taking a pair of such sequences {s,t), sorting them, and returning 
the result in a pair. A specification of this problem is 
A(s, t) : seq(Z x Z) x seq(Z x Z) 




I out : seq(Z x Z) | 
is-perm.{t, out) 
is-ordered{out) 1/ 
Another, more abstract, specification of the same problem is 
A(s, t) : seq(Z x Z) x seq(Z x Z) • 
let sort : seq(Z x Z) ^ seq(Z x Z) 
= A m : seq(Z x Z) 
in {sort s, sort t) 
(4.3) 
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This specification can be considered more abstract than the first because it separates the 
specification of sort from its use. 
If operators have underdetermined semantics then these two specifications are not 
equivalent. In an underdetermined interpretation, an application of the form 
F ( A x : T • E) 
resolves the nondeterminism in the operator prior to application. Remembering that a let 
expression is an abbreviation for an application, this means that in specification (4.4) the 
nondeterminism in sort is resolved before it is applied to s and t. Thus, specification (4.4) 
can not be refined by 
A(s, t) : seq(Z x Z) x seq(Z x Z) • {isort s, qsort t) (4.5) 
since isort and qsort resolve the nondeterminism in the specification of sort differently: 
isort is stable, and qsort is not stable. However, expression (4.5) is a valid refinement of 
specification (4.3). 
In contrast, in a truly-nondeterministic interpretation of operators an application of the 
form 
F {Xx: T • E) 
resolves the nondeterminism in the operator when {Xx : T • E) is applied. Under this 
interpretation specifications (4.3) and (4.4) are identical. 
4.3.2 Reasoning 
This section compares the relative advantages and disadvantages of reasoning in underde-
termined and truly-nondeterministic languages. 
Reasoning with true nondeterminism 
Care must be taken when reasoning in a language containing truly nondeterministic 
operators. This is because some traditional mathematical equivalences involving lambda 
abstractions and application no longer hold. For instance, 
( / I ) - ( / I ) 
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is not necessarily equivalent to 0 in a language with true nondeterminism. To see this, 
consider the case when / is bound to the value (A x : Z • 112), as in 
let / : Z -> Z = (A X : Z • 1 [| 2) in (/ 1) - (/ 1) 
• "fold/unfold (Law 9)" 
( (Ax:Z« l f l 2 ) l ) - ( ( A x : Z » 112) 1) 
• "fold/unfold (Law 9)" 
(112)-(112) 
• "choice distributes over the basic operators" 
-11011 
This example illustrates that in a language with singular and truly-nondeterministic 
semantics an application of the form (/ x) may be nondeterministic and so does not always 
represent a value (even when / and x are values). This means that in such a language, an 
application of the form 
( A x . D ) ( / x ) 
cannot be manipulated using the fold - unfold rule unless (/ x) is shown to be deterministic. 
Reasoning with underdetermined choice 
In an underdetermined language an application of the form (/ x) always represents a value 
and so transformations such as 
( / I ) - ( / I ) g o 
are valid. However, reasoning about higher-order applications in an underdetermined lan-
guage is more difficult than in a truly-nondeterministic language. This is because lambda 
abstractions with internal nondeterminism are not values, and so cannot be manipulated 
using the fold - unfold rule. For instance, 
pair-apply {X x : Z • x-M | x + 2) (1,2) 
cannot be directiy manipulated using the fold - unfold rule, since ( A x : Z « x + lla:-f2) 
is not a value. 
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There are two ways to make progress towards implementing this expression using the 
laws described in this thesis. The first option is to remove the nondeterminism in the 
argument so pair-apply can be unfolded. For example, 
pair-apply ( A x : Z « x + l l x - | - 2 ) ( l , l ) 
Q "remove choice (Law 2)" 
pair-apply ( A x : Z « x - | - l ) ( l , l ) 
• "fold - unfold (Law 9), twice" 
((Ax : Z « x - h l ) l,(Ax : Z . x + 1) 1) 
• "fold - unfold (Law 9), arithmetic" 
(2,2) 
The disadvantage of this approach is that a design decision about how to resolve the non-
determinism in the specification must be made early in the development. It is sometimes 
desirable to be able to delay such design decisions until later in the development. 
The second approach maintains the nondeterminism in the specification by using the 
underdetermined version of Law 33: 
pair-apply {Xx : Z « x + l l x - | - 2 ) ( l , 2 ) 
• "(underdetermined version of) nondeterministic to underdetermined choice 
(Law 33)" 
pair-apply ((A x : Z • x -M) 1 (A x : Z • x -f- 2)) (1,1) 
• "Application associates to the left" 
( pair-apply ((A x : Z • x -}- 1) 1 (A x : Z • x -f- 2)) ) (1,1) 
• "distribute application over choice (Law 10)" 
{{pair-apply (A x : Z • x + 1)) 1 {pair-apply (A x : Z • x -^ - 2))) (1,1) 
• "distribute choice over application (Law 11)" 
{pair-apply (Ax : Z • x + 1) (1,1)) 1 {pair-apply (Ax : Z • x + 2) (1,1)) 
• "fold / unfold (Law 9), multiple times" 
(14-1,1 + 1 ) 1 ( 1 + 2 , 1 + 2 ) 
• "arithmetic" 
(2,2)1(3,3) 
The disadvantage of this type of transformation is that the underdetermined versions of 
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Laws 33 and 34 give expressions which are cumbersome to manipulate. 
In [Lar93], Larsen describes an alternative approach to manipulating underdetermined 
function specifications in VDM-SL. He describes rules which allow function applications 
to be replaced by labelled versions of their underdetermined definitions. For example, 
using Larsen's rules, the following is a valid transformation 
l e t / : Z - > Z ^ (Ax : Z » x + l l x + 2 ) i n ( / 1 , / 1) 
P 
((1 + 1 l 5 l + 2 ) , ( l + l U l + 2 ) ) 
The B labels on the choices in the unfolded functions represent binding information 
associated with each choice. Distinct choices with the same binding information make 
the same choice. Thus, this information ensures that the same choice is made for every 
application of the same underdetermined function. When compared to other approaches to 
manipulating underdetermined functions, Larsen's approach has the advantage of allowing 
functions to be unfolded in the usual manner. Its disadvantage is that the labels must 
contain binding information about every possible value an identifier can take. In general, 
this binding information may be infinite. 
4.3.3 Refinement Laws 
It is possible to compare underdetermined and nondeterministic languages in terms of the 
refinement rules each allows [War94]. Table 4.2 contains such a comparison. 
The "fold - unfold" column in this table contains a comparison in terms of the values 
that the fold - unfold rule can be applied to in each interpretation. A "basic values" entry in 
this column means the fold - unfold rule can be applied to the basic values of the language 
(integers, booleans, sequences, tuples and sets in our language), a "deterministic operators" 
entry means it can be applied to lambda abstractions with no internal nondeterminism, 
and a "all operators" entry means it can be applied to all lambda abstractions. 
The "mathematical transformations" column of Table 4.2 describes the type of expres-
sions to which standard mathematical transformations such as 
E -\- E Q2* E 
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underdetermined 
nondeterministic 
fold - unfold over 
basic values and determinis-
tic operators 
basic values and all opera-
tors 
mathematical transformation 
expressions not involving choice 
expressions not involving choice 
or the application of identifiers to 
arguments 
Table 4.2: Comparison of refinement rules in underdetermined and nondeterministic 
singular languages. 
can be applied. In an underdetermined language these transformations can be applied to 
any expression not involving explicit nondeterminism. To see why explicit nondetermin-
ism is not allowed consider, 
21314 
• "choice distributes over the basic operations of the language" 
(112)+ (112) 
• "(incorrect) mathematical transformation" 
2*(112) 
• "choice distributes over the basic operations of the language" 
214 
In a truly-nondeterministic language, mathematical transformations are restricted even 
further: they can not be used to transform expressions containing the application of iden-
tifiers to arbitrary arguments (such as / 1). This is because, as explained in Section 4.3.2, 
an application of the form (/ x) may be nondeterministic. 
In summary. Table 4.2 suggests that if the inventor of an expression language aims to 
construct a language with the most general unfold - fold rule then a truly-nondeterministic 
semantics is appropriate. If, however, the aim is to construct a language in which the 
greatest number of traditional mathematical equivalences hold then an underdetermined 
semantics is better than a truly-nondeterministic semantics. 
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4.4 Angelic Nondeterminism 
In Section 2.2 we defined a meaning function for expressions which is similar to Dijkstra's 
weakest precondition function for giving meaning to imperative programs. We chose to 
give meaning to expressions in terms of weakest preconditions because they allow angelic 
and demonic nondeterminism to co-exist in the one language. This section describes some 
of the advantages of letting angelic and demonic nondeterminism co-exist. 
4.4.1 Semantic issues 
The specification language used in Back's refinement calculus has both angelic and de-
monic constructs. In [BaW90] Back and von Wright show that this language 
1. has a strong sense of duality, and 
2. is complete in the following sense: the meaning of every statement in the language 
is a weakest precondition, and every weakest precondition is the meaning of some 
statement in the language. 
Norvell and Hehner's calculus also has strong sense of duality and completeness (with 
respect to its semantics). 
We believe that the expression refinement calculus has a strong sense of duality and is 
complete in the same sense as Back's language. This section describes the advantages of 
these properties. 
Duality 
Let E^ denote the dual of expression E, defined by 
{{E')){CT){S) ^-^ {{E)){a){Val - S) 
where, Val is the set of all values '. 
^Section 7.1 contains a formal definition of Val. 
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Given this definition it is easy to show that E \Z F if and only if F° C E^ and that the 
following equivalences hold. 
{Ey • E 
(ElF)OgFOOFO 
( ^ 0 F ) O g ^ l F « 
[Ix I s . F f g [ O x 15.^0] 
[Ox \B • E]°Q [ |x 1 5 . ^ 0 ] 
( 5 ^ E)« • (S —> ^0) 
{B —> F)« • (B > - £;«) 
These properties allow new refinement rules to be easily constructed from existing 
rules. For example. Law 3 (introduce angelic choice) is a direct consequence of Law 2 
(remove demonic choice): 
EjFQ E 
<^ "taking the dual of both sides" 
(£"1^)0 3 ^ 0 
^ E^OF^^E^ 
The duality operator can also be used to reason about properties of specifications. 
For example, in [War93] it is used to give a semantics for operators which are useful for 
building large specifications. 
Completeness 
The main advantage of having a completeness result is that an expression of the form 
{p name : T • E) can be thought to be an abbreviation for another expression in the 
expression language. This other expression can be built using a constructive characterisa-
tion of fixpoints. We give such a characterisation in Section 6.4 and show how it can be 
used to describe recursion in Section 7.6.7. 
4.4.2 Data Refinement 
A data refinement is a transformation which changes the representation of a data structure 
which is internal to an expression without refining the external behaviour of that expression. 
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To illustrate this, consider the following situation. We are given a mathematical function 
/ of type {0..N) -^ X, and an element of the range of / called goal. The problem is to 
find an element x of 0.. A'^  such that / (x) = goal. This can be specified as 
let index-set : UZ = O..A^ in 
try[x : Z I X e indexset A f{x) — goal] 
One possible data refinement of this problem involves replacing indexset with a single 
index i such that goal = / x for some x ^ z. 
let « : Z = 0 in 
I G O..A^ >- try[x : Z | x G i..N A f{x) = goal] 
This data refinement is valid since, from an external observor's point of view, these 
expressions behave identically, even though they have different internal structure: The 
first uses a set (indexset) to represent the domain of/ and the second uses two integers 
{i and N). 
Data refinements are justified in terms of a data refinement relation, =<;. This relation 
is often defined without reference to the algorithmic refinement relation and so requires 
its own intuitions and semantics. In [Wri92], however, Wright shows that data refinement 
can be characterised in terms of the algorithmic refinement relation using angelic and 
demonic specifications. This characterisation allows data refinement laws to be proven 
and given intuitions in terms of algorithmic refinement laws. 
Wright also shows that if both angelic and demonic nondeterminism are not present 
in the language then his characterisation is not complete. Precisely he shows that, if both 
types of nondeterminism are not present then some data refinements which can be proven 
using other characterisations of =^  can not be proven using his characterisation. This 
means that to have the advantages of =^  being defined in terms of C, a language needs to 
have both angelic and demonic nondeterminism. 
4.4.3 Parallel Operators 
Problems in areas such as parsing, game playing and combinatorial searching are often 
solved using backtracking algorithms. In [Flo671 Floyd adds "nondeterministic" language 
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constructs to an imperative language which allow these algorithms to be expressed without 
reference to the implementation details required for backtracking. In [WaH91] it is shown 
how angelic nondeterminism can be used to give a semantics to constructs similar to 
Floyd's and how these constructs can be used during refinement. Chapter 5 shows that 
these results also hold for the expression refinement calculus. 
Chapter 5 
Angels, Miracles, Parallelism and 
Backtracking 
In [Flo67] Floyd adds "nondeterministic" language constructs to an imperative language. 
These constructs allow backtracking algorithms to be expressed without reference to the 
implementation details required for backtracking. In [WaH91] it is shown how angelic 
nondeterminism can be used to give a semantics to constructs similar to Floyd's. This 
chapter shows that these results also hold for the expression refinement calculus and 
presents an example of the use of such constructs during the refinement of a generalised 
list problem. It also discusses the use of miracles to give semantics to Floyd-like constructs 
and compares the angelic and miraculous approaches. 
5.1 Backtracking "Nondeterminisni 9? 
Floyd adds constructs to his language which are similar to the following: 
• choose(S') — A function which returns an arbitrary element of the set S. During 
execution a call to this function is called a choice point. 
• fail — Signals an unsuccessful computation. 
• succeed(E) — Signals a successful computation and evaluates to expression E. 
During evaluation of an expression a call to choose(5) nondeterministically "guesses" an 
element of S which makes the whole evaluation terminate successfully. 
86 
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As an illustration of how these constructs can be used consider the problem of placing 
N queens on an A^  by A^  chess board such that no queen can take any of the others. Since 
no two queens can take each other, no two queens can be on the same row. Thus, a solution 
to this problem can be represented as a sequence of length A^ , where the rth element of 
the sequence represents the column position of the queen on the rth row. 
Throughout this chapter we assume that expression language is extended so that any 
subset 5 of a type T is an allowable type. In particular, we assume that for some integer N, 
l..A^ is a type in the expression language. Given this assumption an inefficient algorithm 
to solve this problem can be expressed using the Floyd-like constructs as follows: 
let soln : seq(l..A^) = 
/ 
\ 
p extend : seq(l..yV) -^ seq{l..N) • 
( Xs: seq(l..A^). 
if #s = A^  —> s 
l # s < TV—> 
let X : (l..A^) = choose(l..iV) in 







if no-capture{soln) then succeed{soln) else fail 
where no-capture{soln) is true exactly when no two queens in soln can capture each 
other. This algorithm starts with an empty chess board (represented by ()) and places the 
queens one at a time. Each placement is made so that it doesn't capture any of the queens 
already placed and so that the rest of the queens can be placed without capture. That is, 
each placement is made so that the succeed statement rather than the fail statement is 
executed in the final conditional statement. 
Operationally, the Floyd-like language can be explained as follows. If an evaluation 
encounters a fail statement then it backtracks to the last choice point with untried alter-
natives, say choose(l..A'^), chooses an element of l..A^ which has not already been tried 
and continues from this point. If there are no more choice points witii untried alternatives 
then the evaluation aborts. Evaluation of a succeed(E) statement causes the evaluation to 
return E. 
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Support for this type of programming construct has been added to procedural languages 
such as Pascal [Lin79] and C [LiS91] and is fundamental to logic programming languages 
such as Prolog. 
Programs written in such languages are sometimes said to be nondeterministic. How-
ever, they are not nondeterministic in the sense defined in Chapter 2, since for any input 
the backtracking implementation will always give the same output (or set of outputs). 
However, these constructs are often described using nondeterminism because this view 
gives a concise abstraction of their behaviour without describing the details of how they 
are implemented. 
5.2 Parallel Interpretation of Angels 
Angelic nondeterminism can be used to give a semantics for constructs similar to Floyd's. 
When an angelic specification is embedded in a surrounding specification its evaluation is 
influenced by the surrounding specification. When the angelic specification is being eval-
uated it "looks ahead" to see how the value it returns affects evaluation of the surrounding 
expression. It then returns a value which makes the surrounding expression terminate with 
a "correct" answer if possible. 
To see this, let in be a sequence of natural numbers and consider the specification 
let out : seqN = [0 out : seqN | is-perm{in, out)] in 
{is-ordered{out)) >— out 
where, is-perm{in,out) is a predicate which is true precisely when in and out are 
permutations of each other and is-ordered{out) is true if and only if the sequence out is 
ordered by the ^ relation. This specification makes an angelic choice for out such that out 
is a permutation of in and then asserts that out is sorted. When the angelic specification 
makes its choice for out as a permutation of in it "looks ahead" and sees tiiat for evaluation 
to terminate out must also be sorted. That is, it chooses out so that both is-perm{in, out) 
and is-ordered{out) hold. Thus it is equivalent to the angelic specification: 
[0 out : seqN | is-perm{in, out) A is-ordered{out)] 
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Operationally, this behaviour can be explained in terms of parallelism. Suppose E is 
a specification that contains an angelic sub-specification, A. When A is evaluated during 
the evaluation of E, it starts a separate evaluation of E for each possible value that A 
can return. All of those evaluations which terminate may be selected as an acceptable 
evaluation of the expression. 
New Constructs 
The similarities between the operational interpretations of angelic nondeterminism given 
above and the operational interpretation of Floyd's language are obvious. We define two 
Floyd-like constructs using angelic nondeterminism. 
The first construct, guess( T), angelically chooses a value from the set T, provided 
T is finite. 
Definition 2 (guess) IfT is finite then 
guess(r) ^[Ox:T \ true] 
a 
The second construct, succeed[K; : T | pred], restricts the choices that any angelic 
specifications preceding it can make for w by requiring that they make choices which 
guarantee that w e T A pred holds (if possible). It then returns a choice for w. 
Definition 3 (succeed) 
succeed [w : T \ pred] = {pred) : ^ [ i w : T | pred] 
a 
The guess and succeed constructs are similar to Floyd's constructs but not identical. 
We discuss the differences in Section 5.5. 
An expression containing guess and succeed constructs is executable code if every 
guess construct is followed by at least one succeed construct which restricts the choices 
it makes. 
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5.3 Example 
This section contains an example of the use of the new constructs during refinement. 
They are used in the development of a general list problem. This general problem is then 
specialised to the N-queens problem. The development serves two purposes. It shows 
how angelic specification can be used during refinement, and is an example of refinement 
on a larger scale. 
5.3.1 Specification 
Let T be a finite set and P be a boolean-valued function such that 
P{) (5.1) 
(Vs : seq T • P s ^ (Vs' : seq T • s' prefix s^ P s')) (5.2) 
The first property says that P holds for the empty sequence the second says that if P s 
holds then P s' holds for all prefixes s' of s. 
We want to construct a sequence of length A'^  such that P holds for the sequence. 
Assuming that this problem does have a solution our initial (demonic) specification is 
try[s : seq T I P s A #s = A^ ] 
5.3.2 Refinement 
New laws will be introduced as they are needed during the development. The first of these 
allows the introduction of an angelic specification and a succeed clause. 
Law 36 (introduce angelic specification) 
try[w : T \ Pred] 
Q 
let w : 7 = [ 0 w : 7 I Pred] in 
succeed [w : T | Pred] 
a 
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This law can be used to refine the original specification as follows: 
try[s : seq T 1 P s A #s = A^ ] 
• "introduce angelic specification (Law 36)" 
let s : seq r ^ [ 0 5 : seq T I P s A #5 = A^ ] in 
succeed[s : seq T | P 5 A #s = A^ ] 
The aim of the development is to refine the angelic specification to an application of a 
recursive function which gradually builds the sequence. The idea is to start with the empty 
sequence and extend this one element at a time while maintaining P. Concentrating on 
the angelic specification: 
[ 0 s : seq T I P s A #5 = A^ ] 
• "introduce local specification (Law 7)" 
let So : seq T = [ I 50 : seq r I 5o = 0 A P So] in 
(5t) =. 0 A P so) > - [ 0 s : seq T I P s A #s - A^ ] 
• "strengthen demonic specification (Law 4), since P () holds" 
let so : seq r = [ I So : seq T I So = ()] in 
(so = 0 A P so) ^ [ 0 5 : seq T I P s A #s = A^ ] 
C. "one point rule (Law 6)" 
let So : seq T = () in 
(so = 0 A P so) : : - [ 0 5 : seq T I P s A #s = A^ ] 




• "weaken annotated angelic specification (Law 21), where the weakening is 
actually to an equivalent predicate." 
so prefix s 
(50 = 0 APso) 0 s : seq T 
P s A#s = N 
C "weaken assumption (Law 14)" 
So prefix s 
(P^) 0 5 : seq T I P s A#s = N 
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Thus specification (5.3) is refined by 
let So : seq T = () in 
( P ^ o ) ^ 
Which is equivalent to 
A So : seq T • (P So) 
O 5 : seq r 
so prefix s 
P s A#s = N 
Os:seqT 
so prefix s 
0 (5.5) 
P s A #s = A^  
The aim is to refine the lambda abstraction in this specification to a recursive definition 
which adds one element to the sequence at a time. Concentrating on the body of the 
lambda abstraction, we proceed by realising that if #so = A'^  then the task is complete. 
so prefix s 
P s A #s = A^  
Q "introduce alternation (Law 24)" 
if #so = A^  —> 
So prefix s 
(P^) Os:seqT 
0 s : seq r 
\#so< N J 
0 s : seq T 
P s A #s = A^  
So prefix s 




The first branch of this alternation is easily refined: 
(5.6) 
• "weaken annotated angelic specification (Law 21), where die weakened predi-
cate is actually to an equivalent predicate." 
[05 : seq T I so = s] 
• "one point rule (Law 6)" 
50 
Progress is made on the second branch of the alternation by angelically choosing a 
value for the next element of the sequence (call it x) and extending so "" (x) to the required 
length. The next law is needed to introduce the local angefic choice for x. 
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Law 37 (introduce guess) IfT is finite then 
[0y:U\{3x:T.P)] 
a 
\etx:T = guess{T)[n 
[Oy:U\P] 
o 
This law allows refinement of (5.7) to continue as follows: 
/ 
0 s : seq r I So prefix s 
P s A#s = N 
Pso 
\#so<N 
C "weaken annotated angelic specification (Law 21)" 
/ P 50 
^#so< N J 
0 s : seq T 3x : T 
\ 
so ^ (x) prefix s) 
P s A #s = A^  
C "remove assumption (Law 15); introduce guess (Law 37)" 
let X : T = guess( T) in 
So ^ (x) prefix s 
0 5 : seq T 
P s A#s = N 
The side condition of the first step above is 
/ P50 \ / 
A 
\#so< N J 
so prefix s 
P s A#s = N 
t 
3x : T 
\ 
SQ '^ (x) prefix s 
P s A#s = N 
(5.8) 
The development continues by massaging (5.8) to fit the conditions of the recursion 
introduction rule (Law 31) by introducing an application of (5.5) to so '^ (x). The next law 
is needed to introduce an assumption which is used to prove termination of the recursion. 
Law 38 (implicit angelic precondition) 
[0x:T\B]a{3x:T*B)>-[0x:T\B] 
a 
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3 s : seq T 
(5.8) 
Q "implicit angelic precondition (Law 38)" 
' so '^ (x) prefix s 
P s A#s = N J 
so ^ (x) prefix s 
P s A #s = A^  
C "weaken assumption (Law 14), by condition (5.2)" 
\ 
0 s : seq T 
\ 
0 5 : seq r I P{so^{x)) 
#{so-{x))^N I 
Q "split / combine assumption (Law 22)" 
( # ( s o ^ ( x ) ) ^ A ^ ) : ^ 
So ^ (x) prefix s 
P s A#s = N 
[Pi^^i^))) 0 s : seq T 
So ^ (x) prefix s 
P s A#s = N 
Q "fold/unfold(Law 9)" 
(# (so '^ (x ) )^A^) :^ 
/ 
Aso : seq T • (P so) 
\ 
0 5 : seq T 
so prefix s 
P s A#s = N 
(5.9) 
(so^ix)) 
Before applying the recursion introduction law we must show that (so ^ (x)) >C so for 
some well-founded relation <c. Let <: be the relation over sequences of length less than 
or equal to A'^  defined as follows: 
V ,^ u : seq^ T • t ^ u ^ {N - #t) < {N - #s) 
For sequences of length less than or equal to A'', this relation is well-founded. Thus, since 
(#(so "" (x)) ^ N) ^ {{so "^  (x)) <C so) the assumption in (5.9) can be weakened via 
Law 14 to ((so ^ (x)) < so), giving 
{{so ^ {x)) < so) :^ 
/ 
Aso : seq P • (P so) 
\ 
0 s : seq P 
Let 
/ 
X = A So : seq T • {P so) 
\ 
0 5 : seq T 
so prefix s 
P s A#s = N 
So prefix s 
P s A#s = N 
(50 ^ ( x ) ) 
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Using this abbreviation, the development so far has shown that 
X 
A so : seq T • 
if #so = A^  —> So 
| # so< A^-> 
let X : P = guess(T) in 
( ( 5 0 ^ ( X ) ) < S O ) ^ X ( S O ^ ( X ) ) 
\ 
/ 
Thus, Law 31 (introduce recursion) can be used to show that 
So prefix s 
Aso : seq P • (P So) 0 5 : seq T 
p extend : seq P -^ ^ seq P • 
A So : seq P • 
if #so = A^  —> so 
|]#5o< A r - > 
l e tx : P = guess(T) in 
extend (so ^ (x)) 
fi 
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Code Finally, collecting all of the expression fragments together gives the following 
algorithm. 
let s = 
p extend seq T -^ seq T • 
X So : seq T • 
if #so = N ^> So 
In 
\ 
j#so < A^  —> 
let X : P = guess(P) in 
extend {so ^ (x)) 
fi 
0 
succeed[s : seq P | P s A #s = A^ ] 
5.3.3 Pruning 
Currently the choice for the next element of the sequence (i.e. x) uses no information 
from the context in which the choice is made; it just chooses a value so that x G P. A 
more educated guess for x can make the resulting program more efficient. Restricting the 
choice for x prunes the search tree which the program traverses. 
Toward the end of the refinement the let expression that declares x is of the form 
let X : P = guess(P) in 
^ Pi^^i^)) ^ 
y#{so^{x))^N J 
0 5 : seq P 
So ^ (x) prefix s 
P s A#s = N 
This can be refined using Definition 2 (guess) and Law 14 (weaken assumption) to 
let X : P = [ 0 x : P I X € P] in 
{P{so'^{x))) 0 5 : seq P I so ^ (x) prefix s (5.10) 
P s A #s = A^  
As mentioned in Section 5.2 an angelic choice "looks ahead" and avoids making choices 
which make the surrounding expression abort. This means that the angelic choice for x 
above only chooses values for x so that (P (so '^ (x))) holds. The next law allows this 
information to be incorporated into the choice for x. 
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Law 39 (angelic postcondition) Provided B and C are boolean value expressions, 
IetJc:P = [Ox:T\B]'mC>-E 
• 
IetJc:P = [Ox:T\B AC]\nE 
D 
(5.10) 
• "angelic postcondition (Law 39)" 
let X : P = [ 0 X : P I X e P A P (so ^ (x))] in 
so ^ (x) prefix s 
P s A #s = A^  
• "Definition 2 (guess)" 
let X : T = guess({x : P | P (so '^ {x))}) in 
So '^ (x) prefix s 
0 5 : seq P 
0 5 : seq P I 
P s A#s = N 
0 
The refinement of the rest of the program can now proceed as before, giving the code 
let s : seq P = 
p extend : seq P -^ seq P • 
' A so : seq P • 
if #so = A'^  ^ > So 
|#5o< A^-> 
let X : P ^ guess({x : P | P (so ^ (x))}) 
in 
extend {SQ '^ (x)) 
in 
succeed[s : seq P | P s A #s = A^ ] 
The choice for x has now been restricted. Previously any choice for x (such that x G P) 
was satisfactory, now x must be chosen so that its addition to s does not violate P. 
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5.3.4 N-Queens Problem 
Suppose we wish to place A'^  queens on an A'^  by A^  chess board such that no queen can 
take any of the others. This problem has no solutions when A^  is less than or equal to 3. 
For this reason we assume that A'^  is greater than 3. 
Since no two queens can take each other, no two queens can be on the same row. Thus, 
a solution to this problem can be represented as a sequence of length A^  of type seq( 1.. A'^ ), 
where the rth element of the sequence represents the column position of the queen on the 
rth row. 
Assuming that the problem does have a solution, the initial specification is 
try[?:seq(l..A^) I A^C^ A#9 = A^ ] (5.11) 
where NC q is true if and only if, in the placement q, no two queens can capture each 
other. 
For the refinement of the general list problem above to be applicable to this problem 
we must show that A'^ C satisfies conditions (5.1) and (5.2). 
Firstiy, NC {) obviously holds, since there are no queens in the placement () to 
capture each other. 
Next, suppose 
(Vs : seq(l..A^) • A^ C s ^ (Vs' : seq(1..7V) • s' prefix s => NC s')) 
did not hold. Then, for any placement of queens in which no two queens can capture each 
other, there could exist a subset of queens in which a pair of queens do capture each otiier 
— obviously a contradiction. 
Hence, the specification for the N-queens problem is an instance of the specification 
for the general list problem discussed above. By applying the results of the development 
of that problem to this instance, (5.11) can be refined to 
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let s : seq(l..A^) = 
p extend : seq(l..A^) -^ seq(l..A'') • 
' Aso : seq(l..A') • 
if #so = A^  —> So 
| # 5 0 < A^-> 
l e tx : (l..A^)= 0 
guess({x: l..A^ | A^C(so ^ (x))}) 
in 
extend (so '^ (x)) 
t 
in 
succeed[s : seq(l..A') | A^ C s A #s = A^ ] 
In [Dij72] Dijkstra's development of a solution for the N-queens problem includes the 
introduction of variables to keep track of which columns, upward diagonals and downward 
diagonals are in check from any of the queens currently placed. These variables could be 
introduced into our solution at this stage via a data refinement. Using these variables we 
could then further restrict the choice for x using the techniques described in Section 5.3.3. 
5.4 Miraculous Backtracking 
Both Morgan [Mor881 and Nelson [Nel89] mention a relationship between demonic 
choices, miracles, alternations, and backtracking algorithms. This section discusses how 
Floyd-like constructs can be described using miracles and a generalised version of the 
alternation construct. 
Morgan and Nelson allow "generalised alternations" of the form 
if ^ f i 
for arbitrary expression E. When E is of the form Pi ^ > P^ i | . . . [] P„ - ^ P„ this behaves 
identically to the alternation construct described in Section 3.8. When P is an arbitrary 
expression it is given the following interpretation: the alternation fails to terminate if its 
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body evaluates to a miracle and, if possible, any demonic choices in the body must avoid 
making choices which cause miraculous behaviour. 
Operationally, this interpretation can be thought of in terms of a backtracking imple-
mentation. Suppose E contains a demonically nondeterministic sub-specification, D. We 
will call the set of possible evaluations of D the alternatives of D. When D is evaluated 
during an evaluation of E, one of its possible alternatives is chosen. If the resulting 
evaluation of E terminates miraculously then evaluation backtracks and one of the untried 
alternatives is chosen from D. If the resulting evaluation of E is non-miraculous then 
this is a possible evaluation of if E fi. If none of the alternatives lead to non-miraculous 
behaviour then if P fi aborts. 
The similarities between the operational interpretation of a generalised alternation and 
Floyd's language suggest that we could introduce the following constructs for describing 
backtracking in the expression language: 
Definition 4 (choose) IfT is a finite set then 
choose(P) = [ | jc :P I true] 
n 
Definition 5 (force) 
force [w : T \ pred] = {pred) —> [ [] w : P | pred] 
a 
The intention is that choose( P) makes a choice from the finite set P and, within a 
generalised alternation, force[u; : P | pred] forces all previous choices for w to satisfy 
pred (if possible). An expression containing choose and force constructs is executable 
code if the constructs are enclosed in a generalised alternation. 
Using these constructs, an algoridim to find a solution to the N-queens problem can 
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be expressed as follows: 
let s : seq(l..A^) = 
p extend : seq(l..A^) -^ seq(l..A'') • 
' Aso : seq(l..A^) • 
if #so = A^  —> So 
|#so< Ar -> 
l e tx : (l..A^) ^choose(l..A^) 
ia 




force[s : seq(l..A^) | A^ C s A #s = A^ ] 
fi 
5.5 Comparison 
This section describes a subtle difference between the angelic and miraculous approaches 
to defining Floyd-like constructs. This difference stems from the ability of an angelic 
specification to "look ahead" and choose execution paths which avoid nontermination. 
This ability means that a guess( P) construct which is embedded in an expression E can 
"look ahead" and avoid alternatives which cause E not to terminate. For example, in 
let n : Z = guess(l..A'') 
in 
if n = 1 then abor t else succeed[n : L.A'^  | true] 
the guess(l..A'^) will never return 1 since this will make the whole expression fail to 
terminate. 
In contrast the miraculous versions of Floyd's constructs can not avoid this type of 
nontermination since they are implemented via backtracking. If Floyd's choose construct 
can make a choice which causes the whole construct to abort, then the whole expression 
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can not be guaranteed to terminate. For example, the expression 
If 
let n : Z = choose(l..A^) 
in 
if n = 1 then abor t else force[n : L.A'^  | true] 
fi 
may not terminate, since it is not possible to guarantee that choose(1.. TV) will not evaluate 
t o l . 
Chapter 6 
Mathematical Preliminaries 
This chapter gives an overview of the mathematics used to define the semantics of the 
expression refinement calculus. More details on the definitions presented here can be 
found in [DaP90] and [Plo83]. 
6.1 Ordered Sets 
Partial ordering A partial order on a set P i sa binary relation ^ on P which is 
• reflexive- (Vx : P • x ^ x), 
• ami-symmetric - ( V x , y : P » x ^ ? / A y ^ x = > x = y), and 
• transitive-(Vx,j/,z :P»x^yAy^z^x^z). 
A set with a partial order is called an ordered set. 
Chains A chain Pisa partial order in which ( V x , y : P « x ^ y V y ^ x ) . That is, 
any two elements in a chain are comparable. 
Maximal and minimal elements If P is an ordered set and Q : P P then 
• me Qisa maximal element of Q if {\/x : (5 • m ^ x ^ x = m), and 
• m € Q is the greatest element of Q if {^x : Q • m ^ x). 
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Minimal and least elements of Q are defined similarly. 
The greatest and least elements of an ordered set P, if they exist, are called top and 
bottom, and are written T and _L respectively. 
Meets and joins Let P be an ordered set and S : F P. An upper bound for 5 is an 
element x of P such that (V s : 5 • s ^ x). Similarly, a lower bound for 5 is an element 
X of P such that (Vs : 5 • x ^ s). The sets of all upper and lower bounds of S are 
denoted S'^ and S' respectively. 
'^^  = {x : P I (Vs : 5 • s ^ x)} 
5 ' = {x : P I (Vs : 5 • s ^ x)} 
If 5" has a least element this is called the least upper bound or join of S and is denoted 
V S. Similarly, if S' has a greatest element this is called the greatest lower bound or meet 
of S and is denoted A S. For x,y : P -we write x V y and x A y for \J{x, y] and /\{x, y) 
respectively. 
Lattices Let P be an ordered set. If V ^  and f\ S exist for every subset 5 of P then P is 
called a complete lattice. It is easy to prove that every complete lattice has top and bottom 
elements. In particular, in a complete lattice, 
V{} = ± 
A{} = T 
Up-sets and down-sets If P is an ordered set and Q G P P then, Q is an up-set if 
(Vx: ( 5 . ( V y : P . y ^ x : ^ r / G Q)) 
and Qisa down-set if 
(Vx: g . ( V y : P . y ^ x = ^ y e Q)) 
Up-sets and down-sets can be thought of as being closed under going up and down 
respectively. 
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For an arbitrary subset Q of the ordered set P, j Q and i Q are the smallest up-set 
and down-set containing Q. 
] Q^{y:P\{3x:Q.y^x)} 
lQ = {y:P\{3x:Q.y^x)} 
For X e P we often write (j x) and (j x) to mean 1 {x} and | {x}. 
The set of all up-sets of P is denoted UP. This is an important example of a complete 
lattice, ordered by C, with |J as join and f] as meet. We will use upsets extensively in 
the next chapter. 
6.2 Functions 
The set of all total functions between the sets P and Q is denoted P -^ Q. If Q is an 
ordered set then P ^ Q also carries a partial ordering: for f,g : P -^ Q, 
f^g^{'ix:P.f{x)^Qg{x)) 
This is called the pointwise ordering. 
We assume the usual Z operators on functions, including 
• override: ©; 
• domain restriction: <l; and 
• image: (|D; 
See Appendix D for definitions of these operations. 
Types of functions Let / be a function between ordered sets P and Q. 
• / is monotonic if 
{Vx,y:P*x^py^f{x)^Qf{y)) 
The set of all monotonic functions between P and Q is denoted (P -^ Q). 
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• / is an order-embedding if 
(Vx,y: P*x ^p y^f{x) ^Q f{y)) 
• / is an order-isomorphism if it is an order embedding and the range of/ is Q. We 
adopt the notation of [DaP90] and write P = Q when there is an order-isomorphism 
between P and Q. 
Pointwise joins and meets of functions If they exist, join and meet are obtained point-
wise in (P -y Q) and (P -^ Q). That is, for a set of functions {i : I • f} in P ^ Q, 
{\J{i:I*f}){x) = \/{z:I*f{x)} 
{Mi : I • f}){x) =^ Ml : I • f{x)} 
6.3 Well Orderings and Induction 
In Section 3.9.1 a well ordering on a set P was defined to be relation < such that 
• any two elements in P are comparable via <, and 
• every nonempty subset of P has a least element. 
An important property of well ordered sets is that induction can be used to prove 
properties about them. Let P be a well-ordered set and Pred : P ^ B be a property 
which we wish to prove true for all elements of P. The induction principle for well-ordered 
sets is: for any y € P, if 
( V x : P « x < ? / = ^ Pred{x)) 
implies 
Pred{y) 
then Pred holds for all elements of P. 
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6.4 Fixpoints 
Let P be an ordered set and / : P ^ P. Afixpoint of / is an element x of P such that 
/ (x) = X. The set of all fixpoints of/ is denoted fix(/). Since fix(/) is a subset of P 
it can be ordered in terms of the ordering on P. If fix(/) has a least element under this 
ordering then it is denoted hy p{f), called the least fixpoint off. 
Not every function between ordered sets has fixpoints. The following theorem gives 
conditions which guarantee the existence of fixpoints when P is a complete lattice. 
Theorem 6.1 (lattice fixpoint theorem) IfL is a complete lattice andf is a monotonic 
function from LtoL(fe (P —> L)), then fix(/') is a complete lattice. In particular, fix(/") 
has a least element, pf. • 
Note that this theorem gives conditions under which fixpoints exist, but does not 
actually construct the fixpoints. In [Nel89, page 532] Nelson gives a theorem detailing 
fixpoint constructions for partially ordered sets in which every chain has a join. We 
specialise it to lattices: 
Theorem 6.2 (lattice fixpoint construction) Let L be a complete lattice andf be a mono-
tonic function from Lto L(f e (P —>• L)). If for some ordinal a 
r = yL{f3\/3<<yf(f'')} 
then 
pf=f^ 
for some ordinal oo (called the closure ordinal off). • 
Each of the / " in this theorem represents a applications of / to X/,: 
f = V L { / ? I / ? < 0 . / ( / 0 } 
= V/:{} 
f = V L { / ? I ^ < I » / ( / ^ ) } 
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= f{U) 
f = V L { / ^ I / ^ < 2 . / ( / 0 } 
= /(f)V/(/ ') 
= /(/»), s ince/o<i/ ' 
= f{f{U)) 
etc. 
The following theorem is a specialisation of Lemma A.5 in [Nel89] to lattices. It can 
be used to give simple constructions for some fixpoints. 
Theorem 6.3 Let L be a complete lattice andf a monotonic function from L to L (f e 
{L —> L)), and 
r = yL{l3\l3<a.f(f'')] 
If there exists ordinals a and ^  such thatf =f^ then pf —f^. a 
This theorem can be used to show that, if we can find ordinals a and ^ such that f"" - f^ 
then pf=f°'. Section 7.6.7 contains an example of Theorem 6.3 being used in this way. 
Chapter 7 
Semantics 
This chapter gives the expression language a semantics which is similar in style to the 
weakest precondition semantics for imperative programs. This allows us to justify the 
refinement laws given in previous chapters and provides a basis from which to prove other 
laws. 
7.1 Modelling the Values 
The values in the expression language are integers, booleans, pairs of values, sequences 
of values, sets of values, and operators. Let Val he the model for these values. Elements 
of Val are not expressions in the language, rather they model expressions which can be 
bound to identifiers. We call elements of this set denotations for values or semantic 
values. This section describes the elements of Val, an ordering on them, and how Val can 
be constructed. 
7.1.1 Simple Values 
These are modelled by elements of the sets used to describe their types in the expression 
language. For example, the integers and booleans are modelled by elements of Z and B 
respectively. If 5 and P are types in the expression language, then pairs with first elements 
of type S and second elements of type P are modelled by elements of the cartesian product 
S X T. Similarly, sequences and sets of type S are modelled by elements of seq S and 
U 5'respectively. 
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7.1.2 Complex Values 
In Section 2.2 we defined meaning functions for expressions by analogy with the weakest 
precondition semantics given to statements in the imperative refinement calculus. We 
build a model for complex values (operators) by using a similar analogy, illustrated in 
Table 7.1. 
Statements in the imperative refinement calculus take a state as input and return a state 
as output. Similarly, operators in the expression language take a value as input and return 
a value as output. Weakest preconditions model imperative statements as monotonic 
functions from sets of output states (predicates) to sets of input states (predicates). This 
suggests that we can model operators as monotonic functions from sets of outputs to sets of 
inputs. In fact, for reasons outiined later in Section 7.4, we use up-sets instead of normal 
sets and model operators as monotonic functions from up-sets of outputs to up-sets of 
inputs. That is, for types / and 0, 
I ^ C> = ( U ( 9 ^ U / ) 
Let d A X : / • P ^^(a) be the element of (UO -> U/) which denotes (A x : / • P) 
in {a, (f)). The intention is that, if type(A x : / • P)((^) = 1 ^ 0 then 
d Ax :I • E\i4a)e ( U O - ^ U / ) 
d Ax : / • P [).^(cr)isasemanticvaluecalledthe"weakestinputtransformerfor(Ax : / • 
P) in environment ((7, < )^". For an up-set of output values 5 :V0,<\ Xx : I • E h{(^){S) 
is the set of all denotations for inputs for which (A x : / • P) is guaranteed to achieve a 
value in S when evaluated in {a, (f)). For example, 
d A x : Z . x - h U 4 a ) ( { 3 , 4 } ) = {2,3} 
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since (A x : Z • x + 1) is guaranteed to achieve a value in the set {3,4} if it is applied to 
either 2 or 3. 
7.1.3 Ordering on Values 
We define an ordering on values as follows: For an operator of type I ^ 0 we let ^ vai 
be the usual pointwise ordering on (UO ^ VI). 




Only denotations for operators are comparable using ^ vai- All other semantic values are 
incomparable. 
The reason for choosing this ordering on Val is outiined in Section 7.7. 
7.1.4 Constructing Val 
We construct Val so that it contains all of the elements described above. Traditionally, 
domain theory [DaP90, Plo83] would be used to build such a model. Unfortunately, this 
approach can not be used to build the set of values we require. The interested reader is 
referred to Appendix A for an explanation of why this is the case. Instead, we build a 
set-theoretic model for Val. 
The idea is to build a series 
Valo, Vail, Vail,... 
of better and better approximations for the set of semantic values such that the nth 
approximation models the nth-order values. Val is then defined to be the union of all of 
these finite approximations: 
Val = [J{n: N« VaQ 
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This set can model values which have finite degree, but not values which have infinite 
degree. This is an adequate model for the expression language since values with infinite 
degree can not be written in the expression language^ 
The poorest approximation for Val only models the integers and booleans: 
Valo = Z[jM 
The next approximation, Vah, models everything that Valo can model (the integers and 
booleans) as well as pairs, sequences, and sets of integers and booleans, and the operators 
which take integer and boolean arguments and return integer and boolean results: 
Vah = Valo 
Valo X Valo U 
seq Valo U 
VValoU 
{Valo-^ Vah) 
Note that Vah can model first-order operators such a s ( A n : Z « n - | - l ) but not second-
order operators such a s ( A n : Z » A m : Z » n - | - m ) . 
Vak is constructed similarly. It models everything that Vah models as well as pairs, 
sequences, sets of elements of Vali and the second-order operators: 
Vah = Vah U 
Vah X Vah U 
seq Vah U 
U Vah U 
( Vah ^ Vah) 
Unlike Vah, Vah can model second-order operators such a s ( A n : Z « A m : Z » n - f m ) . 
In general, Va/„ models everything Val^-i models as well as die nth-order operators. 
' This is due to the fact that the language has no type of all types. 
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The definition for arbitrary Vain is 
Valo = ZUE 
Vain = Vain-I , ifn > 0 
U Valn-i X Valn-i 
U seq Vain-I 
U U Valn-i 
U {Valn-i -^ Valn-i) 
The set of semantic values is defined in terms of Vain as 
Val = \J{n : N . VaQ 
As mentioned above, this set can model operators which have finite degree, but not 
operators which have infinite degree. 
7.2 Types, Identifiers, and Environments 
In Chapter 2 types were interpreted syntactically. In this chapter, we interpret types as 
up-sets of values. The set of all types is 
Type = U Val 
Note that Type is a semantic object. The expression language does not have an corre-
sponding "set of all types". 
The set of all identifiers allowed in the expression language is written Ident. 
As mentioned in Section 2.2.1 the meaning of an expression depends upon a type 
environment which associates identifiers with their types. The set of all type environments 
is denoted O. That is, 
O = Ident -^ Type 
The function type(^) was defined in Chapter 2 such that, for type environment </>, if E 
is typable in (j) then type{E){(f)) returns its type. We extend the domain of this function 
so tiiat if E is not typable in (f) then type{E){<f)) returns {} (the empty up-set of values). 
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The meaning of an expression also depends upon the values of its free variables. An 
environment associates the free identifiers in an expression with their values. Environments 
are modelled by total functions between Ident and Val. The set of all environments is 
denoted I . That is, 
Z = Ident -^ Val 
An environment a is said to respect a type environment (j) if 
Vx : Ident • a{x) G (t){x) 
The set of all environments which respect a type environment (f) is written L^ 
Z^ = {(T : E I Vx : Ident • a{x) e <^(x)} 
As mentioned above, Val carries an ordering. This ordering induces an ordering on 
environments. For a, a': Z, 
o" ^ i cr' = (Vx : Id • a{x) ^Vai cr'{x)) 
If a ^z cr' then a' assigns more refined semantic values to its identifiers than a and we 
can interpret ^^ as an "is less refined than" relation over environments. For example, if 
cr(?/) = ^ Ax : Z « lfl2 ^ and a'^ a ® {y ^ (\ Xx :Z • I \i} 
then 
<T ^ I cr' . 
7.3 Semantic Functions 
Two semantic functions are used to give meaning to the expression language. These 
functions are mutually recursive. This section defines tiie types of these functions. The 
actual definitions of these functions are given in Sections 7.5 and 7.6. 
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7.3.1 Denotation Function 
The denotation of a value expression E in environment {a, cf)) is the value which represents 
it in Val. This value is written (\ E ^^(cr). If type(£;)(</>) = T then 
(\ E 1)^:1.^ ^T 
is called the denotation function for E in (cr, (/>). 
7.3.2 Meaning Function 
Let 
Bool = {true, false} 
be the complete lattice ordered by false ^BOOI true. We also write =^ for ^BOOI. 
For type T, the set of all monotonic functions from up-sets of semantic values of type 
T to Bool is denoted 
Mhool-T = ( U T ^ Bool) 
Since JBOO/ is a complete lattice, MbooL T is also a complete lattice under the induced 
pointwise ordering. For P , Q : Mhool-T, 
P ^Mbooi-T Q = (V5 : UT . P{S) ^ Q{S)) 
Meaning function 
A total function from Z^ to Mhool-T is called a meaning function for expressions which 
have type T in (f>. The set of all such meaning functions is denoted Meaning- T^. 
Meaning-T^ =1,4, -^ MbooLT 
Since MbooLT is a complete lattice, Meaning-T^ is also a complete lattice under the 
induced pointwise ordering. For M,N : Meaning-T^, 
M ^Meaning-T, AT = (V(T : Z ^ • M{a) ^Mbool-T N{a)) 
The top and bottom of this lattice are 
Xa:I.4,*{XS :UT» true) and Xa :'L^ • {X S : VT • false) 
respectively. 
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Meaning of expressions 
The meaning of expression E in type environment (j) is given by the function {{E))^ 
introduced in Section 2.2. If type(£')(</.) = T then this function is an element of 
Meaning-T^, such that for all up-sets of semantic values 5 : UT and environments 
cr : E<^ , 
{{E))^{a){S) is true exactly when every evaluation of ^ in o- is guaranteed 
to achieve a semantic value in S. 
Refinement 
The refinement relation between expressions is defined in terms of tiie ordering on meaning 
functions. 
Definition 7 (refinement) For type environment (f>, if type(£)((/>) = T and 
type{F){(l)) = T then 
E ^4> F= {{E))4, ^MeaningJT^ {{F))4> 
^ (Vo-: S^ • {{E))^{a) ^Mboour ((^))<A(<^)) 
^ (V<7 : Z^ . (V5 : VT . {{E))^{a){S) =^ {{F))^{a){S))) 
a 
7.4 Some Justifications 
To explain why expressions are modelled by monotonic functions involving up-sets rather 
than arbitrary functions involving arbitrary sets as they were in Section 2.2 we examine 
some properties of (()). In what follows, </» represents an arbitrary type environment. 
Property 1 For value expression V, consider the result of evaluating V in environment 
a : Z^. Value expressions are deterministic. That is, they only evaluate to one semantic 
value, namely (| V ^^{cr). Thus, evaluation of F in cr is guaranteed to achieve a semantic 
value in the set S if <\ V D (^cr) is in S. That is, 
{{yu<^){s) ^ (^ v u ^ ) € s 
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This condition can be used to justify the use of up-sets rather than normal sets. Consider 
value expressions F and ly such that V C^ W. For all environments cr, and sets of 
values 5, 
^ V b(^) e S 
<^ "By Property 1 above" 
{{v))A<^){S) 
^ "Since V Q^ W iff {{V))^{a){S) => {{W))^{a){S) for all a,S" 
{{W)),{a){S) 
^ "By Property 1 above" 
(\ W U<^) e S 
Thus, if V and W are value expressions and V Q^ W then 
(\ V \)4a) es^liw ^4(7) e s 
That is, if the model for K is in a set of semantic values S, then all of its refinements must 
also be modelled in S. Remembering that the ordering on Val is the refinement ordering 
on value expressions, this condition requires that 5 be an up-set. 
Value expressions denoting simple values (integers, booleans, sequences and sets), are 
not related by the refinement ordering. This means that a set of models for simple values 
is also an up-set of models for simple values. For example, 
U^^\)A2[)} = {(\11<\2\)} 
Value expressions denoting complex values (operators), however, can be related by 
the refinement ordering. This means that, i f ( | A x : / » l | 2 D i s i n a n up-set of semantic 
values S then (] A x : / • 1 D and ( | A x : / » 2 ^ a r e also in S. 
Property 2 For arbitrary expression E and environment a : Z^, consider {{E))^{a){S). 
This is true if evaluation of £" in cr is guaranteed to achieve a semantic value in the set 
5. But if the evaluation of £" in cr is guaranteed to achieve a semantic value in the set S 
then it also must be guaranteed to achieve a semantic value in any superset of S. That is, 
if r = type(£')(<^) tiien 
( V 5 , 5 ' : U r . 5 C 5 ' ^ {{E))^{(r){S) ^BOOI {{E))4(7){S')) 
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This condition says that meaning functions are monotonic in their second argument. 
This is the reason why MbooLT is a set of monotonic functions rather than ordinary 
functions. 
•.. o O o • • • 
The rest of this chapter defines (| D and (()) for the expression language. The definitions 
of these functions are mutually recursive. We define dj) first and then (()). The combined 
definition is well-defined because, for arbitrary expression E, the definition of {{E)) (or 
(\ E [)) only depends on the definitions of (()) and (|D for subexpressions of E. 
7.5 Denoting the Values 
We define d K D for all value expressions V in an arbitrary type environment (j). 
Identifiers are denoted by the semantic value which the environment maps them to. 
Definition 8 (identifiers) Ifx is an identifier then for all a : Z^, 
(\ X \)4,{a) = a{x) 
a 
The denotations for the simple values are straight forward. 
Definition 9 (denotation for integers and booleans) IfE is an integer or boolean value 
expression then for all a : Z ,^ 
(\ E \i4a) = E 
P 
Definition 10 (denotation for pairs) IfE and F are value expressions then for all a : Z^, 
^{E,F)\^{cj)^{^E\^{a),l\F)^{<y)) 
n 
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Definition 12 (denotation for sets) / / f i , . . . , £ , , . . . are value expressions then for all 
cr: Z^, 
HEu...,Ei,...}\)^{a) = {(\E, \i4a),...,(\E,\)4a),...} 
a 
The denotations of value expressions involving basic operations on integers, booleans, 
sequences and sets are built using corresponding operations on Val. For example, the 
addition operator in the expression language is denoted by an addition operator on Val, 
wntten | + |. 
Definition 13 (denotation for basic operations) Let in be a basic operation on integers, 
booleans, sequences or sets which takes n arguments. If 4 is the corresponding operation 
on Val and V\,.. .Vn are value expressions then for all cr :'L^, 
d 4(Vl, . . . , V„) Ui^) = • (^  ^1 b ( ^ ) , •••AVn hi^)) 
a 
For example, using these definitions 
d^ + 1 hi<^) 
= a(x)[T]l 
We can calculate a definition for (\ Xx : I • E \) hy examining the relationship 
between {{E)) and (\ Xx : I • E \}. If type(A x : I • E){(t>) = / --^  0 and 1^  is a value 
expression such tiiat type( V){(t>) = I then then for all cr: Z^ and 5 : UO, the predicate 
d V\)^{a)e(lXx:I*Eh{^){S) (7.1) 
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holds when (] V \)4,{a)isan input which makes {Xx : I • E) achieve a value in the set 
S. For this to hold, E must achieve a value in S when x is bound to d K \/<i,{cr) and x has 
type /. That is. Equation 7.1 holds whenever 
{{E))^^{r^i}{^®{x-^(\ Vh{^)})iS) 
holds. It follows that, for all v : I, 
{ve(\Xx:I*E hi<'){S)) ^ i{{E))mr^i}i^ ® {^  ^ ^})(*^)) 
This relationship suggests the following definition. 
Definition 14 (denotation for operators) / / type(Ax : / • £){<!)) isl -^O then for all 
cr: Z^, 
(\Xx:I»E\/^{a) 
(A5 : UO . {v : / 1 ((£))^e{w}i^ ^ {x ^ v)){S}}) 
u 
Val models all values 
This section shows that (| D is an adequate denotation function. 
We sketch a proofthat for all value expressions K and environments cr : 1J^,(\ V \)4,{(T) 
is the element of Val which models V. This can be shown using structural induction over 
the type structure of values. The proof shows that if T is a type which is constructible in 
the expression language then all of the values in T have denotations in Val. 
The base case of the induction is simple. All values with boolean and integer types 
are modelled in Val: they are elements of Valo. 
Let T[Ti, . . . , T„] be a n-place type constructor which builds a new type from the 
types T\,...,Tn. For example, the lambda abstraction type is a two place type constructor 
which can build I -^ 0 from / and 0. The inductive step in tiie proof shows tiiat for 
each type constructor T[ Ti , . . . , T„], if all of the values in Ti , . . . , r„ are modelled in 
Val then so are all of the values in T[ Ti , . . . , r„]. This can be done by showing that if 
the values in Ti , . . . , r„ are modelled in Val then there exists a natural number m such 
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that the values in Ti , . . . , r„ are modelled in VaU. It is then easy to show that all of the 
values in T [ r i , . . . , r„] are modelled in Valm+i and hence in Val. 
7.6 Meaning of Expressions 
This section defines (()) for all of the constructs in the expression language. 
7.6.1 Value Expressions 
As discussed in Section 7.4 value expressions by definition evaluate to themselves. 
Definition 15 (value expression) IfE is a value expression, 
{{E)),{a){S) = (\EhicT)eS 
o 
7.6.2 Basic Operations 
The basic operations on integers, booleans, pairs, sequences and sets are given meaning 
by promoting operations on Val to the expression language. 
Definition 16 (basic operation) Let 4ft be a basic operation on integers, booleans, se-
quences or sets which is not a quantifier or a set comprehension. If 4 is the corre-
sponding operation on Val, n is the number of arguments that 4 takes and Ei,... ,E„are 
arbitrary expressions of type T\,.. .T^, then, 
{{4n{Eu...,E„))),{a){S) 
= {3SEi :Tu ...,SEn:Tn* 
{{Ei))4a){SEi) A . . . A ((£„))^((7)(5£„) A 
SEiX... xSE,C{{vu...,Vn):Ti x...xT„\ 4 (vi,... ,v„) G 5}) 
D 
The following lemma is often used to reason about the semantics of expressions 
involving basic operations. 
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Lemma 7.1 IfS' is a nonempty upset of values then 
{3S:VVaUS' CS A {\/x:S»P) 




4^ "Definition 16 (basic operation)" 
{3SE,SE:m. (((213)))^(5^) A (((4i5)))^{SF) A 
SExSF Q {{e,f) : Z x Z | e[*]f G 5} 
^ "Definition 19 (demonic choice) (see Section 7.6.3)" 
{3SE,SF :\]Z» {2,3} C 5£; A {4,5} C 5F A 
SE xSF C {{e,f) : Z X Z I ejTy £ 3} 
^ {3SE,SE:VZ» {2,3} C SE A {^,5} C SE A 
{\/e:SE; f : SE • e[*]f e S}) 
^ "Lemma 7.1" 
(Ve: { 2 , 3 } ; / : {4 ,5} . 6 0 / 6 5) 
<^  {8,10,12,15} C S 
^ "Definition 19 (demonic choice) (see Section 7.6.3)" 
(((8il0|12fll5)))4a)(5) 
Expressions such as {E, F), {Ei,..., En) and {^i,...} can be given meaning using 
Definition 16 by considering (_,_), (_) and {_} as basic operations. For example, if 
type(E)(<^) = Tand type(F)((/.) = U 
{{{E,P)M<^){S) 
^{3SE:VT,SF:VU» 
{{E)),{a){SE) A {{F)),{a){SF) A 
SExSFC{{e,f): Tx U\{e,f)eS}) 
<:>{3SE:VT',SF: VU • {{E))^{a){SE) A {{F))^{a){SF) A SE x SE C S) 
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Quantifiers Existential and universal quantifications in the expression language evaluate 
to boolean values. For this reason we only define their meaning functions in terms of 
up-sets of boolean values. 
Definition 17 (quantifier) / / type(£)(<?!> ®{x^T}) = 'n then 
{{yx : T . E))^{a){{true}) = Vv : T . ((£))^e{x^r}('T ® {x ^ v}){{true}) 
((Vx : T . E))^{a){{false}) = 3v:T* ((E))^e{.^n(a ® {x ^ v}){{false}) 
((Vx : T • E))^{a){{true,false}) = 
Vv : r • ((£))^e{x-r}(o- ® {x ^ v}){{true,false}) 
and 
{{3x : T . E))^{a){{true}) = 3v:T. ((£))^e{x^r}(^ ® {x ^ v})i{irue}) 
{{3x : T . E))^{a){{false}) = Vv : 7 . ((£))^e{.^r}(^ ®{x^ v}){\false}) 
{{3x : T • E))^{a){{true,false}) = 
Vv : r • {{E))^^{^^T}{o- ® {x H-^  v}){{true,false}) 
n 
Set comprehensions A set comprehension of the form {x : T • E^} can be considered 
as the union of all of the singleton sets {E^:} where x ranges over all of the values in 
T. Let U he type(£'a,)(<^ ® {x H^ T}). Let 7" be a function from T toVU, such that 
{{E))^Q^r^Ty{a®{x i-> u})(^(v)) holds for every value T; in T. That is, £• is guaranteed 
to achieve the set T{v) from the environment a- ® {x i-^  u}. The range of J^ is then a set 
of sets such that each E^ is guaranteed to achieve at least one of the sets. 
Let 5 be a set constructed by taking one element from each of the sets in the range 
of f^. We call such a construction a selection from /". Each selection from f^ is one of 
the sets that {x : S • E^} can achieve. It follows that the comprehension is guaranteed to 
achieve a value (a set) in the set of sets SS if all such selections S are in SS. 
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We distinguish selections using the relation isselection : P X <-> P(PX). 
V 5 : P X ; 5 5 : P ( P X ) . 
5" is-selection SS 
{3choice-fn :FX -^ X • 
dom choice-fn — SS A {^ S' : SS • choice-fn{S') G S') A 
S = ran choice-fn) 
It should be noted that the existence of the function choice-fn above relies on the axiom 
of choice being part of the set theory we are using to specify the semantic objects. 
Definition 18 (set comprehension) Let ^' — 4> ® {x ^-^ T} and cr' = cr © {x i-> v}. / / 
U= type{E){(P') then 
{{{x : T . E}))4a){SS) 
3:F:T -^VU* 
(Vv: r . ( (£ ) ) , , ( a ' ) (7 (v ) ) )A 
{S:VU\T isselection (ran J^)} C SS 
Q 
7.6.3 Nondeterministic Constructs 
A demonic choice E^F is guaranteed to achieve a value in the set 5 if £; is guaranteed to 
achieve a value in S and F is guaranteed to achieve a value in 5. 
Definition 19 (demonic choice) 
{{Em<i>{<^){S) = {{E))4,{(T){S) A {{F))4a){S) 
n 
An angelic choice E 0 F is guaranteed to achieve a value in the set 5 if ^ is guaranteed 
to achieve a value in 5 or F is guaranteed to achieve a value in 5. 
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Definition 20 (angelic choice) 
{{EOF))^{a){S) = {{E))^{a){S) V {{F))^{a){S) 
n 
The specification [ | x : T \ B • E] demonically chooses a value for x from T which 
makes B true and then evaluates E with x bound to this value. It is guaranteed to achieve 
a value in the set S if for all values of x which make B true, E is guaranteed to achieve a 
value in S. 
Definition 21 (demonic specification) If<|)'-(|)®{x^-^T} and cr' = cr © {x i-^  v} then 
{{[lx:T\B.E])),{a){S) 
(Vv : r . {{B)),,{a'){{true}) ^ {{E)),>{a'){S)) 
D 
The specification [() x : T \ B • E] angelicdly chooses a value for x from T which 
makes B true and then evaluates E with x bound to this value. It is guaranteed to achieve 
S if there exists a value for x which makes B true, and for which E is guaranteed to 
achieve a value in S. 
Definition 22 (angelic specification) If<l)' = (l)®{xi-^T} and cr' = cr © {x i-*^  v} then 
{{[Ox:T\B.E])),{a){S) 
{3v:T. {{B)),.{a'){{true}) A {{E))^.{CT'){S)) 
7.6.4 Application 
The meaning of an appUcation {F E)is complicated by tiie fact that F can contain choices 
between operators such as 
( A x : Z . x - f l ) | ] ( A x : Z » x + 2 ) 
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We gradually build up a definition for {{F E)). For the moment, assume that F is of 
the form {X x : I • D) for (possibly nondeterministic) expression D. Then (| A x : / • 
D \)4,{cr) is the element of Val which models F in a, and 
(lXx:I*D\)^{a){S) (7.2) 
is the set of inputs for which {X x : I • D) is guaranteed to achieve a value in S. If E is 
guaranteed to achieve an element in the set denoted by Equation 7.2 then {Xx : I • D) E 
is guaranteed to achieve a value in 5'. That is. 
Definition 23 (application of lambda abstraction) 
{{{Xx :I.D) E)),{a){S) = {{E))^{a){(\ Xx:I.D h{<^){S)) 
Q 
Now consider the case when F is a choice between operators. In this case, F is 
modelled by more than one operator and hence more than one element of Val. If / is a 
model for an operator then f{S) is the set of inputs for which that operator achieves a 
value in S and {{E)){a){f{S)) holds when E is guaranteed to achieve an element in this 
set. It follows that, 
{f : I ^ O \ {{E)),{a){f{S))} 
is the set of all models of operators with type I -^ O that are guaranteed to achieve a 
value in S when applied to E. If F is guaranteed to be such an operator then F F is 
guaranteed to achieve S. 
Definition24 (application) / / type(F)^ ^ i ^ o then 
{{F E))4a){S) = {{F))4a){{f :I^0\ {{E))^{a)(f{S))}) 
To show that this definition agrees with the Definition 23, consider the meaning of 
{Xx : I • D) E when type(A x : I • D) = I -^ 0. 
{{{Xx:I.D)E))4a){S) 
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<^ "Definition 24 (application)" 
( ( A x : / . D))4a){{f :I^0\ {{E))^{a){f{S))}) 
-^ "Definition 15 (value expression)" 
^ A X : / . D \j^{a) G {/ : / -^ 0 | {{E))^{a){f{S))} 
^ {{E))4>{<^M>^x:I.D\)^{a){S)) 
7.6.5 Annotations 
An assumption B:>^ E achieves a value in the set 5 if 5 holds and E is guaranteed to 
achieve a value in the set S. 
Definition 25 (assumption) 
{{B^ E)),{a){S) ^ {{B)),{a){{true}) A {{E)),{a){S) 
A guard B-^E achieves a value in the set 5 if B holds and E is guaranteed to achieve 
a value in the set 5 or if B does not hold (in which case it terminates miraculously). 
Definition 26 (guard) 
{{B->E))^{a){S) = {{B)),{a){{true}) ^ {{E)),{a){S) 
a 
7.6.6 Alternation 
An alternation of the form 
if ( | f : l . . n « 5 . —>F.)fi 
selects any of its true guards and evaluates the corresponding expression. If no guards are 
true then it aborts. It achieves a value in the set S if there is at least one true guard and for 
all guards, 5,, if Bi is true then F, achieves a value in S. 
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Definition 27 (alternation) 
{{\f{p:l..n*B,->E,)fi))^{a){S) 
(V/ : l..« • {{B,))^{a){{true})) A {M : l..n . {{Bi))^{a){{true}) ^ {{£,))^{a){S)) 
0 
In Section 5.4 generalised alternations of the form 
if Ffi 
for arbitrary expression F, were used to give a semantics to Floyd-like backtracking 
constructs. If E is miraculous then this generalised alternation fails to terminate, otherwise 
it behaves like F. The definition for generalised alternation is 
Definition 28 (generalised alternation) 
{(}fE fi)),{a){S) 
- m),{a){{}) A {{E)),{cr){S) 
Here, -^  {{E))4,{a){{}) holds if F is feasible; the intuition being that a specification is 
miraculous if it can achieve any set of values, including the empty set of values. For more 
details on the definition of generalised alternations see [Mor88, Nel89]. 
7.6.7 Recursion 
Let F[X] stand for an expression built from expression language constructs and the 
expression X such that F[X] is monotonic with respect to refinement of X and has tiie 
same type as X. F can be considered to be a function from expressions to expressions. 
For T = type{X){(j))v/e define a relation T between the meaning of X and the meaning 
ofF[X]: 
T={X:Expr.{{X)),^{{F[X])),} 
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Given the fact F[X] is monotonic with respect to refinement of X it is easy to show that 
/ • is a monotonic total function from Meaning- T, to Meaning- T,. That is, 
f-" 6 {Meaning-T, —>• Meaning-T,) . 
Since Meaning-T, is a complete lattice the lattice fixpoint theorem (Theorem 6.1) guar-
antees that JF has a least fixpoint denoted by p T. We take this least fixpoint to be the 
meaning of {p name : T • F\name\). 
Definition 29 (recursion) LetF\X\ be an expression built from expression language con-
structs and the expression X such that F[X] is monotonic with respect to refinement ofX 
and has the same type asX. If 
f^={X:Expr.{{X)),^{{F[X])),} 
then 
{{pname : T • F[name]))4, = {pJ^) 
a 
Visualising fixpoints 
Theorem 6.2 (lattice fixpoint construction) aids in the visualisation of recursive definitions. 
This theorem says that for ordinal a, if 
F^ = [0(3\l3<a»F[Ff']] 
then 
{pX : T » F [ X ] ) g F ~ 
for closure ordinal oo. In particular, 
F« Q[0f3\/3<O*F[F^]] 
Q [0 PI false •F[F^]] 
• abort 2^  
Fl • [ 0 / ? | ; ^ < 1«F[F^]] 
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• F[F^] 
g Ffabort^.] 
F 2 • [ 0 / ? | / ? < 2 . F [ F ^ ] ] 
QF[F^]OF[F^] 
• F[F% since F° C F^ 
• F[F[abort2.]] 
eic. 
As an illustration of the use of this construction, we prove that 
{pX : T • X) • abor t J, . 
In this expression F[X]Q X and so 
F° • abor ty 
F^ • Ffabortj.] 
• abor t J 
By Theorem 6.3, if F*^  = F^ then F ~ = F", nence 
{pX : T •F[X]) QF°° 
• FO 
• abort J, . 
7.7 More Justifications 
We are now in a position to give a justification for the ordering on Val. 
Lambda abstractions should be monotonic with respect to the refinement relation. That 
(Ax: / • F) C^ (Ax : / . F ) 
F C^ffi^j.^/} F 
The ordering given to denotations for operators (Definition 6) is justified by the fact that 
it allows this to be proven: 
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Theorem 7.1 (lambda abstraction as order embedding) / / type(A;c : / • £)(</)) = 
1^0 and type(Ajc: / • F)((/)) =1^0 then 
{Xx:I •£) C ^ ( A x : / « F ) 
E Efli®{xi-/} F 
Proof: 
{Xx:I •£) C^ (A;c : /«F) 
<^ "Definition 7 (refinement)" 
(Va :-L,;S: V{1^0) • {{Xx : I . E)),{a){S) => {{Xx : I • F)),{<7){S)) 
<^ "Property 1 in Section 7.4" 
(Vc7 : Z^; 5 : U(/ -^ O) • ^ A;c : / • F \),{a) eS^(\Xx:I •£ \),{a) e S) 
<F^ "Since 5 is an upset" 
(Vo-: Z^ • ^ Ax : / • F \i,{a) ^v./ d AJC : / . F ^,{a)) 
^ "Definition 14 (operator), with (j)' = (j) ® {x ^ 1} and a' = a ® {x ^^ v}" 
(V(7:E^« 
( A r : U O . { v : / | ( ( F ) ) , , ( a ' ) ( r ) } ) 
^Val 
{XT:UO.{v:I\{{F))AcT'){T)})) 
•^ "Definition 6 (ordering on operators)" 
(Va : Z,; 5 : UO . {V : / I ((F)),.(a')(5)} C {v : / | ((F)),,(a')(5)}) 
^ (V<7 : Z,; S : UO . (Vv : / . {{E)),.{a'){S) =^ {{F))A<^'){S)) 
Since a in this expression is an arbitrary E, environment and v ranges over all values in / , 
cr© {jc i-> v} can be considered to be an arbitrary D,/ environment. Thus, the simplification 
can continue: 
^ (V(7 : Z^s 5 : VVal • {{E)),,{a){S) => ((F)),.((7)(5)) 




Proving Refinement Laws 
This chapter proves some of the refinement laws in terms of the semantics given in 
Chapter 7. The aim is to raise our confidence that the semantics gives an appropriate 
model for the specifications and refinement rules described throughout the thesis and that 
these specifications and refinement rules are consistent. The proofs also provide some 
insight into how other refinement rules can be introduced, either by giving a similar proof 
of the new rule, or by showing that a new rule is the dual^ of an existing rule. 
8.1 Preliminaries 
Most of the refinement laws are proven by appealing to the definition of refinement 
(Definition 7): to prove F C , F we show that if type(F)((^) = Fand type(F)((^) = T 
then for all cr: E,, 5 : UF,that {{E))4a){S) => {{F)),{a){S). For example. 
Law 2(remove demonic choice) For expressions F and F , 
EIFQ^E 
Proof: If tyipe{E){<P) = T and type{F){4>) = T then for all a : E,, S :VT, 
{{ElF)),{cr){S) 
<^ "demonic choice (definition 19)" 
'Duality is described in Section 4.4.1. 
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Note that this proof appeals to the definition of demonic choice. Appendix C contains a 
summary of the definitions appearing in the thesis. Note also, that since we are giving 
formal proofs we are explicit about type environments in this chapter (for example C^) 
above. 
Some refinement laws have side conditions requiring boolean expressions to be value 
expressions. This restriction makes boolean expressions much easier to reason about. In 
particular, if B and C are boolean value expressions then 
{{B)),{a){{true})^(lBh{a) 
{{B V C)),{a){{true}) ^ {{B)),{a){{true}) V {{B)),{a){{true}) 
{{B A C)),{a){{true}) ^ {{B)),{a){{true}) A {{B)),{a){{true}) 
8.2 Specification Expressions 
Law 4 (strengthen demonic specification) If B' ^,^{^^T} P then 
[ | x : F | 5 . F ] C ^ [ i x : F | F ' . F ] 
Proof: If type([ [ x : T | F • F])((/.) = C/ for all (T : E^, 5 : U C/, 
{{nx:T\B.E])),{a){S) 
<^ "demonic specification (Definition 21) with (^ ' = (?i>©{xi-> T} and 
cr' = cr © {x I—> vy 
Vt; : T . {{B)),,{a'){{true}) => {{E)),.{a'){S) 
=> " F ' ^,. F " 
\/v:T. {{B')),>{a'){{true}) ^ ((F))^.(a')(5) 
<^ "demonic specification (Definition 21) with (f)' and a' as defined above" 
( ( [ D x : F | F ' . F ] ) ) , ( ^ ) ( 5 ) 
n 
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Law 7 (introduce local specification) Provided F contains no free x, 
(3 X : T • F )>- F g.^ let X : r = [N X : r I F] in F > - F 
Proof: We prove the case when the choice is angelic. If type(F)(<^) = U then for all 
a :E^,5 :Uf/ , 
((let x : r = [ O x : F | F ] i n F > - E))4,{a){S) 
<^  "Definition of let" 
(((Ax: T*B>-E)[Ox: T \ B])),{a){S) 
^ "Definition 23 (application of lambda abstraction)" 
(([Ox : T I B]))4,{a){i\Xx: T . B>-E hi^K^)) 
^ "Definition 22 (angelic specification), with (f)' = (j) e {x y-^ T} and a' = 
a ® {x y-^ v}" 
{3v:T* {{B)),.{a'){{true}) A t; € d A x : T • F ^ F h'i^)iS)) 
<^  "Definition 14 (model for operator)" 
{3v:T* {{B)),.{a'){{true}) A v e {v : T \ {{B^ E)),>{a'){S)}) 
<^{3v:T* {{B)){a'){{true}) A {{B^ E)),>{a'){S)) 
•^ "Definition 25 (assumption)" 
{3v:T. {{B)),>{a'){{true}) A {{B)),-{ar'){{true}) A {{E)),,{a'){S)) 
<^{3v:T. {{B)),>{a'){{true}) A {{E)),ia'){S)) 
^ "Fhasnofreex,so((F))^,(a')(5) <=> ((F))^.((7)(5)" 
{3v:T. {{B)),.{cr'){{true}) A {{E)),{a){S)) 
^ "{{E)){a){S) does not depend on v" 
{3v : T . {{B))A^'){{true})) A {{E)),{a){S) 
<^  "Definition 17 (quantifier)" 
{{{3x : T . B))),{a){{true}) A {{E)),{a){S) 
<^  "Definition 25 (assumption)" 
( ( ( 3 x . F ) ^ F ) ) , ( a ) ( 5 ) 
Law 8 (choice - specification connection) For boolean value expressions B and C, 
[M X : r I F V C • F] g^ [M X : F I F • F] N [N X : T I C • F] 
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Proof: We prove the case when the choice is demonic. If type(F)((^®{x ^ T}) = F 
then for all (T : E,^ , 5 : VU, 
{{[h •• T \ B y C • E])),{a){S) 
^ "demonic specification (Definition 21) with (j)' = (f) ® {x ^ T} and 
cr' ^ a ® {x y^ u}" 
(V. : F . ((F V C)),,{a'){{true}) =» {{E)),,{a'){S)) 
<p> "B and C are boolean value expressions" 
(Vi; : F . {{{B)),>{a'){{true}) V {{C)),>{a'){{true})) => {{E)),,{a'){S)) 
/ 
<l^  y V : T • 
{{{B))4>'{<^'){{true}) ^ {{E)),>{a'){S)) A \ 
a 
V {{{C)),'{a'){{true})^{{E)),ia'){S)) j 
^{Wv:T. {{B)),.{a'){{true}) => {{E)),,{a'){S)) 
A 
(V. : F . {{C)),>{a'){{true}) =^ {{E)),.{a'){S)) 
<^ "demonic specification (Definition 21) " 
(([ I X : F I F . E])),{a){S) A (([ | x : F | C7 . E])),{a){S) 
The proof of the one point rule (Law 6) relies on the following Lemma. 
Lemma 8.1 IfN is an integer and (f) is a type environment such that ^(J:) = Z then for all 
cr : ^4>, 
{{x=N))^{a){{true}) 
a{x) = l\ N U^) 
Proof: 
{{x=N))^{a){{true}) 
<^ "Definition 15 (value expression)" 
(lx = N \}^{a) e {true} 
^ (\x = N \)4,{(T) = true 
<^ "Definition 13 (denotation for basic operations)' 
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iU h{^)[B(\ ^ hi<^)) = true 
^ {\xhi<^)-'lNh{<^) 
<(4> "Definition 8 (identifiers)" 
a{x) = (\ N hi^) 
n 
Law 6 (one point rule) If F is a value expression of type T which contains no free x, 
[N X : F I X = F] g^ F 
Proof: We prove the case when the choice is demonic. The angelic case follows from 
the duality principle. For all cr: E^ and 5 : U F, 
{{[^x:T\x = E])),{a){S) 
<^  "Definition 21 (demonic specification) with 0 = 0 ' © { X H ^ T} and 
a' = cr® {x h^ v}" 
(Vt; : F . ((x = E))^,{a'){{true}) =^ v e S) 
<^  "Lemma 8.1" 
{Vv: T.c7'{x) = (\E\f^>{a')^veS) 
^ ''a'{x) = v" 
(Vz;: T • V = (\ E \)^.{a') ^ V e S) 
^ d F \)^.{a') G S 
<^  "Definition 15 (value expression)" 
m)A<^'){s) 
^ "E contains no free x" 
{{E)),{^){S) 
a 
8.3 Nondeterministic Boolean Expressions 
In Section 3.5 we stated that the boolean expression x = 1 fl 2 is equivalent to false. We 
are now in a position to formally prove this. 
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Theorem 3.1 
{x =1^2)= false 
Proof: Firstly, if ^{x) = Z then 
{x= 1^2)=^ false 
4^ "definition of equivalence" 
(V(7 : E^ . {{x = 1 fl2))4a)({fme}) ^ {(false))^{a){{true})) 
^ "definition of/a/.ye" 
(V^ : E^ . {{x = 1 fl2))4(7)({rrM£}) ^  false) 
Now, for all cr: E^, 
{{x=U2))^{a){{true}) 
^ "choice distributes over the basic operations" 
{{x^nx^2))^{a){{true}) 
<^ "Definition 19 (demonic choice)" 
{{x = l))^{a){{true}) A {{x = 2))4a){{true}) 
<^ "Lemma 8.1; Definition 9 (denotation for integers and booleans)" 
a{x) = 1 A cr(;c) = 2 
^ "a is a function" 
8.4 Application 
Folding and unfolding lambda abstractions over values can be modelled by syntactic 
substitution of values for variables. We give the following definition for (syntactic) 
substitution. 
Definition 30 (substitution) IfE is a value expression and type(F) = T then 
{{D[x/E]))^{a){S) ^ ((D))^e{x^r}(^ © {^  ^^ d F h{<^)}){S) 
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From this definition it is possible to prove the fold / unfold rule. 
Law 9 (fold / unfold over values) If F is a value expression and t y p e (F)(0) = T then 
{Xx:T»D)Ea^D[E/x] 
Proof: If type(D)(</) ®{x^T}) = U then for all a:I.^,S: VU, 
{{{Xx:T.D)E))^{a){S) 
^ "Definition 23 (application of lambda abstraction)" 
{{E))^{a){(\Xx:T.DU{a){S)) 
<^  "Definition 15 (value expression)" 
llE\f4a)el\Xx:T.D\)^{a){S) 
•i^ "Definition 14 (model for operator) with </>' = (/>© {:t H^ F}" 
d E ^((7) G {v : F I {{D))Aa ® {x ^ v}){S)} 
^ m)A<^®{x^(iEh{<^ms) 
<^  "Definition 30 (substitution)" 
{{D[E/x])),{a){S) 
D 
Law 12 (distribute application over specification expression) Ify is not free in D, 
{Xx:T •D)[My:U\B»E]Q4,[My:U\B •{Xx:T •D)E] 
Proof: We prove the case when the choice is demonic. If type(D)((/l> © {x ^-^ T}) = V 
then for all cr : E^, 5 : VV, 
{{{Xx:T.D)[ly:U\B.E]))^{a){S) 
-^ "Definition 23 (application of lambda abstraction)" 
{{[b:U\B.E])),{a){(\Xx:T.DU<^){S)) 
<^  "Definition 21 (demonic specification), with (/)' = (j) ® {y t-^ U} and 
cr' = cr © {y i-> v } " 
(Vv : i7 . {{B))Aa'){{true}) ^ {{E)),.{a'){(\ Xx:T.D h{<^){S))) 
^ " j is not free in D, so ^ A jc: F • D D (^cr) = (] AJC : F • D ^< '^(cr')" 
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(Vv : f/ . {{B))Aa'){{true}) ^ ((F))^,(a')(d Xx:T.D \)Aa'))) 
<^  "Definition 23 (application of lambda abstraction)" 
(Vv : (/ . {{B))Aa'){{true}) => {{{Xx : T • D) E))^>{a'){S)) 
<^  "Definition 21 (demonic specification)" 
{{[U:U\B.{Xx:T.D)E])),{a){S) 
D 
Law 13(distribute specification expression over application) Ifx is not free in F, 
[N X : F I F • F] F g^ [tx X : F I fi • F F] 
Proof: We prove the case when the choice is demonic. If type (F E) {4>® {jc i-> F }) = O 
then for all o-: E^, 5 : UO, 
{{[\X:T\B.F]E)),{CT){S) 
^ "Definition 24 (application), where/ -^ O = type([ flx : F | B • F])(<^)" 
(([ flx : F I B . F]))4a)({;^: / ^ O I ((F)),(a)(f(5))}) 
<^ "Definition 21 (demonic specification), with (/>' = (/>© {x i-^  F} and 
or' = a®{x^ v}" 
(Vv : F . {{B))A<^'){{true}) ^ {{F))A^'){{f : / - O | ((F))^(a)(/(5))})) 
^ "X is not free in E, so {{E))^.{a'){f{S)) ^ {{E))^{a){f{S)r 
(Vv: F • 
{{B))^.{a'){{true}) ^ ((F))^,(a')({f : / - - O | ((F))^.(a')(f(5))})) 
<!=> "Definition 24 (application)" 
(Vv : F . {{B))^>{a'){{true}) => {{F E))^>{a'){S)) 




Law 14 (weaken assumption) If F ^.^ F' tiien 
{B^ E) Q^ {B'>- E) 
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Proof: If type(F)((^) = F then for all cr: E^, S : VT, 
{{B>- E)),{a){S) 
•^ "Definition 25 (assumption)" 
{{B)),{a){{true}) A {{E)),{a){S) 
=^ "F ^ F '" 
{{B')),{a){{true}) A {{E)),{a){S) 
<^ "Definition 25 (assumption)" 
{{B'::^ E)),{a){S) 
n 
Law 22 (split / combine annotation) Provided B and C are boolean value expressions, 
{B A C)^^^E g ^ F ^ - > C : ^ - > F 
Proof: We prove the law for the case when the annotation is a guard. The case when the 
annotation is an assumption follows from the duality principle. If type(F)(<^) = F then 
for all cr: E<^ , 5 : VT, 
{{{B A C)->E))^{a){S) 
^ "Definition 26 (guard) " 
{{B A C))^{a){{true}) ^ {{E))4a){S) 
^ "F and C are boolean value expressions" 
{{B))^{a){{true}) A {{C))^{a){{true}) =^ {{E))4,{a\S) 
^ m4>{<^){{true}) ^ {{{C))^{a){{true}) ^ {{E))^{a){S) 
<(=> "Definition 26 (guard), twice " 
{{B->C->E))^{a){S) 
D 
Law 23 (distribute annotation) Let FE he an expression built from expression language 
constructs and the expression F such that Fg is monotonic with respect to refinement of 
E. If F is a boolean expression then 
B>-^FE Q^B^^->FE[B^^^X/E] 
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Proof: This law is proved by structural induction over the constructs in the expression 
language. We prove the case when F introduces demonic choice and the annotation is a 
guard: 
F - > ( F f l F ) g ^ F - > ( ( B _ > £ ) | F ) 
If t y p e ( F iF)((^) = F then for all a : E^, 5 : VT, 
{{B->{E^F))),{a){S) 
<^ "Definition 26 (guard)" 
m)4>{<^){{true}) ^ {{E^F))^{a){S) 
<^ "Definition 19 (demonic choice)" 
m4>i<^){{true}) ^ {{{E))4a){S) A {{E))4a){S)) 
^ {{B))^{a){{true}) ^ 
i{{{B))<t>{<^){{true}) ^ {{E))4a){S)) A {{F)),{a){S)) 
^ "Definition 26 (guard)" 
{{B))^{a){{true}) ^ {{{B->E))4a){S) A {{F))4a){S)) 
^ "Definition 19 (demonic choice)" 
{{B))^{a){{true}) => {{{B->E)lF))4a){S) 




The proof of Law 31 (introduce recursion) is the most complicated of those in this chapter. 
It rehes on the following lemmas, the last of which (Lemma 8.4) is similar to Theorem 4.12 
in [Mor87]. As a shorthand we will write MT<I) for Meaning-T^ in the following lemmas. 
Lemma 8.2 Let C be a set of values and c be an identifier which is not an element of 
Ident. If type(Ax : C • £){(/)) = T then for allM : MT(f>, 
{yc:C* {{Xx : C • (jc = c) ^ F)) ^MT<t> M) 
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implies 
{{Xx:C •E))4, ^MTct^M 
Proof: Let 
5 = {c : C • ((Ax : C • (x = c) ^ F))^} 
Firstly we show that 
VAfr^5=((Ax:C.F))^ 
((Ax : C • F))^ is an upper bound of 5 since for all c : C 
( A x : C » ( x = c) > - F ) 
g "remove assumption (Law 15)" 
( A x : C « F ) 
To see that ((Ax : C • F))^ is the least upper bound of S, without loss of generality, 
suppose that ((Ax : C • F))^ is another upper bound of 5 and T — I -^ O and consider 
{yc:C* {{Xx : C . (x = c) ^ F))^ ^MT4> ((Ax : C • F))^) 
<^ "Theorem 7.1 with <^ ' = (^  © {x H^ C } " 
{Wc:C* {{{x = c) : ^ E))^. ^Mo^. {{F))^> 
<^ "Definition 7 (refinement)" 
(Vc : C . V(7 : E^,; S:VO* {{{x = c) ^ E))<^'{cr){S) =» {{F))^,{a){S)) 
<^ "Definition 25 (assumption)" 
(Vc :C«Vo- :E^s S : VO • 
{{{x = c)))^>{a){{true}) A {{E))^.{a){S) =» {{F))^.{a){S)) 
^ "Lemma 8.1" 
(Vc : C . Va : E^,; S:VO* a{x) = c A {{E))^>{a){S) ^ {{F))^>{a){S)) 
<^ "one point rule; E and F contain no c" 
(V(7 : E^s 5 : UO . (r(x) G C A ((F))^,(a)(5) ^ ((F))^,((7)(5)) 
<^ "(7 e E /^ implies (7(x) G C" 
(Va : E^s 5 : UO . {{E))Aa){S) => ((F))^,(a)(5)) 
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<;^  "Definition 7 (refinement)" 
{{E))4>' ^Mo^' ((F))^, 
^ "Theorem 7.1" 
( (Ax:C.F) )^^A, r^( (Ax:C«F))^ 
Thus, 
VMr^{c : C • ((Ax : C • (x = c) >^ F))^} = ((Ax : C • F))^ 
Now, if 
(Vc : C • ((Ax : C • (x = c) ^ F))^ ^MU M) 
then M is an upper bound of 5 and so is greater than the least upper bound of 5, namely 
((Ax : C • F))^. That is, for all c : C, 
((Ax : C •F))^ ^MT4>M 
D 
Lemma 8.3 Let Cbea well-ordered set of values ordered by < and b and c be identifiers 
which are not in Ident. If type(Ax :C • E) =T andM : MT(j) then for allc :C 
{"ib • b <: c ^ {{Xx : C • {x = b) >- E))^ ^MT<P M) 
implies 
{{Xx : C • (x < c) > - F))^ ^MT4> M 
Proof: The proof is similar to the previous lemma. Let 
5 = {Z?: C IZ? < c • ((Ax : C • (x = ^) ^ F))^} 
Firstiy we show that for all c : C 
VMr^5 = ( ( A x : C . ( x < c ) > - F ) ) ^ 
((Ax : C • (x < c) ^ E))4, is an upper bound of 5 since for ft < c 
( A x : C « ( x = ft)>-F) 
g "weaken assumption (Law 14), since b < c" 
(Ax : C • (x < c) > - E) 
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To see that ((Ax : C • {x <: c) :>^ E))^ is the least upper bound of 5, without loss of 
generality, suppose that ((A x : C • F))^ is another upper bound of 5 and T = I -^ O. 
(Vft : C • ft < c ^ ((Ax : C • (x = ft) ^ F))^ ^MU ((Ax : C • F))^) 
<^ "Theorem 7.1 with (^ ' = (/> © {x H^ C } " 
(Vft : C • ft < c ^ (((x = ft) > - E))^, ^M04>' {{E))<i>') 
<^ "Definition 7 (refinement)" 
(Vft : C • ft < c ^ 
(Va : E^s 5 : UO . (((x = ft) > - E))^>{a){S) ^  ((F))^.(^)(5))) 
<^ "Definition 25 (assumption)" 
( V f t : C « f t < c = ^ 
(Va:E^.; 5 : UO • 
(((X = ft))),,(a)({rr«.}) A ((F)),,(a)(5) ^ ((F)),,(a)(5))) 
<^ "Lemma 8.1" 
(Vft : C • ft < c ^ 
(Va : E^s 5 : UO . a(x) = ft A ((F))^,(a)(5) =^ ((F))^,(a)(5))) 
<^ (Vft : C • (Va : E^/; 5 : UO • 
ft « c A a(x) = ft A ((F))^,(a)(5) =^ ((F)),,(a)(5))) 
<^ "one point rule, F and F do not contain ft or c" 
(Va : E^s 5 : UO . a(x) < c A ((F))^,(a)(5) ^ ((F))^,(a)(5)) 
^ "Lemma 8.1" 
(Va : Z^r, 5 : UO . ((x < c))^-(a)({rrMc}) A ((F))^,(a)(5) ^ ((F))^-(a)(5)) 
<l=^  "definition 25 (assumption)" 
(Va : E^,; 5 : UO . (((x « c) ^ F))^,(a)(5) => ((F))^.(a)(5)) 
<^ "Definition 7 (refinement)" 
(((x < c) > - F))^, ^A/O '^ {{F))4,> 
^ "Theorem 7.1" 
((Ax : C . (x < c) > - F))^ ^MT<^ ((Ax : C • F))^ 
Thus, 
Viwr-AJ^  : C I ft < c . ((Ax : C . (X = ft) : ^ F))^} = ((Ax : C (x < c) > - F))^ 
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Now, if, for all c : C, 
(Vft • ft < c ^ ((Ax : C • (x = ft) >- F))^ ^MU ^) 
then M is an upper bound of 5 and so is greater than the least upper bound of 5, namely 
((Ax : C • (x < c) ^ F))^. That is, for all c : C, 
((Ax : C • (x < c) ^ F))^ ^MT4> M 
a 
Lemma 8.4 Let 
• G[X] be an expression built from expression language constructs and the expression 
X; 
• C be a well-ordered set of values ordered by <C; and 
• c an identifier which does not occur in G. 
IfG[X] is monotonic with respect to refinement ofX and 
(Ax : C • (x = c) >- F) g (Ax : C • G[(Ax : C (x < c) ^ F)]) 
then 
(Ax : C • F) g {pname :C-^U •{Xx:C • G[name])) 
where, U = type(F)((/) © {x H^ C}). 
Proof: Let 
g = {X: Expr . ((X))^  ^ ((Ax : C • G[X]))^} 
It follows from Definition 29 (recursion) that 
{{{pname • (Ax : C • G[wame]))))</, = pQ 
The goal of the lemma is to show that 
(Ax : C • F) g^ (^ name • (Ax : C • G[name])) 
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If F = type(Ax : C • E){4>) then 
(Ax : C • F) g^ {pname • {Xx • G[name])) 
<^ "refinement (Definition 7)" 
((Ax : C • F))^ ^MT<i> {{p name • (Ax • Glname])))^, 
<^ "from above" 
((Ax : C • E))^ ^MT4> pQ 
<= "Lemma 8.2" 
{yc:C» {{Xx : C • (x = c) ^ F))^ ^MU l^Q (8.1) 
We use induction on the well ordered set C to show that Equation 8.1 holds. For c : C 
we assume that 
(Vft : C . ft < c ^ (((Ax : C • (x = ft) ^ F)))^ ^MT<I> pQ) (8.2) 
and try to show 
((Ax : C • (x = c) : ^ F))^ ^MT4> f^ Q 
(8.2) 
<^ (Vft : C • ft < c ^ ((Ax : C • (x = ft) > - F))^ ^MU P Q) 
^ "Lemma 8.3" 
((Ax : C • (x < c) : ^ F))^ ^MT4> /^  Q 
=^ "monotonicity of ^ " 
^((Ax : C . (x < c) > - F))^ ^Mu Q{p G) 
^ "/i ^ is a fixpoint of Q" 
g((Ax : C . (x < c) > - F))^ ^MT4> P Q 
^ "definition of ^" 
((Ax : C • G[Ax : C • (x < c) > - F]))^ ^MT^ p Q (8.3) 
Now from the antecedent of the theorem, 
(Ax : C • (x = c) ^ E) g^ (Ax : C . G[(Ax . {x ^ c) ^ E)]) 
<;^  "refinement (Definition 7)" 
((Ax : C . (x = c) > - F))^ ^Mu ((Ax . G[(Ax . (x < c) ^ F)]))^ 
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=» "from Equation 8.3 and transitivity of ^A/" 
((Ax» (x = c) ^ F ) ) ^ ^MT<t>pg 
0 
The recursion introduction law is a corollary of this lemma. 
Law 31 (introduce recursion) Let 
• F[X] be an expression built from expression language constructs and the expression 
X; 
• <^be a well ordered relation; and 
• Vxbe a value expression dependent on x. 
IfF[X] is monotonic with respect to refinement ofX and 
Ax : F • F g^ Ax : F • F[(V^ < x) : : - (Ax : F • F) V^], 
then 
{Xx:T •E) g^ {pname :T-^ U • {Xx :T • F[nameVj,])) 
where, U = type(F)(<?^ © {x H^ F}) 
Proof: By Theorem 7.1 
A x : F . F g A x : F « F[(V, < x) : : - (Ax : C • F) V^], 
if and only if 
E Qm^^T} F[{V, < x) > - (Ax : F . F) y.] 
Let c be an identifier which does not occur in F. For all c : F, 
(Ax : F • (x = c) ^ F) 
g "from above" 
(Ax : F • (x = c) ^ F[{V, < x) ^ (Ax : F • F) V,]) 
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g "distribute annotation (Law 23), since F contains no c; remove assumption 
(Law 15)" 
(Ax : F • F[(x = c A V^  < x) ^ (Ax : F • F) V^]) 
C. "Weaken Assumption (Law 14)" 
(Ax : F . F[{V, < c) ^ (Ax : F . F) V,]) 
g "Fold / Unfold (Law 9), since Vx is a value expression" 
(Ax :F .F [ (K ,<c ) : ^F[y , /x ] ] ) 
• (Ax : F . F[((x <.c)^ E)[Vx/x]]) 
g "Fold / Unfold (Law 9), since Vx is a value expression" 
(Ax : F • F[(Ax :T •{x<c)^E) Vx]) 
And so, we can apply Lemma 8.4 with 
G[X] = F[X Vx] 
C = (dom < ) U (ran < ) 
if we can show that G is monotonic inX. This follows from the monotonicity of application 




The thesis presented a refinement calculus for developing programs in a functional pro-
gramming language from specifications written at a high level of abstraction. It was 
organised as follows: 
Chapter 2 introduced terminology relating to nondeterministic extensions to functional 
languages and refinement of expressions. 
Chapter 3 introduced the expression refinement calculus. It added specification con-
structs to a simple functional language and examined refinement over the resulting lan-
guage. The expression language 
• is higher-order and strict; 
• has angelic and demonic choice constructs; 
• allows the nondeterminism in these constructs to be unbounded and unrestrained; 
and 
• has a singular semantics that allows truly-nondeterministic lambda abstractions to 
be specified. 
Chapter 4 compared tiie expression refinement calculus witii other refinement calculi. 
The aim was to justify the combination of constructs contained in the expression language 
149 
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and the type of refinements allowed. In particular it noted that when compared to other 
refinement calculi the expression refinement calculus was novel in that it allowed 
• truly nondeterministic rather than underdetermined lambda abstractions; 
• both angelic and demonic nondeterminism to appear in the one specification; and 
• higher-order specifications to be manipulated. 
Chapter 5 showed how angelic nondeterminism can be used as an abstraction for 
parallel evaluation and how miraculous specifications can be used as abstractions for 
backtracking. It also presented a refinement which served as an example of refinement on 
a larger scale than the examples presented in earlier chapters. 
Finally, Chapter 6 gave an overview of the mathematics needed to describe a semantics 
for the expression language. Chapter 7 presented a weakest-precondition-style semantics 
for the expression language, and Chapter 8 showed how this semantics could be used to 
prove the refinement laws given in earlier chapters. 
9.2 Aims and Results 
The aim of the thesis was to develop a refinement calculus which targeted a functional 
programming language and which allowed flexibility in specification, abstract specifica-
tions, and concise transformations with simple justifications. It was also hoped that the 
simple semantics of functional languages would allow the expression refinement calculus 
to have a simpler semantics than a refinement calculus for imperative programs. 
We examine whether these hopes and aims were met. 
Abstract and flexible specifications 
The expression refinement calculus addresses the aim of allowing flexible and abstract 
specification in three major ways. Firstiy, the specification constructs which were added 
to the simple functional language in Chapter 3 were chosen because they had proved 
to be useful in other specification and refinement formalisms. For example, the simple 
functional language was extended with the ability to manipulate sets because formal 
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specification languages such as Z [Spi92] and VDM [Jon90] benefit greatly from the 
ability to use sets in specifications. Similarly, specification expressions correspond to 
specification statements in the imperative refinement calculi. 
Secondly, the expression language allows truly-nondeterministic lambda abstractions 
to be specified. Truly-nondeterministic lambda abstractions are more expressive than 
their underdetermined counterparts. This means that they give a specifier greater flexi-
bility when writing specifications. Also, Section 4.3 showed that true nondeterminism is 
essential if abstract specifications are to be written, especially when the specifications are 
layered. 
Thirdly, the expression language allows higher-order specifications to be manipulated. 
As explained in Section 4.2 higher-order constructs are highly expressive and so give the 
specifier greater flexibility when writing specifications. 
Large transformations 
The development methods described in [Bir87, Bir89, Dar82] give transformation laws 
for functional programs which work at the high-level of abstraction afforded by higher-
order functions. This high-level of abstraction allows these formalisms to describe large 
transformations more succinctly than is possible in the imperative refinement calculi. 
The expression refinement calculus allows higher-order specifications to be manip-
ulated. Thus, like the development methods mentioned above, it can describe large 
transformations concisely. 
Reduced proof 
When compared to imperative refinement calculi, a development in the expression refine-
ment calculus can be performed with less proof. This is because the expression refinement 
calculus targets a highly expressive programming language. The expression language is 
highly expressive for two reasons. Firstly, it targets a functional language. Functional 
languages are often more expressive than imperative languages, largely due to their ability 
to use higher-order constructs. Secondly, it allows angelic nondeterminism. Chapter 5 
showed how angelic nondeterminism could be used to give semantics to constructs usually 
implemented by parallel or backtracking techniques. 
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The high expressive power of the programming language leads to a reduced gap 
between the concepts used to express a problem (as a specification) and the concepts 
used to express its solution (as a program). This means that fewer development steps are 
required than in a development which targets an imperative language. 
Clean semantics 
One advantage of functional languages over imperative languages is their simpler and 
cleaner semantics. When work started on this thesis it was hoped that this fact would 
allow a refinement calculus for functional programs to have a simpler and cleaner semantics 
than a refinement calculus for imperative programs. Unfortunately, this is not the case for 
the calculus presented in this thesis. 
The semantics of functional languages are usually given in terms of a domain theoretic 
model for the lambda calculus. In [S0S92] S0ndergaard and Seftsoft give an overview 
of domain theoretic extensions to this standard semantics which allow nondeterministic 
constructs. All of these extensions add just one type of nondeterminism (either erratic, 
demonic or angelic) to the lambda calculus. 
Our language contains both demonic and angelic constructs. In [Hes90] Hesselink 
shows that a language with both demonic and angelic aspects requires a semantic model 
which is equivalent to the weakest precondition model. For this reason we built a weakest-
precondition-style semantics for expression evaluation in Chapter 7. 
Appendix A shows that a domain theoretic model for the expression language requires 
the model for operators to be continuous and that this restricts the language by only 
allowing boundedly nondeterministic constructs. A language which allows unbounded 
nondeterminism is more flexible than one with only bounded nondeterminism. For this 
reason, we abandoned the usual domain theoretic approach for a more complicated set-
theoretic model. 
9.3 Future Work 
This section describes avenues for possible future research. 
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Category theory 
As mentioned above, one problem with the expression refinement calculus is that its 
semantics are complicated. In recent work, Martin [Mar91] and de Moor [Moo92a] show 
how a calculus of functions can be extended to a calculus of relations and then to a calculus 
of weakest preconditions. It would be interesting to see if this approach could be used to 
give a simpler semantics for the expression refinement calculus. 
One problem with the expression refinement calculus is that the complicated semantics 
makes higher-order transformation rules difficult to prove. The work of Martin and de 
Moor provides the basis for the definition of inductive data structures in a language defined 
using weakest preconditions. Many of the transformations between functional programs 
given in the work of Bird can be justified in terms of a few homomorphisms between 
inductive data structures [Bir89], Future research could investigate homomorphisms 
between data structures in the expression refinement calculus and construct higher-order 
refinement laws based on these homomorphisms. 
Combining the expression and imperative refinement calcuH 
In Section 4.1.1 we mentioned two advantages of targeting a functional language during 
development. The first was that functional languages have singular identifiers. These can 
be easier to reason about than the plural identifiers in imperative languages. However, 
there are circumstances when plural identifiers are useful for expressing computations 
concisely and efficientiy, especially when large data structures are involved.. For this 
reason, extensions to functional languages which allow plural identifiers do exist. ML 
[MTH90] is an example. 
The second advantage of targeting a functional language was that they usually allow 
higher-order constructs to be manipulated. Higher-order constructs are more expressive 
than the first-order constructs found in simple imperative programming languages. For this 
reason, higher-order extensions to imperative languages also exist. ALGOL-68 [LiM71] 
and Modula-2 [WeE87] are examples. 
An interesting avenue of research would be to try and combine a refinement calculus 
for an imperative language with the expression refinement calculus to get a refinement 
calculus which targets a language with higher-order facilities and plural identifiers. The 
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effort involved in this combination could be eased by the fact that both the imperative 
refinement calculi and the expression refinement calculus have weakest-precondition-style 
semantics. 
In related work, Morris [Mor90a, Mor90b] gives examples of the type of refinements 
allowed in such a calculus. It should also be noted that the CIP group's formalism can 
reason about both functional and imperative code. However, their aim is different. Most 
of a development in CIP is done in a expression language similar to the one described in 
this thesis and only towards the end of the development is the specification translated to 
(first-order) imperative code. 
Refinement calculus for logic programs 
This thesis described a refinement calculus for developing programs in a type of declarative 
language, namely a functional language. A logic programming language, such as Prolog, 
is another type of declarative language. Logic programming languages have facilities for 
defining and manipulating logical formulae. In particular, they have facilities for unifying 
sets of logical formulae through the instantiation of logical variables. 
The algorithms used to implement unification in logic programming languages are 
often implemented using backtracking or parallel techniques. Chapter 5 described how 
angelic nondeterminism can be used as an abstraction for backtracking and parallelism. 
This suggests that an investigation of a refinement calculus for a logic programming 
language built in a similar way to the expression refinement calculus could be a fruitful 
branch of study. In [Kok90] Kok lays the ground work for such an investigation. 
Strictness 
The expression language defined in this tiiesis is strict. A non-strict version of tiie 
expression language can be defined by changing the definition of application. A non-strict 
application of tiie form F F achieves a value in the set S if 
• the strict application of F to F achieves a value in S, or 
• for all values V, the application F V achieves a value in S (and hence F doesn't 
depend on its argument). 
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Let/ be a model for an operator. For a value v,/ applied to v is guaranteed to achieve 
a value in the set 5 iff v G f{S). Thus, it is guaranteed to achieve a value in the set S for 
all arguments when Vv : Val • v ef{S). That is, when/(5') = Val. This suggests the 
following definition for non-strict application. 
Definition 31 (non-strict application) 
{{FE)){a){S) - {{F)){a){{f : Val | {{E)){a)(f{S)) V/(5) = Val}) 
Future research could investigate the impact of such a definition on the expression refine-
ment calculus. 
Laziness 
Laziness is a property of expression languages which is related to strictness. Suppose E 
is a specification for a compound data structure such as an ordered pair, sequence or set, 
and that parts of this specification fail to terminate. For example, F could be 
(1, abort) 
An expression language is eager if an application F F fails to terminate when parts of F 
fail to terminate. It is lazy if an application F F does not necessarily fail to terminate when 
parts of F fail to terminate. For example, in a lazy language 
/^r(l,abort) • 1 
The expression language described in this thesis is eager. 
Lazy evaluation can be used to give concise descriptions of complicated algorithms 
involving "infinite" data structures. See [FiH88, chapter 4] for examples. An interesting 
area of future work could be to adapt the expression language to accommodate lazy 
evaluation. This might involve extending the semantics of tiie expression language to 
include meaning functions similar to Dijkstra's weakest liberal preconditions, which can 
be used to reason about possible nontermination. 
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Junctivity 
A meaning function M is universally conjunctive if for all cr: Z, 
M((j)(n{v : Val • S,}) ^ Vv : Val • M{a){S,) 
A similar definition applies for universal disjunctivity. 
The notion of universal junctivity can be used to make Law 12 more applicable: if 
((F)) is universally conjunctive and F contains no free x then, 
F [ | x | F » F ] g [ | x | F « F F ] 
In [DiS90] Dijkstra and Scholten give conditions which guarantee the universal junc-
tivity of weakest preconditions. They also give conditions under which universally junctive 
weakest preconditions can be combined to make other universally junctive weakest pre-
conditions. An interesting avenue for futiu-e research would be to translate these conditions 
to the expression refinement calculus. 
Completeness 
In [BaW90] Back and von Wright show that their language is complete in the following 
sense: the meaning of every statement in the language is a weakest precondition, and 
every weakest precondition is the meaning of some statement in the language. 
The proof of this result relies on the fact that their language has both angelic and 
demonic choice constructs. It would be interesting to see if a similar result could be 
proven for the expression refinement calculus. 
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Appendix A 
Domain Theoretic Approximation of 
the Values 
This appendix gives an overview of domain theory and explains why recursive domain 
equations cannot be used to build a semantic model for the values in the expression 
language. It is included to satisfy the curiosity of those familiar with domain theory. The 
other chapters do not rely on its results. 
A.l Constructors 
This section describes constructors which can be used to build new ordered sets from 
existing ordered sets. In what follows P and Q are assumed to be sets ordered by ^ P and 
^e respectively. 
Lifting P lifted, written P^, adds a new bottom element to P (irrespective of whether P 
had a bottom element or not). For L ^ P, 
P^^PU{±} 
is ordered as follows: 
{x ^ y in Pj_) <^ {x = L W X ^P y) 
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Cartesian product The cartesian product of P and Q is denoted P x Q. It consists of 
all the ordered pairs with first elements from P and second elements from Q. It is ordered 
as follows: 
{p,q) ^ {p',q') ^p ^PP' Aq ^Q q' 
Disjoint union The disjoint union of P and Q, written P^Q consists of the elements of 
{P X {0}) U (Q X {1}) ordered as follows: for all a, /? : {0,1}, 
{x,a)^{y,^) 
a = 13 A {a = 0 =^ X ^P y) A {a = I ^ X ^qy) 
Coalesced sum Let P and Q be ordered sets with bottom elements Lp and LQ respec-
tively. The coalesced sum of P and Q, written F ® v fi is defined in terms of disjoint union 
and lifting. 
P®yQ^{{P\{^p})^{Q\{^Q]))l. 
A.2 Complete Partial Orders 
An ordered set F is a complete partial order (CPO) if 
1. P has a bottom element, and 
2. yC exists for any chain C in P. 
Continuity and strictness A function / between CPOs F and (2 is continuous if it 
preserves joins over chains. That is, for any chain C in P, 
f{ypC) = \/Q{x:C*f{x)} 
Every continuous function is also monotonic. Following the notation of [DaP90] the set 
of all continuous functions between F and G is denoted [F -> Q]. This set is also a CPO 
under the pointwise ordering. 
A function/ is bottom-strict i f / (±) = 1- It is not necessarily true that a continuous 
function is bottom-strict. 
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CPO constructors If F and Q are CPOs then each of 
F l , F®vfi, [P-^Ql PxQ and VP 
is also a CPO. 
Fixpoints One important property of CPOs is that can be used to guarantee the existence 
of fixpoints. 
Theorem A.l (CPO Fixpoint Theorem) IfP is a CPO andf : {P -^ P) thenf has a 
least fixpoint. • 
A.3 CPO Equations 
CPOs can also be described as solutions to equations like 
P^F{P) (A.l) 
where F is built using CPO constructors. For example, 
F ^ Nx ®v [F ^ F] 
describes a CPO, F, containing the natural numbers and all continuous functions from F 
to itself. This CPO can be used to model the lambda calculus. 
Equations of this form are solved by considering CPOs as sets and placing an ordering 
on these sets called the substructure ordering, < [DaP90]. The substructure ordering 
induces a CPO over the sets representing the CPOs. Thus Theorem A.l tells us that 
equation A. 1 has a solution if F is monotonic with respect to <. 
Theorem A.2 The CPO constructors 
{J)^, (_©v-), [--^-] - x _ and (U_) 
are all monotonic with respect to <. • 
Proofs that the first four constructors are monotonic can be found in [DaP90, Plo83]. A 
proofthat (U_) is monotonic can be found in [Hec90]. 
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A.4 Domain-Theoretic Approximation for Val 
Consider the following recursive CPO definition for Val. 
Val ^ Zx ®v Bi ®v {Val x Val) Sv VVal ®v {VVal -^ VVal)^^ (A.2) 
According to the domain theory from Section A.3 this equation has a solution if the CPO 
constructors used on the right-hand side are monotonic with respect to the substructure 
ordering {<) on CPOs. Theorem A.2 tell us that (_)^, (_ ®v -) , (- x -) , and (U_) are 
all monotonic with respect to this ordering. Unfortunately, (_ -^ _) is not necessarily 
monotonic with respect to < and so Equation A.2 can not be solved using the CPO 
fixpoint theorem. 
However, an approximation for Equation A.2 can be solved. The approximation in-
volves swapping the monotonic model for operators with a continuous model for operators: 
Val ^ Zx Sv Bx ®v {Val x Val) ®v VVal ®v [VVal -^ VVal]^ (A.3) 
This equation does have a solution. 
Limitations of the approximation 
Using [VVal -^ VVal] rather than {VVal -^ VVal) to model operators imposes a limitation 
on the specifications allowed in the expression language. In [Dij82] Dijkstra shows 
that modelling imperative programs using continuous predicate transformers disallows 
(demonically) unbounded specifications. A similar argument shows that the continuous 
model for operators does not allow unbounded demonic nondeterminism. 
Consider the value expression {Xx : I • E). If type(Aj: : I • E) = I -^ O 
then this is denoted by the semantic value ^ Xx : I • E \j^{a) which is an element of 
(UO -^ VI). However, Equation A.3 suggests that it should be denoted by an element of 
[VVal -^ VVal]. If we slightiy modify Definition 14 so that 
{\ Xx:I •E\j^{(j) 
{XS : VVal • {v : Val \ {{E))^{a ® {x ^ v}){S)}) 
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then (\ Xx :I • E ^,f>{cr) is an element of {VVal -^ VVal). Further, it is also an element of 
[VO -^ VI] if, for all chains C in VO 
(\Xx:I*Eh{'^){\/C) = \J{S:C*(lXx:I*E^^{a){S)} 
<^  "Join in UO is union." 
(\Xx:I*E\)^{a){[JC) = [J{S : C • (i Xx : I • E \i^{a){S)} 
<^  "Definition 14 (model for operator) with cf)' = (j) @ {x h^ 1} 
and cr' = cr ® {jc H-+ v}" 
{v:I\{{E)),.{a'){UC)} = U{S : C . {v : I \ {{E)),,{a'){S)}} 
<^ "Predicate calculus" 
(Vv : / . {{E))^.{a'){UC) ^ {3S:C. {{E))^.{a'){S))) (A.4) 
That is, (\ Xx : I • E \)^'{(T) is an element of [VVal -^ VVal] if and only if Equation A.4 
holds. Now suppose, E contains no free J:. When this is the case {{E))^>{a') = {{E))^{a) 
and the characterisation becomes 
{{E))^{<7){UC) ^{3S:C. {{E)),{a){S)) (A.5) 
Next, consider the expression [ | j : Z | true]. It can demonically evaluate to any 
integer. It is guaranteed to evaluate to a value in the up-set of values 5 as long S contains 
every integer. That is, in all environments a 
{{[ |y : Z I true]))^{a){S) = Z C 5 (A.6) 
Finally, we show tiiat (Ax : / • [ I J : Z | true]) does not satisfy tiie continuity 
condition (Equation A.4). Assume that it does, then for all environments a 
true 
^ {{[b: 7^1 true])),{a){N) 
^ {{[y:Z\ true]))4a'){{J{sup :Z»{x:Z\x^ sup}}) 
<!=> "since [ fj : Z | true] contains no free x we can use Equation A.5 as a charac-
terisation of continuity" 
{3S:{sup:Z.{x:Z\x^ sup}} • (([| j : Z | true])),{a) {S)) 
'^ "definition of [ |] j : Z | true] (Equation A.6)" 
(35 : {sup : Z • {jc: Z I jc ^ sup}} • Z C S) 
<^ {3sup : Z • Z C {x : Z I X ^ sup}) 
<^  false 
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Thus, the assumption that [ [] j : Z | true] satisfies the continuity condition leads to a 
contradiction. Hence, [ ly : Z | true] does not satisfy the continuity condition and so the 
operator {Xx : I • [^y :Z\ true]) can not be modelled by [VVal -> VVal]. 
This means that, if operators are modelled using continuous functions the nondeter-
minism in the expression language must be bounded. One of the design criteria for the 
expression language was that it allowed highly abstract specifications. Specification lan-
guages which only allow bounded nondeterminism cannot be used to express abstract (and 
useful) specifications such as "choose any integer" [Boo82]. For this reason we reject this 
restriction on the expression language. 
Appendix B 
Summary of Refinement Laws 
This appendix lists the refinement laws introduced throughout the thesis in alphabetical 
order. 
Law 17 (abbreviation for try) (page 47) 
{3x:T.P)^[lx:T\P] 
• 
try[x : T I F] 
n 
Law 1 (algebraic properties of choice) (page 35) For arbitrary expressions E,FandG 
E ^ EQE 
£ N F QF M £ 
(£ N F) M G • £ M (F M G) 
a 
Law 39 (angelic postcondition) (page 97) Provided B and C are boolean value expres-
sions. 
168 
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letjc:r = [<)x:T \B]mC>-E 
g 
\etx:T = [()x:T \B AC]inE 
P 
Law 8 (choice - specification connection) (page 39) For boolean value expressions B 
andC, 
[Mx:T \By C •E]Q[t>^x:T \B •£] M [Njc:T |C»F] 
P 
Law 23 (distribute annotation) (page 50) Let FE he an expression built from expression 
language constructs and the expression E such that FE is monotonic with respect to 
refinement of F. If B is a boolean expression then 
B^^^FE QB>->FE[B>-^E/E] 
a 
Law 10 (distribute application over choice) (page 43) 
{Xx:T • E) (C N D ) • ((AJC : F • F) C) M ((AJC :T •E)D) 
a 
Law 12(distribute application over specification expression) (page 43) Ify is not free 
inD, 
{Xx : T • D) [^ y : U \ B • E] a [^ y : U \ B • {Xx : T • D) E] 
a 
Law 11 (distribute choice over application) (page 43) 
(F N G) F = (F F) N (G E) 
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Law 13(distribute specification expression over application) (page 43) Ifx is not free 
in E, 
[Mx:T \B»F]EQ[^x:T \B •FE] 
Law 26 (false guard) (page 54) 
if {y • Bi -> Ei)Ualse -> Eiti • if ( i i . F , - -> F,) fi 
n 
Law 29 (false test) (page 54) 
if false then E else F Q F 
a 
Law 9 (fold / unfold over values) (page 42) If F is a value expression and type(F) (^) 
Fthen 
{Xx»D)E = D[E/x] 
a 
Law 38 (implicit angelic precondition) (page 93) 
[Ox:T \B]Q{3x:T»B)::^[0x:T\B] 
a 
Law 24 (introduce alternation) (page 52) 
(V/: l..n»B,)>-E Q if ( | i : l..n . F,--> £) fi 
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Law 3 (introduce angelic choice) (page 35) 
E C FOF 
P 
Law 36 (introduce angelic specification) (page 90) 
{3w:T • Pred) : ^ [ | vv : 7 | Pred] 
n 
let w : F ^ [ 0 vv : F I Pred] in 
succeed [w : T \ Pred] 
a 
Law 28 (introduce conditional expression) (page 54) If F is a boolean value expression 
then 
F • if F then P ::^ E else -^ P ^^ E 
P 
Law 19 (introduce guard) (page 48) 
F C (F—>F) 
a 
Law 37 (introduce guess) (page 93) If F is a finite set then 
[()y:U\{3x:T*P)] 
y 
letx:F = guess(F)in 
[()y:U\P] 
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Law 7 (introduce local specification) (page 38) Provided F contains no free jc and 
( 3 j c : r . F ) , 
£ • let X : F = [N JC: F I F] in B:^ E 
n 
Law 31 (introduce recursion) (page 58) Let 
• F[X] he an expression built from expression language constructs and the expression 
X; 
• let < be a well-ordered relation; and 
• Vxhea value expression dependent on jc. 
If F[X] is monotonic with respect to refinement of X and 
(AJC : F • £) C (AJC : F • F[{Vx < Jc) > - (Ajc: F • £) Vx]) 
then 
{Xx:T •E)Q {pname :T-^U •{Xx:T • F[name Vx])) 
where, U = type(£)((/) ® {jc H-^  T}). D 
Law 35 (map - composition distribution) (page 74) 
comp {mapf) {map g) • map {compf g) 
a 
Law 33 (nondeterministic to underdetermined choice) (page 62) 
( A J C : F » £ | F ) 
C 
[IF : F - ^ B I F G Func{T,U) •{Xx:T. if F jc then £ else F)] 
P 
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Law 34(nondeterministic to underdetermined specification) (page 62) If jc is not free 
inF, 
{Xx:T.[y:U\B])) 




^f:T-^U\feFunc{T,U) A (VJC : F . / jc e {y:U\B})» 
{Xx:T.E[fx/y]) 
O. 
Law 6 (one point rule) (page 38) If F is a value expression of type T which contains 
no free JC, 
[N JC: F I JC = £] • F 
P 
Law 25 (refine guards) (page 53) If 
1. (V/: l..n»Bi) ^ {3i: l..n«C.),and 
2. for each / in l..n, {\/i: l..n • F,) ^ (C,- => Bi) 
then 
if (Hi : L.rt • Bi - > £,) fi E if ( i i : l-n • Ci -> Ei) fi 
Law 15 (remove assumption) (page 46) 
{B:^E) Q E 
p 
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Law 2 (remove demonic choice) (page 35) 
F | F C £ 
n 
Law 22 (split / combine annotation) (page 50) Provided B and C are boolean value 
expressions, 
{B A C)>-^E g B::^^C::^^E 
a 
Law 20 (strengthen annotated demonic specification) (page 49) IfPAQ'^Q then 
F^->[|jc:F|(2] g F^->[Djc:F|e'] 
n 
Law 4 (strengthen demonic specification) (page 37) If F' ^ F then 
[ l | j c : F | F . £ ] g [ | j c : F | F ' . £ ] 
n 
Law 18 (strengthen guard) (page 48) If F' ^ 5 tiien 
( F ^ £ ) g(F ' : : -£) 
Law 27 (true guard) (page 54) 
if (I / • Bi —> £,) I true —> £,• fi C £,• 
D 
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Law 30 (true test) (page 55) 
if true then £ else F g £ 
Law 16 (type assumption) (page 47) 
(AJC : F • £) g (AJC : F • JC G F ^ £) 
[ M x : F | F « £ ] g [ M x : F | j c G F > - F » j c G F ^ £ ] 
P 
Law 32 (unfold recursion) (page 59) 
{pf:T.E)Q E[{pf : T . £)//] 
P 
Law 5 (weaken angelic specification) (page 38) If F ^ F' then 
[ O x : F | F . £ ] g [ O x : F | F ' . £ ] 
P 
Law 21 (weaken annotated angelic specification) (page 49) If F A <2 ^ Q' then 
P>->[Ox:T\Q] g F^->[0x:F|(2 ' ] 
Law 14 (weaken assumption) (page 46) If 5 ^ F' then 
{B>- E) g (F ' : ^ E) 
p 
Appendix C 
Summary of Definitions 
This appendix contains an alphabetical listing of the definitions introduced in the thesis. 
Definition 27 (alternation) (page 128) 
((if(i / : l . .«.F,->£,)fi))4'^)( '^) 
(V/: l..n • {{Bi)),{a){{true})) A {M : l..n • {{Bi)),{a){{true}) =^  {{E^)),{a){S)) 
a 
Definition 20 (angelic choice) (page 125) 
{{EOF)),{a){S) = {{E)),{a){S) V {{F)),{a){S) 
a 
Definition 22 (angelic specification) (page 125) If (?!>' = (/)© {jc H^ F} and a' = 
a- © {x i-> v} then 
{{[Ox:T\B*E])),{a){S) 
{3v:T. {{B)),.{a'){{true}) A {{E)),>{a'){S)) 
a 
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Definition 23 (application of lambda abstraction) (page 126) 
{{{Xx :I.D) E)),{a){S) = {{E)),{a){(l Xx:I.D hi<^){S)) 
a 
Definition 24 (application) (page 126) If tYpe{F), =1^0 then 
((F E)),{a){S) = {{F)),{a){{f :I^0\ {{E)),{a)(f{S))}) 
a 
Definition 25 (assumption) (page 127) 
( ( F ^ E)),{cr){S) = {{B)),{a){{true}) A {{E)),{a){S) 
D 
Definition 16 (basic operation) (page 121) Let <|fc be a basic operation on integers, 
booleans, sequences or sets which is not a quantifier or a set comprehension. If ^ is the 
cortesponding operation on Val, n is the number of arguments that 4 takes and £ i , . . . , £„ 
are arbitrary expressions of type F i , . . . F„, then, 
((4(F,, . . . ,£„))) ,(a)(S) 
^{3SEi :Fi ; . . . , 5 £ „ : F „ . 
{{Ei)),{a){SEi) A . . . A ((£„))^((T)(5£„) A 
5£, X . . . x 5 £ „ C { ( v i , . . . , v „ ) : F i x . . . x F„ | 4 (vi , . . . ,v„) G 5}) 
p 
Definition 4 (choose) (page 100) If F is a finite set then 
choose(F) = [ |];c: F I true] 
a 
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Definition 1 (conditional expression) (page 54) If F is a boolean value expression 
if F—>£ I - B^>F fi g if F then £ else F 
n 
Definition 19 (demonic choice) (page 124) 
((£iF))4a)(5) = {{E)),{a){S) A {{F)),{a){S) 
n 
Definition 21 (demonic specification) (page 125) If (j)' ^ (j) ® {x ^ T} and a' = 
cr © {JC i-> v} then 
{{[U:T\B.E])),{a){S) 
(Vv : F . {{B))A^'){{true}) ^ {{£)),,{a'){S)) 
a 
Definition 13 (denotation for basic operations) (page 119) Let 4 be a basic oper-
ation on integers, booleans, sequences or sets which takes n arguments. If 4 is the 
corresponding operation on Val and Vi,.. . V„ are value expressions then for all cr: L ,^ 
(l^Vu . . . ,V„) hic^) ^ ^{(\Vl h{<^).---Aynh{<^)) 
a 
Definition 9 (denotation for integers and booleans) (page 118) If £ is an integer or 
boolean value expression then for all cr: Z^, 
(\EU<^) = E 
n 
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Definition 14 (denotation for operators) (page 120) If type(Ax : / • £)(</)) is/ ^ O 
then for all a :'L,, 
(\Xx:I*E\),{a) 
(A5 : UO . {v : / I ((F))^e{w}(^ ® {x ^ v}){S)}) 
a 
Definition 10 (denotation for pairs) (page 118) If £ and F are value expressions then 
for all a : Z^, 
UE,F)U<^) = {(\EU<^),(\Fh{^)) 
P 
Definition 11 (denotation for sequences) (page 119) If Fi , . . . ,£„ are value expressions 
then for all (T : Z</„ 
^ (£i , . . . ,£„) h{a) = {(\ £, ^^((T), ...,I\E„ \i,{a)) 
a 
Definition 12 (denotation for sets) (page 119) If £i , . . . , £ , , . . . are value expressions 
then for all cr: E^, 
(\{Eu...,Ei,...}hi<^) = {(\E, \),{a),...,i\Eih{c^).---] 
a 
Definition 5 (guard) (page 100) 
forcefw : T \ pred] = {pred) —> [ | vv : F | pred] 
a 
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Definition 28 (generalised alternation) (page 128) 
{{if E^,{a){S) 
{{E))A<^){{}) A {{E)),{a){S) 
a 
Definition 26 (guard) (page 127) 
{{B->E)){a){S) = {{B)){a){{[tP^}) ^ {{E)){a){S) 
P 
Definition 2 (guess) (page 89) If F is finite then 
guess(5') = [Ox :T \ true] 
a 
Definition 8 (identifiers) (page 118) If jc is an identifier then for all cr: S^, 
<\ X \i,{a) = a{x) 
P 




Definition 17 (quantifier) (page 123) 
((9x : F . E)){a){S) - ( [ ^ : F . ((F))^e{x^r}(^ ® {x y-^ v}){S)) 
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Definition 29 (recursion) (page 129) Let F[X] be an expression built from expression 
language constructs and the expression X such that F[X] is monotonic with respect to 
refinement of X and has the same type as X. If 
T={X: Expr . ((X)), ^ {{F[X])),} 
then 
{{p name : T • F[name])), = {p JF) 
P 
Definition 7 (refinement) (page 116) For type environment ^, if type(F)((/)) = F and 
type(F)((/)) = F then 
E Q, F = {{E)), ^MeaningJT^ {{F))<t> 
^ (Va : X^  • {{E))^{a) ^ubooi^ {{E))A<^)) 
^ (Va : L^ . {\/S : VT . {{E))^{a){S) => ((F))4a)(5))) 
P 
Definition 18 (set comprehension) (page 124) Let f = (/> © {JC ^ F} and cr' = 
a®{x^v}.lfU^ type(£)(<^') then 
(({jc: F . E})),{a){SS) 
3J^:T -^VU» 
(Vv : F . ((£))<^KcT')(J^ (v))) A 
{S:VU\T isselection (ran.:F)} C 55 
Definition 3 (succeed) (page 89) 
succeed[w : T \ pred] = {pred) ^ [ | w : F | pred] 
P 
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Let F, Q he predicates; D a declaration or a list of declarations; F, Fi, ... ,Tn set-valued 
expressions; jc, y, jci,... , jc„ variables; and r, f i , . . . , r„ expressions. 
true,false Logical constants. 
-•F Negation: 'notF'. 
P AQ Conjunction: 'F and Q\ 
Py Q Disjunction: 'F or Q or both'. 
P^Q =={^P)\fQ 
Implication: 'F implies Q' or 'if F then Q\ 
P^Q =={P-^Q)A{Q^P) 
Equivalence: 'F is logically equivalent to Q\ 
"Copyright © Prentice Hall 1993. This appendix consists of portions of the glossaries contained in 
Specification Case Studies, ed. Ian Hayes, 2nd ed.. 1993. Prentice Hall have given permission to copy these 
glossaries for educational purposes. 
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\Jx:T • P Universal quantification: 'for all jc in the set F, F holds'. 
The scope of the variable jc is the quantified predicate F. In Z, the scope of 
quantifiers extends as far to the right as is possible and hence the quantifier 
may need to be enclosed in parentheses to limit the scope. All quantifiers 
in Z specify the type of the bound variable, and hence explicitly define the 
values over which the quantification ranges. If the set F is empty, then the 
quantification is vacuously true. 
3 JC: F • F Existential quantification: 'there exists an x in the set F such that F ' . If the 
set F is empty then the quantification is false. 
3^x:T*P =={3y:T •{Wx:T •x^y<^P)) 
Unique existence: 'there exists a unique x in the set F such that F holds'. 
Note that in the definition above, y is assumed to be a fresh variable other 
than JC and not occurring in F. 
VJCI :TX; X2:T2, ...; Xn:Tn*P 
'For all x\ in Tx, JC2 in F2, . . . , and jc„ in F„, F holds.' Note that the set 
expressions T\,... ,Tn may not refer to any of the variables jc i , . . . , jc„ being 
declared. All variables referenced in F i , . . . , F„ have to be defined globally 
to the whole quantified expression. This is to avoid ambiguity because the 
same variable name could occur both in the declarations and global to the 
scope of the quantifier. 
3^1 :Fi; JC2 :F2; . . . ; jc„ :F„ . F 
'There exist xx in Tx, JC2 in F2, . . . , and x„ in F„, such that F holds.' 
3,xx :F , ; X2 : F2; . . . ; Xn:T„*P 
'There exist uniquejci in Tx, uniqueX2 in F2, . . . , and uniquejc„ in F„, such 
that F holds.' 
3 , F ) | F . e = = 3 , D . F A Q 
F[f/jc] o rF 
Substitution: the predicate F with every free occurrence of the variable 
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replaced by the expression t, e.g. 
{x=y)[x+l/x] ^{x3-l^y) 
Substitution can also be applied to expressions. 
P[tx,...,t„/xx,...,Xn] orP h,-,tn 
X\,...JCn _ 
Simultaneous substitution of ri forjci, . . . , r„ for jc„, e.g. 
(^  < y) [^ 1 '^{y<x) 
^,y 
tx = ?2 Equality between expressions. 
h i-t2 = = - (fl = f2) 
D.2 Sets 
Let X be a set; 5 and F be subsets of X; Tx, • • .,T„ set-valued expressions; t, tx, ..., tn 
expressions; JC, jci, . . . , JC„ variables; F a predicate; and D declarations. 
r G 5 Set membership: 'f is a member of 5'. 
t^S = = - ( f G 5 ) 
5 C F = = ( V x : 5 « j c G F ) 
Set inclusion. 
5 c F = : = 5 C F A 5 7 ^ F 
Strict set inclusion. 
{ } o r 0 The empty set. 
{tut2,. ..,tn} The set containing the values of expressions tx,t2,. • .,tn. Note that dupli-
cation of values in the list is allowed but duplicates do not change the value 
of the set. 
{JC : F I F} The set containing exactly those JC in the set F for which F holds. 
{h, f2, • • •, tn) Ordered n-tuple of fi, f2, • • •, tn. 
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Fl X F2 X . . . X F„ 
Cartesian product: the set of all n-tuples such that the ^h component is of 
type Tk. 
first{tx,t2) ==tx 
second{tx,t2) == t2 
{xx :Tx; X2 : F2; . . . ; JC„ : F„ | F} 
The set of all n-tuples (JCI,JC2, . . . ,jc„) with each Xk of type Tk such that F 
holds. 
{D \ P • t} The set of values of the expression t for the variables declared in D ranging 
over all values for which F holds. For example, given sets of integers 5 
and F the set of sums of pairs of integers, one taken from 5 and one taken 
from F, such that the sum is strictly positive is given hy {n : S; m : T \ 
n-\-m> 0 • n 4-m}. 
{D • t} == {D I true • t} 
SOT == {x:X\xeS AxeT} 
Set intersection. 
5UF = = { X : X | J C G 5 V J C G F } 
Set union. 
S\T ^={x:X\xeS Ax^T} 
Set difference. 
VS Powerset: the set of all subsets of 5. For example, 
1P{1,2}:={{},{1},{2},{3},{1,2},{2,3},{1,3},{1,2,3}}. 
F 5 Set of finite subsets of 5. 
f]SS = = { x : X | ( V 5 : 5 5 . J c G 5 ) } 
Intersection of a set of sets; SS is a set containing as its members subsets 
of X, i.e. SS : P(PX). 
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U-^^ = = { ; c : X | ( 3 5 : 5 5 . j c G 5 ) } 
Union of a set of sets; 55 : P(PZ). 
"^S Size (number of members) of a finite set. 
D.3 Numbers 
U The set of integers (positive, zero and negative). 
M == {« : Z I n > 0} 
The set of natural numbers (non-negative integers). 
m . .n == {k: Z\m <k A k < n} 
The set of integers between m and n inclusive. 
min 5 Minimum of a set; for 5 : Pj Z 
min 5 G 5 A (VJC : 5 • JC > min 5). 
Note, for an infinite set of numbers, such a minimum may not exist, in 
which case min is not defined. 
max 5 Maximum of a set; for 5 : Pj Z 
max 5 G 5 A (VJC : 5 • JC < max 5). 
Note, for an infinite set of numbers, such a maximum may not exist, in 
which case max is not defined. 
D.4 Binary relations 
A binary relation is modelled by a set of ordered pairs. Hence operators defined for sets 
can be used on relations. Let X, Y and Z be sets; x,xx,. ..,Xn : X; y,yx,y2,. •. ,yn : Y; S 
he a subset of X; F be a subset of Y; and R a relation between X and Y. 
X ^Y === P(X X Y) 
The set of relations between X and Y. The set X is referred to as the source 
of the relation R and the set Y as its destination. 
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xRy =={x,y)eR 
X is related by R to 3^ . The name of a relation may either be an identifier 
or an infix operator symbol. A relation with an identifier name may be 
used as an infix operator by underlining it. For an infix relation operator, 
the whole relation may be referred to by placing underscores either side 
of the symbol and enclosing that in parentheses. For example, the whole 
relation corresponding to the infix operator ' < ' is referred to by '(_ < _)' , 
so {x < y) <^ {x,y) G ( - < - ) . 
x^y =={x,y) 
{xx ^yx,X2 ^y2,...,Xn ^yn} 
= = {{Xx,yx),{X2,y2), . • • AXn,yn)} 
The relation relating jci to j i , JC2 to J2,. • •, and jc„ to y„. 
domR == {x:X\{3y:Y •xRy)} 
The domain of a relation: the set of JC components that are related to some 
>• 
ranF == {y :Y \ {3x : X • xRy)} 
The range of a relation: the set of y components that some jc is related to. 
F0 5 0 = = { j : r | ( 3 j c : 5 . j c F 3 ; ) } 
Image of the set 5 through the relation R. 
S<lR =={x:X; y:Y\xeS AxRy} 
Domain restriction: the relation R with its domain restricted to the set 5. 
Fl ® F2 = = ((domF2) ^ F l ) U F2 
Overriding;Rx,R2:X ^Y. 
D.5 Functions 
A function is a relation with the property that each member of its domain is associated 
with a unique member of its range. As functions are relations, all the operators defined 
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above for relations also apply to functions. Let X and Y be sets, and F be a subset of X; 
and/ a function fromX to Y. 
f t The function/ applied to the expression t. A function/is a set of pairs with 
each member of its domain associated with a unique member of its range. 
/ r is only defined provided t G dom/, and its value is the unique value in 
the range associated with the value t in its domain: f t = y <^ {t,y) ef. 
X^Y = = {/ : X ^ F I (VJC : dom/ • (3, j : F . xfy))} 
The set of partial functions fromX to Y. Note that the domain of a partial 
function does not necessarily contain the whole of X, but it may. 
X^Y =={f:X^Y\ dom/ = X} 
The set of total functions fromX to Y. 
(AJC:F | F « f ) 
== {x:T \P •x^t} 
Lambda abstraction: the function that, given an argument JC in the set F 
such that F holds, gives a result which is the value of the expression t. 
{Xxx:Tx; ...; Xn :T„ \P • t) 
== {xx : Tx; ...; Xn : Tn \ P • {xx,... ,x„) ^ t} 
D.6 Sequences 
LetX be a set; A andB he sequences with elements taken fromX; and ax,... ,an,bx,... ,bn 
expressions of type X. 
seqX = = {A : Ni -«X I ( 3 n : N « d o m A = l..«)} 
The set of finite sequences whose elements are drawn fromX. 
#A The length of sequence A. (This is just '#' on the set representing the 
sequence.) 
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0 =={} 
The empty sequence. 
seqjX -= {s : seqX \s ^ {)} 
The set of non-empty sequences. 





head A The first element of a non-empty sequence: 
A^{) ^headA=A{l). 
tail A All but the head of a non-empty sequence: 
tail {{x)^ A) =A. 
last A The final element of a non-empty sequence: 
A^{) ^ last A = A{#A). 
front A All but the last of a non-empty sequence: 
fi'ont{A^ {x)) =A. 
If 
-:l/->^. 
•-y . « ^,. 
v\\. 
'*. N. '' " / 
